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November 18, 1936 

The distribution of women in Department 2218 by age is as 

follows: 

AGE PERCENT 

Over 50 1.61 
40-50 3.07 
30-40 18.28__ 

89 4.30 
28 5,91 
27 3.76 
26 5.37 
25 4.30^ 
24 4.30 
23 4.83 
22 3.22 
21 9.67 
20 9.67 
19 11.82 
18 5.37 
17 .537 

The largest single age group is 19 years followed by 20 and 

21. TSext is 18. This shows ttvtyi^^^ that a large number of young 

girls are employed in the department. The group is scarcely more than 

eieve*, consequently the use of leisure time for thess people is of 

an unusual importance. 

fiC 
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SOMMENTS CM INTERVIEWS M THE STATION APPARATUS SHOPS 

Departments 2318, 2819-1 and 2213-1. 

In 55 interviews with women the following observations have 
been made often enough to make them significant. 

The social relationships of the women employees are very-
noticeable and they seem to mean a great deal to the women. The sig
nificance of this social situation is illustrated by the first remark 
of so many of the girls interviewed, "It is so nice working here 
because you meet so many different kinds of people and get acquainted 
with so many/' The rest periods and lunch hour thus play an important 
part outside of just relaxation,. Due to the noise in some parts of 
the building, conversation during working hours is next to impossible, 
but during rest periods almost everyone has a special group. Very 
often these groups are not working groups; that is, they do not consist 
of those from the same benches. Since the majority of women interviewed 
are short service employees, it is largely their attitude which is 
brought out here. This attitude is evidenced especially when the new 
employee is in the minority, perhaps being the only one or one of two 
or three at a bench with fifteen or twenty old timers. The newer ones 
may try to carry on a conversation at first, but they soon learn and 
it usually ends In little or no social contact between the two groups. 
The most often heard expression is H0h the old timers don*t want to 
bother with us new ones." There is some indication that the long 
service employees resent the coming in of the younger because the 
latter are doing the same job and in some instances it is even known 
that they are doing a more efficient job than the older ones. This 
does not meet with the requirements long established of the group as 
a social unit. 

There is a complicated situation existing between the super
visors and the women employees. The supervisors feel it as much as 
the employees do. A number of supervisors have remarked to me that 
it is hard to pay attention to any particular girlfs work without the 
rest of the group fs thinking that he is playing favorites - or even 
attaching a more personal significance to it. The girls* situation, 
on the other hand, is just as difficult. There are a number of reasons 
why it is inconvenient for a girl to approach a supervisor with any 
questions other than those dealing directly with her present job. 
During actual working hours it is a little hard to leave a bench 
though personal time is allowed and utility girls provided when 
requested. Then during the rest periods and lunch hours the presence 
of other people - especially men - around the supervisors tends to 
discourage any question of a personal nature or one which might in
volve a discussion. Apparently the employees - particularly the new 
ones - have a fear of baing misunderstood; that is, that the super
visors would think they were complaining. This is evidenced by many 
interviews in which occurs repeatedly the adjuration, "Please don't 
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think 1*331 complaining. I was just wondering about this but I didn't 
want to ask my boss because he might think I was kicking. I really 
am satisfied but I just wanted to know about this." 

This leads to the observation that the employee often feels 
that her supervisor has not the time either to get to know her or to 
help her out if she should feel free to ask about something outside 
the regular routine of work. Several women have expressed it thus: 
"Our boss has changed a lot. He used to be very nice to us. "Now 
all he cares about is getting more work out. So he's always yelling 
at us.* This is not said of all the supervisors. Of some of them 
the girls say that they are always talking to them and making the 
girls feel as if they really knew them. 

However, in one sub-department, there is an instructress 
who seems to take the place of the supervisors in personal contacts 
which are made with the employees. She is in no way a supervisor 
but the girls feel that she is someone they can go to when they need 
information or advice. As she explained to me, there may be any 
number of instances when a girl may have a personal question which 
she would not take to a man supervisor unless there was no other way 
out of it. The girls feel that is more or less on their 
side and one of them. It has been mentioned to me that the depart
ments which have no such outlet for the girls fare badly with their 
women employees, and several times it has been suggested that if some 
woman could act in the same capacity there , everyone would be better 
off. 

Regarding the December 1st rerate, there are various atti
tudes. All of the employees in the three sub-departments are on day 
work. There seems to be a rather general dissatisfaction among the 
longer service employees. The two cent raise which many of them re
ceived was not what they expected and as one employee put it, "Why -
the raise I got - I might as well give it to charity." But in 
addition to the fact that the raise did not come up to expectations 
there is another factor - the comparatively new employee, m the 
Handset Department of the Cable Plant, most of the new employees have 
been receiving a $.03 raise after three months and another after six 
months of service. Since they started at $.40 an hour, this meant 
that at the time the December rerates were made out many of the em
ployees with less than a years service were making $.46 per hour. 
On the other hand there were many women some with as much as 15 years 
of service who, at the time of the rerate, were making as little as 
$5.48 and $.49. There is a background setting here too. During the 
depression a number of women employees on piece work were given the 
choice of being laid off or being moved to the Cable Plant and being 
cut to $.40 per hour. Theychose the latter and from reports worked 
willingly and just as hard at the new rate as they had at their 
former higher rate. Many of these women are still working there 
and since the number of jobs of a higher grade than that of bench 
hand was and still is less than the number of employees who merit 
them there is an irreconcilable conflict between service and job 
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performance* As one long service employee put it, "I suppose that when 
the new operators ara doing the same job as we are they should be paid 
the same. But it just seems funny for a girl who has been here six 
months to be making almost as much as we are when we've been here 10 
years. We're both doing the job about as well as it can be done - and 
both trying hard; so as long as there is no better job for us old timers 
to do - something that would need our experience - why shouldn't we be 
paid a little more?" 

The new operator may look at the old timer working on the 
same job and think that the difference in pay is unfair. Yet the new 
operator inconsistently expects to get a raise after just a few months 
and to keep getting more even knowing that anyone's efficiency of 
production has limits, furthermore, while the new operator may at the 
present moment feel the discrepancy in pay to be unfair, the effect 
of seeing an old timer making the same pay would be even greater 
dissatisfaction. As one supervisor put it, "I really think there 
will be a labor turnover in departments like this one, Hew operators 
look at the old timers who are making only a few cents more than they 
are and think "am I going to have to work 5 or 10 years more to be 
making just two or three cents more pay? These youngsters have come 
to expect too much." 

What has happened in the Handset Department is that the new 
operators were given substantial raises very quickly. While these 
raises were not considered general, they affected enough of the $.40 
employees to make them believe that they could expect raises at 
three month intervals. The difficulty of explaining to every employee 
that their first two raises were merely to bring them up to a piece 
work level on day work, is evident. They expect the raises to con
tinue or at least will be extremely disappointed if they do not, and 
since these employees constitute such a large group, (78 or 4155 of 
the girls in Department 2S18 have less than a year's service) an 
appreciable dissatisfaction might be the result. 

There is quite a bit of job trading going on. The girls 
seem to welcome the opportunity to do this. In some cases it seems 
to be sanctioned and In others the girls have to do it on the sly. 
It helps a lot they say to relieve the monotony. This job trading 
usually takes place on a conveyor but is found sometimes in a group 
on a bench where each one is doing a different kind of ^crk. 

The employees very often express the feeling that it is 
nice to know that the Company cares what they think about and also 
say that they enjoy being able to talk to someone. Almost all of 
those interviewed have voluntarily gone into their own personal 
problems in a conversational manner rather than with the idea that 
maybe something can be done about them by the interviewer. 

Another fact which has stood out among the data gathered 
from those already interviewed is that employee representation is not 
very effective among the women. Many girls have remarked that they 
wouldn't want to take something to an employee representative because 
they wouldn't know quite what he might think. This might be an atti
tude comaon only to the newer employees. Others have said that it 
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is harder for a girl to go up to a representative during spare time 
because he is around a group of men. Still others do not know who 
the representative is and would have no idea of his function. They 
might know in a vague way that he is a part of a plan of representa
tion, but it seems not to occur to them that he is the place where 
they should take some of the problems. A number of them mentioned 
that thoy read the minutes for the last meeting and they noticed 
that Mr. S., their representative, had introduced a number of points, 
but they didn't know how the points were started or who started them. 

A great many of the employees have expressed the opinion 
that they ought to be allowed a tour of the Plant. "We see lots of 
people coming through, and we work here and probably don't know so 
much about it as they do." 

One of the values of the interviewing program already, it 
seems to me, is the attitude of the employees toward it. Over and 
over again this is expressed in such statement as "You mean we can 
just talk like this as long as we want to? Well that makes you feel 
as if the Company really cared something about you as a person." 

R0S-831-4-l«E 
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Early in January, 1936, at a conference in which the subject 

of Industrial Relations was being discussed the following question 

was asked the Industrial Relations people who were present, "If you 

were to devise a personnel program which would take into account all 

of the factors which your research in this area shows to be signifi

cant, what sort of a plan would you recommend?" The ansvver to this 

question was the personnel counseling experiment. In framing this 

experiment, which will be described later, there were two separate 

questions which had to be answered. The first concerned the objec

tives to be achieved. The second question was that of devising a 

plan for achieving those objectives. Inasmuch as an understanding of 

the plan worked out depends upon an understanding of the objectives 

in view these will be outlined first. 

The Purpose of Personnel Counseling. 

Our research in the field of employee relations began in 

1927 and continued until 1932. From that work, which included the 

various test room studies, the employee interviewing program and the 

Bank Wiring Observations Room, certain conclusions were reached which 

suggested the need for a more adequate personnel program. Although it 

is impossible to discuss these findings here in any detail, there were 

two observations which seemed of particular importance. The first is 

that the problem of employee effectiveness is inseparable from the em

ployees total situation. Each individual employee in a department 

has experienced a personal history which makes his situation unique. 

At work all of these individuals are expected to measure up to fairly 

uniform stand aW?s of output, quality and general conduct. The 
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individuals who fall away or fail to measure up to these standards be

come problems to their supervisors. The question here is what should 

the supervisor do with these people? Some of them may be brought into 

line through the application of pressure but with many people such 

tactics will fail because many of the factors which make for inatten-

tiveness and lowered efficiency are beyond the individual's conscious 

control. The intelligent procedure is to explore the individual's 

situation, determine the source of his difficulty and then attempt to 

act in accordance with that diagnosis. While some supervisors may be 

qualified to do this sort of a job, in practice few of them have .the 

time to devote to it. An added limitation inheres in the supervisor's 

social relationship with the employee. This is necessarily an 

authoritative relationship and such a relationship makes the employee 

reluctant to discuss his situation sufficiently frankly for a thorough 

appraisal of it to be made. Here, then, is one set of problems which 

can best be diagnosed by skilled interviewers outside of the usual 

lines of authority. There is a very real need for an impartial, non-

authoritative agency whose function is that of interviewing employees, 

diagnosing their problems and where necessary, counseling with the 

supervisor regarding his methods of supervising these people. In plan

ning the personnel counseling experiment this was regarded as one of 

the important objectives to be achieved. 

The second important observation arising from the research 

mentioned is more difficult to state. During the later phases of the 

research program the investigators were struck with the fact that the 

picture of the work situation which they obtained from their detailed 

observations of it was in many respects quite different from the way 

management assumed it to be. It was observed that many management 
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controls, particularly the wage payment structure, failed to function 

in accordance with the logic upon which such controls were based. 

Upon analyzing these situations further it was found that the employees 

had spontaneously elaborated an informal social organisation within 

the formal framework of the Company. The function of these informal 

organizations seemed to be twofold. The first was that of providing 

the work group with a certain feeling of security. It appeared as 

though the employees were rather unconsciously attempting to protect 

themselves from real or fancied consequences of supervisory practices 

and technical innovations. Group restriction of output was one of 

the chief protective devices thus elaborated. 

The second function of these informal organizations appeared 

to be that of providing the work group with those intangible social 

satisfactions which come from being an integral member of a closely 

knit group. Various kinds of leadership were also provided for by 

these informal groupings which were not defined in the formal organiza

tion of their work situation. 

These observations as to the structure and function of the 

informal social organization existing at the work level suggested the 

second broad objective to be incorporated in the personnel counseling 

experiment. On the one hand, it was seen that the employees had 

many sentiments and feelincs and that the employee^ behavior and 

efficiency was controlled by these factors even more than by sheer 

monetary incentive. These sentiments pertained to such things as 

seniority, age, sex, workmanship, nationality, social responsibility, 

work history, occupation, and position in the group and extended to 

many factors in the immediate physical and social environment which 
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•were symbolic of the status the individual had attained. On the other 

hand, it was seen that management frequently had to act in ignorance 

of these sentiments. The supervisory structure was not functioning to 

communicate facts of this kind upward partly because the importance of 

the material was not understood, partly because the lower level super

visors were of necessity so much a part of the work situation that they 

could not study it objectively and, in part, because material of this 

sort is difficult to transmit in a useful form. As a consequence 

management practices and procedures frequently collided with the senti

ments of the employees with the result that the employees formed an 

informal protective organization against such practices. Stated in 

another way, it appeared as though management, using that term in its 

broadest sense, habitually acted as though the technical, economic 

organization of the Company was something apart from the social organi

zation of the Company and that the one did not appreciably affect the 

other. These studies showed that the social organization is intimately 

related to the technical organization and that changes in one .affect 

the other. These studies further suggested that the problem of 

collaboration and work effectiveness is essentially a problem of how 

*o aspects of the total Company structure are related and kept 

in balance. 

The problem here, therefore, appeared to be that of communi

cating a more accurate picture of the situation at the work level to 

management. In order to do this, however, it seemed that here again 

an outside agency skilled in the techniques of interviewing and observa

tion and familiar with the methods of individual and group analysis 

could function best. This therefore was stated as the second broad 

objective of the personnel counseling experiment. 
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To summarize, it was felt that in devising a more adequate 

plan for doing personnel work the following objectives should be kept 

in mind: 

1. To study and obtain correction of problems pertaining to 
the individual. 

1.1 Where the problem is psychological to attempt to 
secure an adjustment by skilled interviewing. 

l.S Where the problem arises from a defective relation
ship between supervisor and employee to counsel the 
supervisor indirectly regarding his supervisory 
methods. 

2. To study and obtain correction of problems pertaining to 
the work group. 

2.1 To study the effect of management policies and prac
tices at the work level. 

2.2 To communicate general observations, material which 
does not reflect upon any identifiable person, to 
management. 

3. To conduct intensive studies of problems unearthed by the 
personnel counseling activity which seem worthy of research 
and development. 

Outline of the Plan. 

In order to achieve these objectives the following plan was 

suggested. A trained interviewer from the Industrial Relations Branch 

would be assigned to one or two sub-departments depending upon the 

number of people involved. This personnel counselor would spend his 

whole time interviewing the employees in his territory, contacting 

their supervisors, familiarizing himself with the employees' jobs and 

recording and analyzing his observations. His interviews would be 

conducted under conditions of privacy away from the employee's work 

and with a guarantee of strict confidence. The employee would be 

paid his average hourly earnings for time spent in the interview. 

The Personnel Counselor would strictly avoid taking sides on any 
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controversial issue and would at all times refrain from taking an 

authoritative position in his dealings with employees and supervisors. 

This plan was discussed at a meeting of the Hawthorne Manage

ment some time in January, 1936. As a result of that discussion it 

was decided to try the plan out on an experimental basis in the Panel 

Apparatus Department of the Central Office Division. The next problem, 

- therefore, was that of introducing the experiment. 

How the Plan was Introduced. 

Inasmuch as the success of the experiment depended upon its 

reception by the supervisors and employees, considerable thought was 

given to the problem of introducing the plan to them. The Division 

Chief, whose consent had been obtained for conducting the experiment 

in his organization, explained the program to all of the supervisors 

in his organization at one of their regular monthly meetings. In 

presenting the plan to them the Division Chief first outlined the ideas 

and development work behind the plan. He then described the plan in 

detail and introduced to them the man chosen to conduct the experiment. 

In his talk to the supervisors the Division Chief emphasized 1. That 

the Counselor would not assume any of the duties or responsibilities 

* delegated to them; 2. That it was hoped that they would feel free to 

discuss their problems with him, and 3. That the Counselor would be 
i 

extremely careful not to divulge information of a personal nature 

which he obtained through his contacts with them and their employees 

and which might embarrass them in any way. 

The supervisors were told that the group chiefs would be ex

pected to pass word of the plan around among employees. In presenting 

the plan to the employees they were asked not to give it too much 
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emphasis. They were simply to pass word along that the Company was 

trying out a new way of doing personnel work and that a "Personnel 

Man" had been assigned to the department who might be around soon to 

talk to them individually. The supervisor was to explain that the 

employees would be paid their average earnings for time spent in talk

ing to the Counselor. Further explaining of the program was left to 

the Personnel Counselor in his contacts with the employees. 

Reception of the Experiment. 

No difficulties were encountered in introducing the experi

ment. On April 3, 1936, after about six weeks' work, a preliminary 

report (Appendix A) was issued in Y/hich the following summary of 

experience was made: 

"In general, it may be said that these first six weeks' 
work indicate that the plan is beginning to satisfy a need that has 
been felt for some time by supervisors, employees, and employee 
representatives* The supervisors seem actively interested in the 
plan and, in several instances, they have said that they would wel
come the assistance that the "Personnel Man" might offer in helping 
them to gain a more complete understanding of their human problems 
and in getting their thoughts and their problems up the line. 

"With regard to the employees, it is sufficient to say that 
they are all as interested in the plan as they were in the Interview
ing Program. They go out of their way to speak to the "Personnel Man" 
whenever he is in their section. They talk openly and freely of their 
problems and this in itself appears to be beneficial to them. 

"In view of this experience, it is felt that the groundwork 
is being laid for a program that fits into shop situations without 
disturbing the work that these organizations perform and which at the 
same time can go a long way toward alleviating many of the problems 
industrial organization presents." 

A second progress report which was issued on May 27, 1936, 

after thirteen weeks' work indicated that several new organizations 

had been included in the experiment. This extension was made as it 

was thought that our experiences in one department were not sufficiently 

representative of the Works Organization as a whole and we wanted a 
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better cross-section of both employee and supervisory reaction before 

any final judgment was made on the practicability of the program. 

The investigator's impression of the progress made may be 

seen in the following quotation from the Second Progress Report. This 

report is included here .as Appendix B. 

"In addition to this expansion there has been considerable 
progress made in the experiment itself. The investigator feels that 
the values in the experiment are coming up to the expectations of it 
as described in the previous report. In other words, he feels very 
strongly that progress is being made toward creating a more harmonious 
work relationship among employees and between employees and their 
supervisors. In addition, this broader experience has resulted in a 
more definite idea regarding the types of problem that may be expected 
and the techniques that may be employed in solving them." 

A special report, included here as Appendix C, which was 

issued on October 9, 1936, describing, the attitude of short and long 

service employees, contains references to further developments in the 

experiment« 

"Since the second progress report on the experiment in 
personnel Counseling was issued on May 27, 1936, the personnel devoted 
to this project has been increased from one to five people. In addi
tion to this increase in personnel, the experiment itself has been 
extended to the Station Apparatus Shops. Two people, one man and one 
woman, are at present devoting their time to interviewing employees 
in the Hand Telephone Set Division of the Station Apparatus Shops. 
Two people are working in the Central Office Division and one in the 
Piece Part Division of the Central Office Shops, 

Inasmuch as the new personnel counselors have been working 
in their territories only a short time, it is impossible to assess 
the functioning of the plan as originally outlined at this time.,,. 
In passing it might be said, however, that the experiment is progress
ing satisfactorily and the counselors are especially appreciative of 
the cooperative spirit shown them by supervisors of all ranks. It is 
expected that this work will proceed rapidly now that the new counse
lors have gotten acquainted in their territories and have had some 
training and experience." 

Since the above report was issued on October 9, the territory 

included in this experiment has again been expanded and the number of 

counselors has been increased to seven. The accompanying organization 
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charts (Appendix D) show the departments now included in the program 

together with the names of the counselors assigned to each department. 

At the present time, although the plan is being carried on 

chiefly by new and comparatively untrained counselors, we have encoun

tered no general reactions which conflict with the preliminary appraisal 

of the plan. A few questions have been raised by employees in places 

t where there were unsatisfactory supervisor-employee relationships re

garding the confidential nature of the interviews. In these cases 

strict confidence was promised and in all cases these promises have 

been respected. Also some supervisors have raised questions regarding 

the use of material which was obtained from their people and the value 

of interviewing employees whom they felt were contented. Wewere able 

in all of these cases gradually to overcome their fears and to assure 

them that the plan offered a safeguard against careless practices and, 

in the long run, would result in an increase in employee satisfaction. 

The employee representatives have raised questions regarding 

the function of the counselor and the relation between his work and 

theirs as employee representatives. They were advised that our func

tion was chiefly that of improving the relationship between the employee 

and his supervisor and of helping supervisors to understand employee 

problems. Also they were assured that we were not attempting to 
i 

duplicate their function in any way, that we felt they had a real func

tion to perform and that we would be careful not to do anything which 

might undermine their position. 

These questions are significant in that they reflect the 

employees* respect for management's guarantee of personal security 

when administering a program which might easily be used as a "spy 
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system" or a means for gathering information which could be used as 

justification for open opposition to employee requests. The case 

with which we were able to overcome all outward resistance is suf

ficient indication of the real fundamental value of a management's 

sincere effort to understand employee feelings and to deal with them 

intelligently. 

Illustrations of Work Being Done. 

The counselors have now interviewed approximately 500 em

ployees and have contacted about 160 lower level supervisors, In 

practically all of these contacts we obtain data which has an immedi

ate value. These values will be discussed briefly under the following 

headings; 

1.- Personal adjustments, 
2. Supervisor-employee relations. 

3. Employee-Management relations. 

Personal Adjustments. 

Cases which fall in this classification range all the way 

from the employee who evidences normal drives for progress and 

advancement and who benefits by being able to talk over his 

personal affairs with an impartial listener to the neurotic in

dividual who needs considerable personal attention to clear up 

the more fundamental disorders. The following case has been, 

included as it illustrates the application of our point of view 

in working out a personal adjustment. This case is by no means 

typical of maladjusted employees but it does illustrate very 

well how the personnel counselor functions with this type of 

problem. 

A Case of Personal Adjustment 
In February of this year the assistant foreman called our 

attention to a problem which had been worrying him for some time. 
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He pointed to a man who was 48 years old and who had about 20 
years' service, saying that he (the assistant foreman) had tried 
the employee on almost every job in the department and he was a 
failure on all of them. The employee was then working on one of 
the simplest jobs in the department and the supervisor was faced 
with the problem of either cutting his hourly rate, which was 
above the maximum of the grade, to the minimum of the grade, or 
moving him to other work. 

The employee's work history is as follows: He was employed 
as an assembler and adjuster on small telephone apparatus from 
1917 to 1923. He apparently was capable on this work for he was 
made a group chief in 1923 where he remained until the beginning 
of the depression in 1931. At that time he was considered one 
of the least efficient supervisors in the group and he was among 
the first supervisors in the department to be demoted when work 
became slack. He was then placed on the highest graded adjusting 
job in the department and the hourly rate which he had as a super
visor was not changed. A short time later it became apparent 
that he was not learning this work as rapidly as was expected and 
his hourly rate was cut. 

Later he was judged a total failure on this work and was 
transferred to adjusting work in another department where it was 
expected that he would do better because he had handled the job 
satisfactorily both as a worker and a supervisor. Here again he 
failed to perform up to the standard, and so was transferred 
back to the original department. 

At this time he was given a preliminary adjusting job which 
was graded lower than final adjusting and his hourly rate was 
reduced. Here he again failed to measure up to the standard and 
so he was tried on miscellaneous low grade assembly and wiring 
operations which ordinarily would be given to new employees. 

•While he was working on the preliminary adjusting job, a 
new piece rate and new labor grades were assigned to the depart
ment. In this situation it became necessary to have the hourly 
rates of all employees adjusted within the rate range of the new 
labor grade, and because of the new piece rate it was felt that 
considerable emphasis should be placed on keeping employees' 
hourly rates in line with the individual's contribution to the 
group. The employee's hourly'rate was therefore adjusted to the 
maximum allowed on the preliminary adjusting job and when he 
failed to produce he was given a small cut. Later, when he was 
moved to miscellaneous assembly and wiring work, he was given 
another smell cut. This was all grade 1 and 2 work, and the em
ployee's hourly rate finally was adjusted to the maximum of rrade 
5 or $.44 per hour. In this situation it was a physical impossi
bility for the employee to earn his money, and, to make matters 
worse, the employee's output did not compare favorably with some 
new employees who were hired at the minimum of the labor grade. 
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The above were the essentials of the problem as they appeared 
to the department when the assistant foreman asked our help. They 
felt that they had given the employee every possible opportunity 
to make good and that he had failed. They also were disturbed be
cause he appeared to be drinking heavily and more recently because 
he was not at all cooperative. 

Early in March of this year the Division Chief called a con
ference in which they practically decided to transfer the employee 
to a grade 1 job in another organization and to cut his hourly 

i rate to the minimum of the grade. They proposed to explain that 
he would be given a last chance and that if he failed he would be 
dismissed. Our original interview indicated that the failure was 
because of a personal maladjustment and, as we did not believe 
that the proposed action was addressed in any way toward the solu
tion of the difficulty, we asked that the transfer be delayed a 
few months, or until we had had an opportunity to make a detailed 
study of the case. 

This study included interviews with the employee, a very 
thorough physical examination, several intelligence and vocational 
tests and a careful study of the employee's associates on the job, 
his supervisors and the mechanics of all of the jobs on which the 
employee had failed. 

The interview showed an employee who was raised in one of 
the west side slum districts. The family consisted of two older 
sisters, an older brother, the employee and a younger brother. 
The mother died when the employee was very young and he does not 
remember her. The older sister managed the house. The father 
was a strict disciplinarian. The children were punished frequently 
and they were not allowed ordinary liberties. This was so pro
nounced that the older brother left home as soon as he finished 
school. The father was employed as a laborer until his death, 
which was shortly after the employee graduated from grammar school. 
The employee worked during vacation time while he was in seventh 
and eighth grades, and he found a steady job immediately after 
leaving school. He worked for several concerns until he enlisted 
in the army during the World War and when he returned at the age 
of 29 he was employed at Hawthorne. 

During this time he formed a close relationship with his 
older sister who never married. She kept house for him until a 
few years ago when he moved to a hotel across from the Plant. 
This move was made during the period when he was having difficulty 
on the job, but he continued to contribute toward her support and 
still has a very loyal attitude toward her. 

The employee's attitudes which stood out prominently during 
the first interview were: 

1. Fear of the supervisors (foreman especially). Belief 
that they had it in for him. Feeling that they were 
watching him all the time. He could feel the foreman's 
eyes on him when the foreman was at the other end of 
the room. 
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2. Belief that his nervousness was a "shell shock" hang
over from the war in spite of the fact that he was in 
good health for years after the war and was not nervous 
until recently, 

3. Fear of sickness. He had been under the care of several 
doctors who tried to convince him that he was all right. 
He took "nerve medicine" regularly four times a day. 
His closet shelf was full of pill boxes and cold cures. 
He wore a jacket on days when it was so hot that his 
shirt was wet with sweat. He talked of his health, his 
sister's health, boyhood friends who had terrible dis
eases. He went into a tantrum if the hotel room was cold 
or the department was drafty. 

4. His only associate outside the Plant was a tubercular 
war veteran with shady character, and he did not see him 
often. Most of his leisure time was spent in his room 
with a cheap magazine. He also did not talk to anyone 
in the department unless they asked him a question. 

The physical examination indicated that while he was slightly 
below par generally, there was nothing definitely wrong with him. 
There was, in other words, no apparent physical cause for this ex
treme nervousness or for this paranoid type of thinking. They 
advised regular exercises. 

The Intelligence and Vocational Tests which were given indi
cated quite positively a low grade intellectual development, but 
they were not significant beyond that, because of the employee's 
extreme nervousness when they were given. 

The employee's associates on the job felt quite sorry for 
him and while they believed that he had been given several oppor
tunities to prove himself, they did not resent his being paid 
more than his share of earnings. On occasions they went more 
than half way to be nice to him. 

The supervisors had definitely turned against him. At first 
they resented his being left on the job. They used him and two 
women employees to account for low group earnings. They continu
ally aggravated him by demanding improvement and by comparing his 
output with new employees. 

Our observation of his work showed considerable lost motion, 
lack of coordination in his efforts and periods when his atten
tion was miles away from the job. His explanation of other jobs 
which he handled indicated the same sort of activity. Output 
records which we prepared from bogey sheets (his own record of 
output) indicated that he reported on an average of between only 
two and three hours out of eight on productive work. The balance 
of his time was spent on miscellaneous items upon which his 
efficiency could not be measured. 
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In the above it was evident that the interview needed to 
be addressed, first, toward directing the employee's attitude 
toward a more constructive relationship with his situation and, 
second, toward controlling the attitudes of others in the situa
tion so that a personal adjustment would be possible. 

We began by interviewing the employee daily until we had 
dissipated a good part of the emotional disturbance in his think
ing. Then we limited the interviews to two a week and concen
trated on helping him to think constructively about his work, 
his supervisors and associates outside the Plant. 

As soon as we noted a definite progress in his thinking we 
began asking the group and section chief to talk about him. In 
these talks, the supervisors were encouraged to criticize the 
employee and they were asked to expx'ess their criticism in as 
much detail as possible. At no time did we offer any difference 
of opinion outside of the general statement that the employee's 
attitude had improved. This was carried to the extent that we 
did not object when the division chief called to advise us that 
the employee's hourly rate would have to be cut. This was six 
months after we began with the case. We only asked that the ex
planation be given to the employee in terms that would carry 
conviction to him. Later we attempted to assist the section 
chief in preparing a statement for the employee and in this con
versation the section chief found his case very weak and apparently 
decided to do nothing. 

This approach to the problem has resulted in the following 
change in the situation: 

1. The supervisors are taking a genuine interest in the 
employee and they are helping him with encouragement 
instead of criticism. Both the group and the section 
chiefs are now taking personal credit for the improve
ment and they claim to have made arrangements to 
assign him to higher graded work in the near future. 

2, The employee has increased his efficiency from between 
60 to 70$ to about 100$. There appears to be little 
lost motion in his activities on the job, and he 
appears to be getting a real feeling of satisfaction 
in doing his job better than the rest. 

He is also very friendly with all of the employees both men 
and women who work near him, and he spends his rest periods talk
ing with a group of employees who work in the other end of the 
room. 

He has developed several close friends in the hotel and he 
occasionally joins a group playing pinochle. He has been keep
ing steady company with a girl whom he expects to marry. They 
plan to move to a furnished apartment. Due to her influence he 
spends several evenings & week at the movies and dances or with 
their friends. 
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About a month a 3 0 he quit spending money on doctors. He 
takes no medicine and says he feels better than he ever did. He 
has discarded the jacket that he was continually wearing and 
observes that he is no longer troubled with colds. This is in
teresting because he said he always had a cold about this time of 
year. The only remnant of the old attitude toward sickness is 
his excuse for marrying. He says a man of his age needs someone 
to take care of him. 

From a social point of view, this employee is now in working 
equilibrium with his environment. His attention is on the job. 
The supervisors appreciate his efforts and the new employees 
respect his knowledge of the job, and the older employees are 
friends instead of sympathizers. The concentration of our efforts 
on a personal adjustment without taking into account the other 
areas, supervisor, associates and the job itself would have proba
bly resulted in failure. The total adjustment depended upon work 
with the employee's attitude, the supervisor's attitude, his 
associates' attitudes and with assistance in studying the job and 
developing an appreciation of coordination of activities. 

Supe rvi sorr-Employee gelations. 

Maladjustments in the relation of supervisor to employee 

present an even wider range of problems than we find in cases of 

personal maladjustment. These range from supervisors who have 

habits that mildly irritate their people to those who have removed 

themselves so far from the employees that they have no apprecia

tion of the more intimate employee reactions and in some cases 

have no desire to try to understand them. The following is a 

typical illustration of this sort of a problem. 

A counselor noticed a group chief who appeared to be particu
larly satisfied with the job he was doing. He also observed 
that this supervisor T/as well informed regarding the technical 
side of his job but he was never observed talking to his employees. 
He always seemed to have a severe expression on his face whenever 
he approached an employee and his conversation was brief and 
abrupt. The counselor also observed that this group chief's 
superior was also a technically trained man whose interests were 
largely in that field and that the superior gave considerable 
recognition to this group chief while others who were more in
terested in human problems received no notice whatsoever. 
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The counselor's interviews with employees indicated that 
they were consciously restricting their output and several of 
them said that they hated to come to work. They also made com
ments such as "He never smiles;" "I guess he's got it in for me 
because he hates to answer a simple question;" "He reminds me of 
a neighbor who beats his wife;" "Sometimes he gets my goat so 
that I want to get up on the bench and scream." 

These observations indicated that the counselor needed to 
spend considerable time creating a real interest in human prob
lems and in building up a closer relationship, that is, one in 
which there would be a mutual understanding between the employees 
and the supervisor. The counselor is at the present time making 
progress in this direction by referring employees who have per
sonal problems to discuss, to the supervisor and also by urging 
the supervisor to talk these problems over with him. This pro
cess is being carried out so informally and the change which is 
taking place in the supervisor is so gradual that the supervisor 
himself is not yet aware of a change in his thinking. Employees, 
however, have noticed the change and are beginning to show more 
interest in their work. 

Imployee-Management Relations. 

Several questions have arisen during the course of the last 

year in which the personnel counselors' knowledge of employee 

sentiments proved useful to management. In addition to this kind 

of management information, two reports have been issued in which 

an attempt was made to present problems worthy of management 

attention. The first report is entitled "Attitudes of Short and 

Long Service Employees" and is included here as Appendix C. The 

second report which has relevance to this topic is "An Outline 

for Discussing the Labor Situation at Hawthorne" and is included 

as Appendix E of this report. Inasmuch as these two reports 

illustrate very well how this program can function to keep 

management informed of general problems at the work level, 

nothing more need be said about the subject here. 
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"El^^BB-^J^^^-S^-^^^P^^S Personnel Counselors. 

Our experience in introducing new counselors to this work 

has indicated that considerable training is necessary if they are to 

accomplish the objectives of this program. We find that it is rela

tively easy to train employees who have been carefully selected to 

take good interviews. The difficulty arises in making use of the 

material gained in the interview and in effecting the adjustments 

which are indicated. The usual tendency in a program of this sort is 

for the agency conducting the work to assume many of the functions and 

responsibilities formerly delegated to the Line Organization. This 

seems to be the human and natural thing to do. The tendency is, in 

other words, to conduct a study, identify certain problems and then 

get the parties involved together and tell them what is wrong. The 

approach we are following requires that the counselor assume no 

authority and that he show care in all of his contacts so that the 

relationships which already exist may be strengthened as the result 

of his activities. In this respect the personnel counseling program 

is somewhat at variance with the trend in Industrial Management. The 

trend over a long period of time has been toward setting up organiza

tions within the Company and making them functionally responsible for 

certain aspects of the shop foreman's job. In this instance that 

would mean making the counselor functionally responsible for the human 

relations side of the job. It will readily be seen that this program 

could proceed in this fashion, and it is our opinion now that a good 

many supervisors would be glad to be rid of the worry connected with 

their personnel. However, it is because we feel that such a policy 

would eventually create frictions and antagonisms and thus in the long 
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run tend to weaken rather than strengthen the effectiveness of the 

supervisory organization, that we have insisted that the counselor 

act merely as a catalytic agent. This means that in addition to 

learning to interview and learning to interpret his material, the 

counselor must also develop a technique for getting the Line Organiza

tion to take the kind of action which he feels is desirable and at 

the same time create a feeling on the part of the Line Organization 

that they themselves are largely responsible for whatever accomplish

ments are made. It is this process which makes it so difficult to 

train ne.v counselors. At present we are meeting this problem by 

having them discuss their interviews and any personnel problems with 

a senior counselor who is helping them interpret the material and who 

is approving any program which involves action. In these discussions 

the senior counselor is insisting that they work entirely from proven 

facts instead of hunches. We realize that this method may seem overly 

cautious and that it does not permit us to function effectively in 

cases where an immediate decision seems necessary to the Line Organiza

tion but this caution seems justified as it avoids many disturbances 

that might be caused if untrained counselors were given a free hand. 

Plans for Future Development. 

In view of the fact that every phase of the program is still 

in the developmental stage, our future plans must of necessity be 

tentative. We are at present occupied with training our present force 

which ic to be increased as rapidly as suitable candidates can be 

found. It is hoped that we will be able to cover the Central Office 

and the Station Apparatus Shops by .the end of the year. This means 

that we will need to add twelve new counselors and that we must 
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develop four senior counselors. This estimate is based upon our 

assigning one counselor to a shop department and a senior counselor 

to each division. It may be, however, that one senior counselor will 

be able to coordinate the work of all of the counselors assigned to a 

product shop. This problem will be studied as our program progresses 

and a more definite opinion can be given later. 

At the present time we are also giving considerable atten

tion to developing the research aspect of this program. We are now 

typing three copies of employee interviews which will be coded so 

that only the counselor who took the interview will be able to 

identify the individual from whom it was obtained. The counselor's 

copy will be filed in an organization file which also will be coded 

so that only the counselor will be able to identify the organization. 

From this file he will make studies of personal problems, he will 

compare employee attitudes in one group with those in another, he 

will try to understand these differences and in all cases of employee 

dissatisfaction he will try to work out corrective action whenever he 

finds a "problem situation" developing. 

The second copy of the interview will be filed by occupa

tion. This kind of a file seems to be particularly important at 

present because of our product shop set-up. It will be used in making 

cross sectional studies of, for instance, punch press operators who 

may be r-uttered throughout the Works. These studies will probably 

result in notations of differences in attitudes in certain locations 

which can be called to the counselor's attention and he can take action, 

whenever corrective measures are indicated. Briefly, this kind of a 

file will function as a control for the counseling organization itself 

as well as a means of supplying management with occupational data. 
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The third copy will be filed by interview numbers so that 

all interviews with any one employee will be assembled in one spot 

even though he is transferred to several organizations and even though 

he is employed on a variety of occupations. It will be some time be

fore a file of this sort has a real value but as soon as a representa

tive number of interviews are collected, studies involving variations 

in age, service, and nationality, etc., will be made as well as studies 

which are concerned with the movement of people from one organization 

to another as compared, for instance, with mobility within an organiza

tion. 

The above outlines in general our thinking with regard to 

the future possibilities of the personnel counseling program. Briefly, 

we are looking upon it in the ultimate as an organization which will 

assist management, the lower level supervisors , and employees, in 

establic" ing and maintaining a working relationship which is based 

upon facts and a fundamental concept of the human as well as the 

technical needs of.the industry as a whole. 

i 
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ATTITUDES OF SHORT AND LONG SERVICE EMPLOYEES 
BASED UPON DATA OBTAINED IN PERSONNEL COUNSELING 

Since the second progress report on the experiment in Personnel 
* 

Counseling was issued on May 27, 1936, the personnel devoted to this 

project has been increased from one to five people. In addition to this 

increase in personnel, the experiment itself has been extended to the 

Station Apparatus Shops, Two people, one man and one woman, are at present 
t 

devoting their time to interviewing employees in the Hand Telephone Set 

Division of the Station Apparatus Shops. Two people are working in the 

Central Office Division and one in the Piece Part Division of the Central 

Office Shops, 

Inasmuch as the new personnel counselors have been working in 

their territories only a short time, it is impossible to assess the 

functioning of the plan as originally outlined at this time. Instead this 

report will be confined to a discussion of the attitudes of the employees 

who have been interviewed so far. Inasmuch as 87$ of those interviewed 

have less than one or more than fifteen years' service with the Company, 

we shall, for the most part, be concerned with the attitudes of these two 

groups. In passing it might be said, however, that the experiment is 

progressing satisfactorily and the counselors are especially appreciative 

Jf" of the cooperative spirit shown them by supervisors of all ranks. It is 

expected that this work will proceed rapidly now that the new counselors 

have gotten acquainted in their territories and have had some training 

and experience. 

Number of Employees Interviewed 

So far 122 people, 108 men and 14 women, have been formally 

interviewed. This figure does not include contacts with some fifty 
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supervisors, informal talks with employees at work, or follow-up inter

views with the same employee. When the last count was taken, which was 

about August 1, there were 57S men employed in the ten sub-departments 

from which the men interviewed were selected. Inasmuch as the men in

terviewed comprise 19% of this total their attitudes should be fairly 

representative of this entire group. All of the women interviewed are 

in one sub-department. While fairly representative of the new employees 

in this sub-department the sample is, of course, much too small to be 

considered representative of all new women employees. Fifty, or 41$ of 

the people interviewed have less than one year of service and fifty-six 

or A&% have over fifteen years. 

Attitudes of New Men Employees 

The attitudes of the new men employees cannot be understood 

apart from their background and training. As a group, those interviewed 

are fairly young, being in their early twenties. Nearly all of them 

are single and all but a few have had at least two years of high school 

education. The majority are high school graduates, and a few have had 

some college work. The impression of the counselors is that they are 

well above average in intelligence and ability. As a group they are 

very ambitious, curious as to what is going on about them and eager 

to learn all they can about the Company and possibilites for advance

ment. 

In view of this background it is not surprising to find this 

group very preoccupied about advancement. Practically everyone inter

viewed has in effect remarked, "The job I*m on doesn't require any 

brains. Anyone could do my job. I certainly don't want to stay on 

that kind of work very long." Statements liko these indicate that 

most of these young men regard their present jobs as the first step 
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in the ladder. This condition is reflected in the unusually large 

number of applicants for apprentice training arising within the plant. 

Without exception these people express themselves as being 

glad to be working with the Company and those who have worked else

where compare the Company very favorably with the companies they 

worked for previously. In other words their demands for advancement 

do not imply criticism of or antagonism toward the Company or their 

supervisors. They are simply seeking to satisfy demands and ideals 

which have been instilled in them by their families, schools and 

general social environment. 

Although these new people have not yet become at all pessimistic 

about their future it is quite possible that they may be in a few years. 

In fact the personnel counselors feel that one of the chief supervisory 

and personnel problems in the near future will be that of handling the 

demands of this group for social mobility. Perhaps the normal expansion 

due to improved business can meet the demands of those who are now in 

the Company's employ. If the Company continues to hire a large propor

tion of high calibre men, however, it is quite likely that we shall 

have to face the problem of adjusting these deeply rooted and socially 

determined demands to the actualities of the work situation. This 

would be a difficult process and at best could not prevent considerable 

frustration or labor turnover. 

Wages, for this group, seem to be of secondary importance to 

advancement. None of them has voiced a serious complaint about wages. 

The complaints which have been received relate chiefly to differences 

in rates of pay for the same kind of work. The following statement 

is typical of these complaints: "I can't understand why X is getting 
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more money than I am. I have been here as long as he has." Opinions 

to the effect that they would earn more for the same amount of work 

under piece work are also encountered, particularly among those who 

have friends or relatives in piece work departments. In connection 

with the subject of wages it may be of interest to note that in one 

location where a general increase in hourly rates was recently made ^ 

few of the men interviewed voluntarily mentioned the subject. When 

questioned they all say they were glad to get it but the investigator's 

impression is that they were not much affected by it. 

At first it may seem puzzling that these people who express great 

interest in advancement and wage differentials show so little enthusiasm 

over the general increase in hourly rates. If regarded in the light of 

their personal background, however, it will be seen that this is the 

kind of reaction one might expect. It would seem that to the great 

majority of them this raise, while welcome, did not mean advancement. 

In the first place it was general and therefore did not imply any 

differentiating or singling out process. Inasmuch as the chief social 

process involved in advancement is that of differentiating the individual 

from the group it can be readily understood why this general increase did 

not mean advancement to them. Following this same line of thought we 

also have an explanation as to why they do seem interested in wage 

differentials. These differentials serve to separate people out and 

therefore carry social significance to the employees. Any difference 

of this sort therefore m*y serve to light up preoccupations concerning 

advancement and questions as to why the differences exist are likely 

to be raised. Tn other words the same factorj preoccupation over 

advancement, lies back of both these apparently dissimilar phenomena. 
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In addition to the fact that the raise was general and 

therefore undifferentiating, the employees' attitude toward it could 

also be understood in light of the fact that these young men are no 

longer boys. They are adults and many of them are making plans for 

marriage and other responsibilities of adulthood. It is quite likely 

that few of them regarded this raise as a very big step toward fulfill-

« ing their social and financial prerequisites for an independent adult 

life. 

Attitudes of New Women Employees 

Judging from the admittedly inadequate sample of eleven new 

women employees interviewed, the situation with them seems to be quite 

different from the men's.. Like the men, they indicate that the Company 

compares favorably with other concerns for which they have worked. 

Unlike the men, however, they express little interest in advancement. 

Most of them say that their work is fairly interesting and not difficult, 

and they feel that the Company pays very well. Most of them expressed 

surprise and pleasure over the recent raise they received. Others, 

when questioned, did likewise. 

The average education of the women interviewed is a good deal 
* 

lower than that of the men. The majority of them have had no high 

school training. In their interviews they tend to talk about person

alities, social events and purely personal problems. Most of their 

problems are such that they do not feel like talking about them with 

their supervisors. Several of the women have expressed a desire to 

know more about the Company's Benefit Plans, the Building and Loan 

Association and the Hawthorne Club Evening School. 
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One of the most interesting things about this group is the fact 

that although not particularly interested in advancement they seemingly 

were much more enthusiastic over their raise than the men were. Perhaps 

the reason they were so pleased is to be found in the very fact that 

they do not expect much in the form of advancement. Their thoughts and 

* interests are in the immediate monetary return on the job. Any addi

tional amount pleases them because of its immediate value and use. The 
•i 

men, on the other hand, instead of assessing the raise in terms of 

articles to be purchased by it, tend to project it against a huge chart 

of their future and of their ideals, in comparison with which it seems 

small and less meaningful. 

Attitude of Long Service Employees 

Fifty six or approximately 45$ of the 122 employees inter

viewed have 15 or more years of service. These employees fall into 

two distinct groups: Those who were formerly supervisors and those 

who were not. For purposes of clarity the attitudes of these two 

groups will be described separately. In presenting this material care 

has been taken to present it essentially as it was received from the 

employees. If therefore represents only a statement of employees' 

* thoughts and feelings. These attitudes are sufficiently general, 

however, so that they may be considered typical of the groups described. 

Ex-Supervisors 

Twenty-one of the long service employees interviewed are ex-

supervisors. Of this number three have made a satisfactory adjustment 

to their present status, three have made a fair adjustment and the rest 

are quite open in their complaints. Of the group who have made a 

satisfactory or a fair adjustment little need be said as they either 
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believe that they will go back to a supervisory position soon or they 

believe that they have fared better than most ex-supervisors during 

the depression and are therefore satisfied to let well enough alone. 

Those who are satisfied to let well enough alone are people to whom 

an optimistic attitude comes naturally and, while in most cases the 

demands made on them at home are not as strong as among most of the 

dissatisfied employees, their general feeling of optimism can be 

attributed almost entirely to their ability to make favorable compari

sons between themselves and others .-

As the attitudes of the dissatisfied group of ex-supervisors 

are very closely connected with a series of events which occurred during 

the depression and with what they considered management's policy to be 

prior to the depression, it may be well, first of all r to summarize 

their interpretation of these events. 

Speaking generally, it may be said that this group feels that 

a major shift has occurred in management's policy and in management's 

attitude toward them. They feel that, particularly during the last 

year or so, more and more emphasis has been placed upon efficiency to 

the neglect of other factors, such as service and former status, which 

mean a great deal to them. In support of their contention that a shift 

in Company policy with respect to personnel has occurred, they usually 

make the following observations. 

Prior to the depression, during the years while these employees 

were supervisors, they observed that many increases in hourly rates were 

made which, in their opinion, were not warranted strictly on the basis 

of efficiency. They interpret this to mean that the Company, at that 

time, recognized other factors besides sheer efficiency as worthy of 
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monetary recognition. Later on, when the depression came and they were 

all demoted, they still saw nothing in management's actions which they 

could construe as being incompatible with their original interpretation 

of the Company's policies. At that time they were, in many cases, , 

offered a choice of several high grade jobs, and in some cases they 

were assigned an hourly rate which, even though outside the rate range 

for their jobs, returned them a wage equal to their old sxipervisory 

rate. To them these actions meant not only that their service was 

being rewarded but also that management felt they deserved special 

consideration because they were formerly supervisors. 

The first suggestion of a change in policy, they feel, came 

when they were informed that in justice to other employees in the group, 

their rates would have to be adjusted to the maximum of the grade. 

Following this announcement many rates were so adjusted but, and to 

them this is important, not all of them were adjusted nor rere the 

complete adjustments made at one time. The fact that all of the rates 

were not adjusted signified two things to them. First, and most 

important, it reflected a confusion between announced policy on the 

one hand and practice on the other. It reflected a departure from 

the logic given them for making the reductions and they began to doubt 

the sincerity of that logic. Secondly, it raised doubts in their minds 

as to the criteria actually used in deciding who should and who should 

not have his rate reduced. The fact that the total reduction was not 

made at one time only served to increase their doubts and to add to 

their uncertainty. For, during the time these piece meal reductions 

were being made, they were never at all sure of what would happen to 

them at the next revision period, 
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The final stage in this process of growing confusion and dis

illusionment, according to the employees, came when employees whose 

rates were still outside the labor grade were advised that their rates 

would have to be cut. Among those who were thus affected were some of 

the more efficient employees in the group. These people were cut even 

though the entire group of their associates felt that they were doing 

their best and looked upon some of them as the most efficient employees 

among them. In effecting these adjustments some employees were in 
0 

effect told, "Your rate is $.06 over the maximum of the grade, but as 

a reward for service, it will only be reduced $.03." In informing them 

of these reductions, the supervisors stressed efficiency and the need 

for each individual contributing a fair share toward group earnings. 

In some cases the employee was told that his rate would be reduced 

again if he did not improve his output. In talking to the personnel 

counselor these people are positive in their claims that they are 

doing all they can and therefore feel that all the future holds for 

them is another rate reduction. 

This last sequence of events has affected those employees who, 

although they had many apprehensions before, were not vitally affected 

until that time. It also tended to add to the qualms of the other long 

, service people. To many of them it meant a reversal of Company policy. 

To others, who were really asking more than anything else during this 

period of adjustment that the rules of the game be definitely stated 

and adhered to, it meant that even though the rules now be definitely 

stated and even though they play the game well according to those rules, 

they cannot feel sure that the rules won't be switched just when they 

are playing their best. It meant, in short, that both of the pillars 

upon which their security was based, efficiency and service, were not 

the substantial things they once thought them to be 
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In reflecting upon this situation these people concluded by-

asking, "Where will it end? What am I working for and what can I do 

about it?" In searching for an answer they took stock of themselves 

and fell back on the fact that their work as a supervisor was never 

criticized. A few of the more aggressive inquired of their supervisors 

regarding opportunities for being reinstated as a supervisor. In all 

cases the answer was indefinite and in some cases the employee was 

discouraged so that he believed he would never supervise again. These 

people, in talking over the problem with others, crystallized a general 

belief that very few ex-supervisors would "go back". 

More recently this picture has changed somewhat and the 

counselors note an increasing amount of optimism. This group has 

observed that several of their number have been reinstated as super

visors and they notice preparations for more openings in the near 

future. They also note that no new employees have been promoted to 

supervisory jobs, and their supervisors have been able to encourage in 

some of them a feeling that they may not have to stay "on the bench" 

very long, These activities apparently have had a decided effect upon 

them because their attitudes, while still pessimistic, are not nearly 

as hopeless as they were before. Two employees interviewed recently 

expressed considerable irritation over the fact that the employee repre

sentatives had arranged for them to be interviewed by their superinten

dent. They said, "He (their superintendent) will think we're a bunch 

of cry babies, and he'll think we can't take it. I didn't want to see 

him." This would indicate a growing fooling of pride and self-reliance. 

Other employees whose dissatisfaction was very obvious a few months ago 

are now looking forward and "waiting to see what happens." 
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Other Long Service .Employees 

Of the 35 long service employees interviewed who have never 

achieved supervisory rank, 12 appeared to have made a satisfactory adjust

ment while the other 23 were very outspoken in their complaints. 

A small percentage of the first group appear to be waiting for 

pensions. They do not expect advancement of any sort and are, therefore, 

content to do enough work "to get by" if they are let alone. They say, 

"I'm pretty well fixed" or "I got my kids working now so I haven't much 

to worry about." The attitudes of the balance can be described as 

identical with the satisfied ex-supervisors. They feel that they have 

been fortunate as compared with others and are, therefore, optimistic 

regarding the future. 

The other 23 employees those who complain openly, seem to have 

experienced events similar to those related by the ex-supervisors or they 

have spent considerable time talking to those who have because their 

stories are alike. In addition, they say that most of the new piece 

rates carry with them an expected hourly output that is out of line with 

any older rate they know of. On the whole, they find that it is no 

longer sufficient to turn out what employees used to consider a day's 

work. In some cases they must do twice as much, and even when they do 

many of them feel that their earnings are being reduced gradually. 

Many of these employees note that their hourly rates are at the 

maximum of the grade and that they are working on the highest graded 

work in the department. They also have from 10 to 15 years to work 

before they are eligible for a pension, and they have children who must 

be given an education that is "better than I had." They ask, "What can 

I do about it? Who can I see who will give me a chance at something 

better?" A few have already asked for transfers to machine departments. 
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One is taking a tool making course in evening school. Others would like 

to do something but they are afraid that they may be too old to learn new 

work, so rather than risk failure they do nothing. Their criticisms are 

directed at the bogey, the labor grade, and the rate range. They think 

that there should be "some allowance for service" and that the "old timer 

should not be expected to do as much as the younger employee." But their 

real complaints can all be grouped as a protest against what appears to 

them to be a stagnant situation; that is, one which offers no opportunity 

for progress. 

Recently the counselors have noticed an increasing amount of 

satisfaction on the part of high grade employees who are not on repetitive 

work. Most of these people have been numbered amoung the dissatisfied 

because their thinking is still dominated by pessimistic preoccupations. 

However, they now appear to be getting more satisfaction from their work, 

and are thinking less about "past grievances." In examining the situation 

in which these people are working for an explanation of their changing 

attitude, three factors stand out as significant. First, the activity of 

the group has increased sufficiently so that they are now very busy and 

have plenty of work ahead. They no longer have much time to think of 

themselves. Secondly, a number of new employees have been hired and they 

are "working with" the older employees. This gives the older employees 

a feeling of position in the group. Finally, the supervisors in these 

groups are now so busy that they are giving more and more responsibility 

to the older employees. In some cases the older employees assign the work 

to the new employees and handle job difficulties for them. They are, in 

effectr unofficial supervisors. The new employees look up to them and 

respect them and the longer service people seem to get a great deal of 

personal satisfaction from being recognized in this way. 
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Summary 

By way of summary, the main points brought out in this analysis 

of the attitudes of a limited sample of short and long service employees 

together with some of the significance which should be attached to them 

may be listed as follows: 

1. The new employees are for the time being fairly well satis
fied. They are glad to be working for the Company and feel 
that the Company compares favorably with any other they have 
worked for. Their chief preoccupation is with advancement. 
This preoccupation seems to be so strong chiefly because 
they are a very capable group of people and have reached the 
age where they are ready to assume family responsibilities. 

2. The fact that the Company has this large group of ambitious 
young people carries with it a number of implications. 

2.1 For the supervisors and personnel people it implies 
greater attention and effort to problems of placement, 
training, and vocational adjustment. 

2.2 For the supervisors and management it implies more 
attention to the formulation and administration of 
policies and practices. It would seem that the more 
intelligent the personnel, the more intelligent must 
be their handling. They have initiative of their 
own as evidenced by their voluntarily circulating 
petitions to get what they want. Above all they 
are curious and are likely to demand a clear under
standing of Company policies and payment systems. 

2.3 For management it raises the question as to how far 
it can or should go in hiring help of this calibre for 
the kind of work to which they are assigned. It 
raises the question of what kind of balance should be 
maintained in the total personnel and what kind of 
equilibrium is most desirable from the standpoint of 
productiveness and stability. 

3. The long service employees, while their morale seems to be 
improving, are still very pessimistic. 

4. In considering the events which have bred these unfavorable 
attitudes and what might be done to improve them there are, 
again, a number of implications. 
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4.1 First of all there is implied a problem of rehabili
tation. By this is meant something more than what 
is being done at present to restore morale by rate 
revisions and promotions. The big problem is that of 
restoring this group's confidence in themselves and 
in management. Their confidence in the rules of the 
game has broken down and must be restored. This re
quires the cooperation of the supervisors, the per
sonnel counselors, and management. Perhaps if more 
weight were given to the employees' feelings, interests 
and sentiments in forming and administering policies, 
and if this were coupled with what might be termed a 
more fact-facing and long time point of view on the 

& part of management, much desirable progress could be 
made along these lines. 

4.S Perhaps less stress on observing the formal, logical 
principles of organization would help to create for 
our old timers a satisfactory position in work groups. 
By this is meant the practice of treating these people 
as unofficial supervisors or making unofficial in
structors of them. 

4.3 Continuing the practice of giving this group first 
consideration in selecting supervisors and candidates 
for the more desirable jobs. 

5. In view of the external labor situation, more attention 
should be given to the problems of personnel now than ever 
before. Judging from the interviews taken and other in
formal contacts with employees, there is nothing in this 
area to be disturbed about at present. The long service 
group, while somewhat disgruntled, are well integrated 
members of the Company's social organization. They still 
have confidence in the Company which means that they feel 
quite free to voice their preoccupations and troubles. The 
fact that they do so, in turn, means that management is more 
likely to know at any one time what frame of mind these 
people are in. The new employees, however, are not yet 

' integrated members of the Company organization. They have 
not been here long enough to have built up the same rela-

p tionships with their supervisors that the older people have. 
This means that they are much more reluctant to approach 
their supervisors about matters which affect them personally. 
For this reason the supervisors should, perhaps, make a 

j constant effort to keep in friendly touch with them. It also 
A means that although they display none of the pessimism of the 

older employees, they may constitute a much more fertile 
ground for the development of labor troubles. 
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Observations Remarks 

Monday, August 3 t 1936 

There has been an organization change 
effecting Mr. M's Sub-Department. Mr. M. 
was transferred to the Repair Department 
effective today. E.H. the section chief 
on the second floor will report to Mr. A. 
G.J. the group chief on the fifth floor 
will report to Mr, K. The two groups on 
the second floor, the machine group and 
the bank assembly group, will be identified 
as Mr. H*s section. I talked to D.H. in 
Mr. H's section. Be has been employed by 
the Company several times. He worked 
summers while going to high school, and 
after finishing school worked a little over 
a year in an Assembly Department. He did 
not like this work and knows that he was 
not considered a desirable employee at that 
time. He says that there was nothing about 
the work that interested him, and as he was 
single and had no very pressing responsi
bilities, he did not care whether he held 
the job or not. Since his lay-off, D.H. 
was married and now has one child. He 
believes that his attitude towards work 
has changed considerably. He is making 
a decided effort to learn all that he can 
in the machine section. As we left the 
department D.H. asked the section chief 
if he could go to see a man on the Educa
tional Committee of the Hawthorne Club» 
The section chief agreed to let him go after 
the interview. He intends to discuss schools 
outside the Plant who give tool or die mak
ing courses. He felt that he might progress 
faster in the Plant if he took an evening 
school course and he wanted advice so that 
he could select a school that would give 
him a very thorough preparation. He is not 
interested in our apprentice training courses 
as he believes that his earnings would be 
reduced considerably while taking the work 
and he cannot afford to take the loss in 
money. Toward the end of the interview, 
I suggested that he talk to some one in 
our department. I arranged for him to sea 
Mr. Unger. 

D.H. lives in Franklin Park. He is 
renting a small place for #10*00 a month. 
His father died when he was vary young and 
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for a good many years after, his mother 
ran a boarding house in Franklin Park. 
She catered to railroad engineers and 
firemen. At one time she was very well 
fixed but she lost all of her money before 
she died, D.H. then went to live with a 
friend who offered to adopt him and send 
him through school. He did not accept 
this offer as he wanted to get to work 
so that he could support himself. He 
still thinks of himself as one of this 
family. He goes to them occasionally 
and they are always willing to loan him 
money or help him in any way that they 
can. D.H, also has a cousin in our Em
ployment Office who was instrumental in 
getting him this last job. D.H's home 
life seems to be very satisfactory. His 
wife formerly had a good job in a dress 
making establishment earning about $35,00 
a week. She now appears to be very much 
interested in the home, D.H. has made a 
thorough study of radio. He has an 
amateur broadcasting station which he 
built himself. He occasionally repairs 
radios in the evening and he uses the 
money that he makes to buy apparatus for 
his sending station. He has considered 
preparing himself for an operator's 
license which would qualify him for work 
in connection with aviation, but he has 
given this up for the time being as the 
course requires considerable time and 
money, D.H's attitude and the efforts 
that he is making to improve himself 
appear to be very well coordinated. He 
is in my opinion one of the most desirable 
young employees that I've contacted. His 
past experiences have given him an insight 
into a variety of activities which leave 
him now with a very clear idea as to -Qie 
progress that he can expect in the near 
future. 

As I was leaving this section with 
D.H., the section chief told me that 
had asked for an interview. I made several 
attempts to see him during the afternoon 
but he was very busy. Finally the section 
chief brought him over about 4 o'clock. He 
was quite upset because he does not believe 
that the Employment Department has givsn 
the right kind of attention to his children. 
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He would like to have some action taken 
to get work for them. He does not want 
to take it up with his supervisors. 1M* 
asked me not to do anything that would 
call the supervisor's attention to his re
quest. He would rather have nothing done. 
He apparently talked to Mr. M. about the 
children some time ago. He got only a very 
evasive response. He also mentioned several 
minor arguments that he has had about the 
work. He did not seem to be taking any of 
these very seriously and in the short time 
that I had to talk with him, I could not 
get any satisfactory idea regarding the 
difficulty in his relationship with his 
supervisors. F.N. has worked for several 
supervisors who have been notoriously hard 
to get along with. He thinks that he 
succeeded in ail of these cases. He talked 
considerably about his experience with Mr.P. 
when they worked on the machine section in 
the Foundry. He was a group and section 
chief at that time and he claims that he 
has had all that he wants of supervision. 
He apparently gets an unusual amount of 
satisfaction from work. During the depression 
when the Plant was working short hours, ha 
and his boy earned considerable money doing 
interior decorating and any kind of repair 
work including plumbing, carpenter work, etc. 
His boy still earns money doing odd jobs for 
neighbors. In talking about his difficulty 
with the Employment Department, I pointed out 
that they were doing the hiring jobs them
selves, and that I could not do anything that 
would influence their action to any extent. 
He mentioned the usual run of cases who have 
been hired, ijany of whom the neighborhood 
considers less desirable than his children. 
FJPs wife is apparently putting a nagging 
kind of pressure on him so that now he gets 
out of the house whenever she starts. F.N. 
appears to be very nervous. He said that he 
can't sit still at home, he has to be doing 
something. He also claims that he has used 
up all of his savings, approximately 14 
shares of A.T. & T. stock. There is some 
doubt in my mind about his statement of 
the family financial condition as it was 
made in an effort to give a reason for hir
ing hio children. 
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I stopped and talked to H.P. in 
Mr. H* s section* He was returning from 
the lunch counter where he had a bottle 
of milk. He said that he has been having 
some trouble with his stomach and his 
doctor suspects that he may have ulcers. 
However he had placed him on a very rigid 
diet and has advised milk between meals. 
He .seems to be very interested in his 
health. He apparently has read more -fiian 
the average person would and he has regular 
physicial examinations* 

I stopped to see O.F. in B.J's section. 
He seems to be in good spirits in spite of 
his expected disappointment over his vacation. 
He said that his friend had made arrangements 
to take care of him and his wife at his lodge 
at the last minute so that their vacation was 
not spoiled by the misunderstanding that he 
had with the group chief. It apparently meant, 
only that he and his wife had to go up on a train 
and they were put to that expense. 

I saw E.K. today. He feels good and apparent
ly is gradually increasing his social activities 
outside the Plant. I also noticed that he has 
many more conversations with people that he is 
working with in the department. The department 
supervisors do not feel that his output is what 
it should be, but they are willing to recognize 
an improvement in his general attitude. I 
noticed that they are watching his work much 
more closely than they did the man who was on 
the job before. They also demand that he use 
a gage on frame adjusting that the other man 
did not use. The section chief told me that 
they need someone on that job who know adjust
ing. B.H. thinks that E.K. is doing fairly 
well, but he is still losing money for the 
depariaaent. From E.K's recent statement 
about his work, I gather tiiat they are now try
ing to get the assembled brush to the adjusters 
so that it will require very little work on 
their part. 
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The section chief, J.S. of Mr. K's 
department, called this morning. He said 
that R.H. wanted to see me. I was quite 
surprised at this because I had not talked 
to him before and he did not appear to be 
looking for a recognition from me. J.S. 
told me that R.H. wanted to talk about a 
job for somebody. He had considered send
ing him to the Personnel Department, but 
R.H. had asked to see me especially, R.H. 
was very much upset because he had given 
a friend a letter of introduction to the 
Employment Department. When the friend got 
to the department, the interviewer told him 
that they had no jobs and that the letter 
was not worth the paper it was written on. 
He said that they get thousands of those 
every day. The friend then went back to 
R,E* s home where his wife was entertaining 
several women from the neighborhood. He 
told them of his experience and apparently 
some of the women made some comments about 
R.H. and his job, comparing him with other 
people whom they knew had influence enough 
to get someone a job here. To make matters ' 
worse a relative of R.H's wife was hired 
not lohg ago. He has been fired from 
several jobs during the depression, and 
R.H. and his wife consider him no good. 
It appears that someone else had recommended 
him here and he had been hired without delay, 
R.H*s feelings were hurt and he wondered if 
his twenty-six years don't entitle him to 
more consideration. I asked several ques
tions directed at some of the details of 
the occurrence and found that he had not 
talked to his friend personally. I there
fore suggested that he talk to him and 
that we get together after he had done 
this to continue the interview. He agreed 
to do this. R.H. is lame. He apparently 
gets considerable satisfaction from tile 
fact that he had outlived his entire 
family in spite of the handicap. He said 
that he was the one that was expected to 
die first. He also told of getting his 
job at Clinton Street. said that there 
was a large line of people looking for 
work when he wa3 hired. Several of them 
looked up and laughed at him for trying 
for a job. One big tall man was still 
there after he was hired and he told him 
that the group who were waiting that they 
had better go home, as the Western Electric 
Company was hiring cripples today. R.H. has 
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Thursday, August 6, 1936 

D.H. talked to Mr. U. about training 
for tool making work. After the interview 
I spent a few minutes with him and he seem
ed to be satisfied with the advice given. 
Mr. U. suggested that he concentrate his 
attention on lathe or milling machine work 
as the experience that he could obtain in 
any evening school on an all around tool 
making course would not fit him for work 
here as their courses are not practical. 
D.H. thought that this was good advice and 
he intends to return for another interview 
in a month at which time the training plans 
in our department may be coming along so 
that D.H. can receive some help. 

As I walked into Mr. P*s Sub-Depart
ment, I noticed the group chief of the 
machine gang and the section chief talking 
to a new employee. After they had finished 
with him, the section chief told me that 
this employee was giving them considerable 
trouble, as he practically goes to sleep on, 
his work in the afternoon. He has been runn
ing a drill press in a sloganly fashion, that 
is slumping In his chair until he is sitting 
on the middle of his back, or leaning on the 
bench while trying to operate the machine. 
They apparently were not very hard boiled 
in bawling him out, we simply told him that 
he would have to show more interest in his 
work. The employee complains that he feels 
sleepy in the afternoon, he also said that 
his back bothers him if he sits in one posi
tion too long. He claims that he was in an 
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had considerable experience in assembling 
and adjusting telephone apparatus. He 
also has supervised a number of jobs that 
were in the development stage. On this 
work he was given considerable authority 
in developing the job, and while he believes 
that his progress was retarded because of 
his knowledge of job details. He obtained 
considerable satisfaction from the recogni
tion that he got at that time. 
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automobile accident some time ago. The 
section chief suggested that that might 

. be a good case for me to get in on. He 
also told me of another new employee who 
apparently is doing a good job, but that 
they found that he was going outside of the 
department to smoke cigarettes during rest 
periods. The supervisor thought that it 
was very strange that employees should not 
obey the factory rules. I asked if they 
had given him any specific instructions 
on the subject. The section chief said 
that he had not, but every new employee 
was expected to read the book of instruc
tions that he receives when he is hired, 
I pointed out that it was quite possible 
that they do not do this. The group 
chief then said that he had cautioned 
all of his employees about going away 
from the department. They said that 
their policy in instructing new employees 
was to give them a little at a time and 
not to cover everything as the new em
ployee would forget the things they told 
him. I imagine that the new employee gets 
very little instructions. 

The group chief then introduced me to 
F.C. one of his punch press operators. 
This employee had considerable to talk 
about and he made a special point of asking 
if it would be considered confidential, I 
told him that we were not going to use any
thing that he said in any way that would 
embarrass him. He claims that he is not 
making enough to live on. His children 
are going to school which means that he has 
to give them spending money so they won't 
steal, and apparently his pay check is not 
big enough to go around. He formerly was 
a group chief in the drill press department. 
When they started the machine section in 
this department, he was transferred to the 
job. At that time his day rate was cut 
to $.70 an hour. He did not object to this 
because it might have meant a lay off in the 
other department. He claims that he makes 
close to 100 per cent on his bogey as any
one can make. He thinks that the Company 
should give more consideration to long 
service people. He does not" believe that 
labor grades should effect their hourly rates, 
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he also feels that he should be given 
higher grade work. He thinks that the 
Company ought to give more attention 
to the social responsibilities of the 
long service people, and the fellows 
who needed more money to get along, and 
those who have given satisfactory service 
in the past ought to be allowed enough 
money to take care of their needs. He 
thinks that anyone who has spent enough 
years here ought to at least be given 
every opportunity that occurs to earn 
more money. At the end of the interview 
F.D. pointed out that I shouldn't think 
of these suggestions as complaints. He 
said that he had never asked for a raise 
and he had never complained to the super
visors. He expected them to take care 
of him if he did the right kind of a job 
for him. F.D. owns a two flat building 
and he receives about #40.00 a month 
rent. This does not take care of the up
keep on the building. I feel that these 
complaints are as much a request for 
recognition as they are for more money. 
There appears to be a setup man and a 
punch press operator who are being given 
more attention by the supervisors than 
he is. F.D's attitude toward them appears 
to be antagonistic. He sees no opportunity 
for progress except by replacing them. I 
doubt if he feels capable of taking this 
responsibility at the present time. The 
fact that he cannot do this and that he 
cannot progress unless he does is a serious 
problem. 
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PERSONNEL COUNSELOR'S REPORT OF SUB DEPT. 1065 

Total Male employees in sub Dept. — 131 
Total Male employees interviewed — 31 

(A) Relay adjusters — 14 
(B) Wiremen — 9 

(C) Cable Formers — 8 

All of the employees interviewed in the sub-dept. have less 

than one year's service with the Company. Most of them are contented 

and in the cases where there was evidence of some discontent an attempt 

will be made to outline what the difficulties were and how they were 

handled. For the most part, these cases appeared to be more or less 

personal problems which have been created in the employees* own minds. 

The following is an analysis of each section in this sub-Department. 

RELAY ADJUSTERS 

Of the fourteen employees interviewed in this section, 8 of 

them are satisfied and apparently doing a good job. Most of these 

employees have worked at other concerns and they compare the western 

Electric Company and talk about w4|riM* difference there is in companies. 

Their satisfaction is also expressed in terms such as: "I can get 

married now, When I worked at the bank, they had a rule that any employee 

who married before he was making fl200 a year would be fired." "This> 

Company has everything systematized," "I am glad I'm learning this 

trade because I don't have any education and this will be some definite 

thing for me to do." 

There are two employees who are doing their job without any 

difficulty but they did express a desire to be doing office work. These 

employees have each had some college work ( one year and two years) and 

they express themselves as being mora adapted to office work because 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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their education has been along commercial lines. They look at these 

office jobs as their ideals, but they are not making any forceful demands 

and/\it appears that they will gradually forsake their desire for office 

work by becoming engrossed in relay adjusting. 

Of the four employees who might be termed as problems, one has 

left the Company to work for his father in his gas station. This employee 

was demanding a transfer to the office. The secondemployee was put on 

a job taking care of the stock for his section because it was felt by the 

supervisors that he would never make a relay adjuster. The remaining two 

employees are demanding transfers to other types of work. In the inter
na. - ^*i*t* A^ v 0 

viewplPobservationsi?these problems might be solved by adding some e^g^Jl 

instructors to the section f̂̂ t3W4#would give the employees a certain • 

feeling of security or recognition. In at least two of these cases, where 

they are doing their job all right, a little encouragement would help these 

men considerably and probably reduce their demands for a transfer. At the 

present time there are two instructors for forty men, which does not give 

them much time for each individual employee. 

WIREMM 

Of these nine employees, seven are satisfied on their jobs. 

Their major preoccupation^ is getting started doing some real productive 

work. Up to this time they have done very little actual work other than 

practice and they are wondering when they will get started on some real 

work. They seem to be interested in getting this real work because they 

are under the impression that this will enable them to work piece work 

which will in turn give them an opportunity to earn more money. The 

remaining two employees have been laid off because the. department felt 

that they wouli never be any good as wiremen. In the case of one of these 



employees it was observed that the employee^was desirous of getting a 

job in the mechanical drawing department, but when he found out that 

he couldn't be placed there, his hopes of succeeding vanished and he 

saw failure in this wiring job for himself. His reaction to being 

laid off was first expressed in the form of friendliness to his fellow 

workers, i.e. prior to his being notified of being laid off, he chose 

to be.alone, but when he was informed that he was to be laid off, he got 

quite chummy with the fellows in his department. This was probably due 

to his idea that they were no longer competitors of his. Supervisors 

in both instances cooperated in calling the counselor's attention to 

these problems. After the interviews, the cases were discussed with 

supervisors and it was decided the best thing to do was to lay off the 

employees. 

CABLE FORMERS 

Of these eight employees, seven of them are satisfied with 

their jobs. One employee in this group was transferred from another 

sub-department because of difficulties he was haying with his super

visors and the other employees. The personnel counselor in this 

employee's former department served as the catalytic agent in regard 

to this transfer and so this employee was interviewed on^ew job to 

determine what his attitudes were regarding this new job. The inter

view disclosed that the employee was well satisfied and adjusted regard

less of his loss in salary caused by the transfer. He refers to his 

present job as a better means of making progress and also that he is now 

working with a bunch of swell fellows. He also said that in M s new 

department the bosses weren't always demanding a lot of work like they 

were doing in his former department. The 8th employee in this group 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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was suggested as an interviewee by the group chief because the employee 

was not doing so well on cable forming so it was necessary to put him 
ae

on Utae lower graded job. This employee has no objections to this change 

in jobs. Lack of ability to progress was evidenced throughout the inter

view. At the time of the interview this employee was preoccupied with 

using his correct name here at the Western Electric Company. This employee 

is using the name of his uncle and now because he fears being recognized 

he thought he wanted to make the correction. After two interviews with 

the employee he decided that he v/ould let well enough alone until the 

time comes when it is necessary to tell someone about it. 

PERSONNEL COUNSELOR'S REPORT OF SUB DEPT. 1564 

Total Male employees in sub Dept. — 122 

Total Male employees interviewed. — 24 

31 employees with less than 1 year's service 

1 employee with 15 years* service 

1 employee with 10 years* service 

1 employee with 9 years' service 

ASSEMBLING & ADJUSTING - 18 EMPLOYEES INTERVIEWED 

Of these 18 employees that have been interviewed in this section, 

it was found that there were problems that required some attentionaand so 

these will be mentioned here to indicate what the situation is in this 

sub Dept. One employee, an adjuster, who was interviewed three times was 

disgusted and ready to ask for a transfer to another department because he 

felt that since the assistant foreman was against him, he would never get 

any where on his present job. The employee mentioned several reasons why 
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he felt that there was no use for him to stay on his present job. The 

counselor discussed the entire case with the senior counselor and after 

an interpretation,!.it was decided that the senior counselor would bring 

the case to the assistant foreman's attention. This was done and again 

the senior counselor served as the catalytic agent in getting the employee 

a change in jobs. The employee is now very much contented and making a 

good showing on the new job. Due to the variety of work in this section, 

when the supervisors are shown that araan cannot do a certain type of work, 

they change him around in order to find something the employee can do. 

With the exception of one' employee who was laid off because of non-cooperation 

the remainder of the people are fairly well satisfied. 

PIECE PART MANUFACTURE & MISCELLANEOUS - 17 EMPLOYEES INTERVIEWED 

Two of them have been promoted to group chiefs in this same department and 

one was transferred to another department and promoted to a group chief. 

The remaining 14 employees that were interviewed are well satisfied but they 

do talk about things that they don't quite understand such as "Why should 

those other fellows in my group be making more money than me. They are 

know what to do about ay output, I can produce a lot more than the bogey 

calls for but I'm wondering whether I should hold back until they time my 

job for piece work than we can all make more money." "That fellow next to 

me only turns out as much work as the bogey calls for." Expressions such 

as these indicate that employees would like an explanation of some sort 

but can't seem to get one and they hesitate going to the supervisor because 

they don't want him to think they are "cry babies." 

The longest service employees in this group are well satisfied. 

"I don't 

U N I V E R S I T Y O P W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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The counselor in this territory is well satisfied with the 

functioning of the personnel experiment. There have been no obstacles 

to hinder the counselor's work in any way. The supervisors are certainly 

cooperating to the fullest extent, i.e. they frequently refer cases to 

the counselor which they feel are problem cases. From the results of 

the cases which were handled it will be encouraging to look forward to 

the time when the experiment is adopted as a formal plan. 

JJK:MJA J. J. KA.UFMAM-831-4 
12-1-36 
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RBPORT ON PERSONNEL COUNSELING 

DSPAETMENT - 1546 

Personnel of Department 1546: 

65 Male employ ees of non-sup or vi»ory rank* 

23 of these employees have been interviewed. 

AGE OF EMPLOYEES 

AGE: 18-21 21-24 24-87 27-30 30-33 33-36 36-39 59*42 42-45 45-48 48-51 51-54 
NO.of 4 9 8 9 7 2 4 5 4 6 5 1 
EMPL* 
AGE: ~ ' 54-57 57-gcT " 
NO.of — ^ — 
EMPL. 

AGE OF EMPLOYEES INTERVIEWED 

NO.of 3 3 4 3 2 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 
EMPL. 

0 0 

SERVICE Of EMPLOYEES 

YEARS: 0-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 12-15 15-18 18-21 21-24 24-27 27-30 £0-33 
EMPL.: 23 9 2 2 2 8 5 g 7 3 4 

SERVICE Of EMPLOYEES IHTERVIJCWED 
YEAJRS: 0-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 12-15 15-18 18-21 21-24 24-27 27-30 30-33 
EMPL.: 8 5 1 1 0 3 1 S i , 0 0 

The group of 23 men with three year* or loss service is composed 

of 15 men with less than six monthi * service, 3 min with six months' to one 

year** service, 4 with one to two years' service and 3 with two to three 

years' service* 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 



OCCUPATIONS NUMBER EMPLOYEES 

1. Welders 11 
(A) Are (9) 
(B) Acetylene (2) 

2. Bench Hands 8 

3. Drill Prese Operators 12 

4. Storeroom 9 
Shear Hand (6) 
Shearer (3) 

5. Painter 1 

6. Grinders 5 

7. Helpers 7 

8. Layout Men 4 

9. Trucker 1 

10. Sprayers 1 

11. Special Machine Operator 1 

12. Blacksmith 1 

13. Toolaaker 1 

14. Punch.Prese Operator 1 
/C h-J^t-J^ ty/OJ&iivJL I 

NUMBER INTERVIEWED 

6 
(5) 
(1) 

1 

3 

6 
(3) 
(3) 

0 

1 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
/ 

d 
a 

o 
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DISSATISFACTION WITH OCCUPATIONS 

Seven out of the eleven young men interviewed were in

tensely interested in being transferred out of the ironworks depart

ment. The ages of these men ranged from 19 to 27 years. Their 

length of service ranged from 2 months to 8 years. To divide up 

this group of eleven men, 4t might bo said tha4 the men who desired 

transfers were those who have completed four years of high school 

training. The men who are adjusting themselves favorably to the 

work are those who have completed only a grammar school education. 

Whether the demarcation caused by a high school education is a cause 

of the dissatisfaction or whether the continuance or discontinuance 

of high school is a result of other factors in the employees' back

ground which also affects his attitudes toward his work is uncertain. 

An analysis of the interviews forces the conclusion that 

the desire for transfer is motivated primarily by a desire to remove 

themselves from their present work situation rather than the desire 

to change because of the appeal of another specific job. 

Such expressions of sentiment as the following were noted 

in the interviews with the seven men desiring transfers? 

1. "The tobacco chewing and spitting down here gags me." 

2. "What if I do get to be a 'spotter* some day. That won't 

mean a thing to my girl. She will laugh at it." 

3. "The work down here is too heavy, it gets them after 

awhile." 

4. "I took this job down in the ironworks just so I could 

get in here. I want to be transferred as soon as possible." 

U N I V E R S I T Y O P W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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remain in the ironworks department. Two of these four had pre-

depresflion experience here. The third iff a boy of German nationality, 

just off the farm. The fourth boy has boundless energy, is conscious 

of his lack of education and had a very difficult time to support his 

mother and brothers until he got the job here. 

One of the four expressed his dissatisfaction by asking for 

a raise. One hoped to have a white collar job sometime, but he looks 

on hie present job as one affording him. security and a means for later 

advancement. Another says, "Sure I expect advancement, but not over

night." 

These young men do not flake ̂ hsig-Afwrnn/la known to t h » ^ 

Because thsy eannot analyze their own desires and because 

they do not feel free to lay vague proK.eus before their supervisors, 

most of the young man do not uake their real demands known. Some of the 

better adjusted young ei^loyees do »ake specific requests with the idea 

U N I V E R S I T Y O P W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 

5. "I only had a high school education, hut I am 

capable of better work than is offered down here." 

6. "When I see some of the fellows who have been down 

here for 30 years it makes me feel terrible. I don't 

think I could stand it for 30 months." 

7. "They told me that the ironworks was a good place 

to advance myself. I don't see how you can ever 

be noticed by anyone outside of this department though." 

There were four young men who were apparently satisfied to 
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of improving their status. However, these demands are usually-

specific ones relative to the immediate work situation. One 

employee asked for a raise. Another plans to ask how he can he 

shifted to an arc welder's job. 

The young men desiring transfers out of the department 

are the ones who do not make their demands known to their supervisors. 

As a rule they have only vague ideas of the position that they wish 

to establish for themselves. 

One young new service employee said, "I want to be a produc

tion chaser or a storeroom clerk. In ajob like that you meet a lot 

of people and may have a chance to meet someone who will line up a 

good job," Another said, "I want to be transferred, I heard that all 

the men transferred to other departments are getting more money." 

Another typical statement is, "I want a job where I can use my head. 

We just use our hands down here." 

REHIRED SMPLOYEES 

Eight of the employees interviewed had varying periods of 

lay off during the depression. Without exception they were very happy 

to have their jobs back. Generally speaking they appear to regard the 

Western Electric Company jobs as a haven of rest from external confusion. 

Three of the employees had a very difficult time to acquire the necessi-

ties of life for their familiess£jWithout exception they told of experiences 

with unfavorable working conditions and the failure of other companies 

to give them the recognition and security that they raceive here. Three 

of them expressed dissatisfaction with being rehired at a lower rate than 
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they had previously. Two of the arc welders felt that their 

outside depression welding experiences should have been considered 

in establishing their rate at the time.that they were rehired. They 

were rehired at the same rate they were receiving when they were laid 

off. 

Without exception, though, it appears that they contrast 

their unpleasant depression experiences with the clean working con

ditions, the well maintained machines, regular year round employment, 

pension rights, sick benefits and the general feeling of unity at 

Hawthorne, Their depression experiences are still vivid enough to 

be influential in making them contented in their present jobs. They 

are not bitter at having been laid off. The principle of seniority 

preference is respected and regarded as being the right thing. 

ATTITUDE TOWARD EHPLOYBE REPRESENTATION 

Only four employees interviewed made any specific mention 

of the employee representation plan. Two of the employees were arc 

"welders and they told the interviewer how they were having the repre

sentative bring up a suggestion which was designed to be beneficial to the 

welding group only. One of the new employees expressed a feeling 

of pride because the employee representative had introduced himself 

and stopped to talk with him. This employee said "The way to get 

something done around here is to tell your representative." 

The conduct of the present employee representative is very 

interesting. The status that he is trying to assume for himself 

cannot be regarded as a typical attitude of other sasployee representa

tives, however. This individual trlss to Impress his department with 
* 

the status that hi is achieving with mafiagsmsnt. The demands that he 
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makes of M s position do not carry through to his conduct in the 

representative meetings. He stated in his interview, "I am an old 

supervisor and believe me us old supervisors have a score to settle 

for our treatment during the depression." While the interviewer 

was interviewing another arc welder, in room 208, the employee 

representative came into the room and interrupted the interview. 

He pointed to a piece of paper that he was holding and said, "Here's 

the answer to your questions about wage increases. I can't let you 

see it though. Management doesn't want us to let it out yet? The 

representative was surprised that the new assistant foreman had not 

come around to introduce himself. 

ATTITUDE TOWARD THEIR WORK 

Almost without exception the work is greasy, dirty, heavy 

and hard on the hands. There appears also to be a certain amount 

of occupational hazards connected with some jobs. As a rule, the 

men do not work in close proximity to each other, so uninterrupted 

conversation is not possible. 

The department in general gives evidence of possessing 

rather morbid preoccupations about their work. One young employee 

said, "We don't mind the heavy lifting as long as we are young. But 

if you stay at it, it gets you." Another yound employee said, 

"We should have higher piece rates down here because the work is so 

heavy." An arc welder said, "The boothes on one |ide of our room 

are not properly ventilated. You know welding fumes are poisonous." 

Another welder said, "My eyes aren't as good as they fere, welding is 

hard on them," Another employee said, "There are people over in the 

handset assembly department who can come to work with a white collar 

on and never get it dirty. They get more money than we do and look 
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Most of .the .new and rehired employees expressed concern* about . j * jjL 

being laid otttf* Such expressions as'the following were noted. "Do you fJj^tJCZ****?, 

think the plant activity will keep up?" "What do you think will happen 

after New Year's?" "I wonder if we will ever be as busy again as we 

were before the depression." "If we could see some orders begin to 

pile up again you would see our department turn out a lot more work." 

PREOCCUPATIOKS WITH THE PAYMENT PLAN 

The older service employees generally feel that the new employees 

are leeping their departmental percentage down. Such expressions as, "Give 

us back our old gang and get these iids out of here and you would see some 

work turned out." "The young fellows don't make the gang percentage, 

but most of them are coming along all right. It takes time." 

A very peculiar group attitude was noticed wfefch contributes 

to remove any incentive from the wage payment plan. The men say, "I look 

at my job ticket to see what the rate is. Then I take my hourly rate and 

multiply it by 38 which is the usual group percentage earning. In that 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N M l L W A U K E E 

how hot and heavy our work is." An old service employee said, "I don't 

lift much anymore, the young fellows do that. It is only right though 

because I lifted a lot when I was young." 

"I guess they put me on this job because I am big and strong." 

The former assistant foreman always took pains to impress a prospective 

new employee with the heaviness and dirtiness of the work. 

Five of the employees intervieewd have either lost the ends 

of their fingers or have suffered ruptures. 

PREOCCUPATIONS CONCERNING POSSIBLE LAYOFF 
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There was some expression of antagonism between workers, 

caused by differences in nationality. The sentiments expressed were 

against the Polish and Bohemians'. An analysis of the persons com

plaining revealed, however, that the complainants were employees who 

have not entered into jJiiswut social relationships in their depart- . / . 

* s ment. ,They have^misplaced the cauee/for. the difficulty. CJ 

rZ^T^-^robably tMQp is fx failnfe to enter into the groups lummnti due 
more to personal peculiarities than to any strong nationality feelings. 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 

way I can tell if I am doing enough work." 

Some of the rates you can coast along on, but on some 

you couldn't make your rate if you broke your neck trying." 

I don't mind piece rates as long as I am young, it makes 

the day go faster and you have sort of a feeling of competition. But 

when I get older I want a feeling of having some responsibility. I 

don't want to have a time study man looking over my shoulder all the 

time." 

"Our earnings aren't nearly what they used to be. They took 

all the spirit out or us by making us pay back the money that we got 

in that crooked deal." 

There was a general lack of knowledge about output standard 

requirements. "We never know if we work fast enough. The only way 

we can really tell is by getting bawled out by the assistant foreman." 

HA.TIOHALITT ANTAGONISMS 



TENDENCY TO MAKE REQUESTS OF THE INTERVIEWER 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 

There has been noticeable tendency to make requests of 

the interviewer that would result in personal benefit to the employee. 

Some direct requests were made and otLsrs were implied. Such requests 

as the following were made: 

"Can you tell me how I can be transferred?" 

"Can you help me to be transferred?" 

"I want to know how I can get my boy in here as an apprentice 

tool maker." 

"I would go way up to the : tower with my case if you could 

arrange a hearing for me." 

"What do you think 1 should do about this problem?" 

ATTITUDE TOWARD SUPERVISION 

Some of the workman, especially the arc welders expressed 

disapproval with their group chief*vbecauee Hfcay had no background 
training for the work which tfcffy supervise^ They say, "He can't do any 

of the work that we are doing." "He can't even lay out the work for 

us." 

"He even has to ask if a new piece rate is all right." 

"I wonder whether it is a new idea of the Company not to 

make any of our gang a group chief. Maybe they want someone who 

doesn't know the fellows in the gang." 
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE WAGE INCREASE. 

Seventeen employees were contacted relative to the above 
subject. The department generally has a rough but reasonably sound 
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understanding of the management announcement. There is some bewilderg 

ment and confusion as to the details, however. Two short service 

employees were ignorant of the wage payment method, so were confused 

as to the raise. There was some enthusiasm expressed concerning the 

20$ hourly raise, some one said the hourly raise won't do us any good 

without an increase in our piece rates. 

Concerning the 10$ piece rate raise there were varied 

opinions expressed, but it was generally one of satisfaction and opti

mism. Such expressions as the following were noted J 

"It isn't much, it only amounts to a couple dollars a week, 

but it helps." 

"Now if we can all work a little harder and keep our percent

age the same (in the face of the hourly rate changes) this raise will 

really amount to something." 

"The new fellows output is improving so our percentage should 

stay up pretty well." 

"There is no reason why we shouldn't get back our old percent

age now," 

"Our raise of 10$ was more than other departments. We we re 

lucky." 

"Even if we don't get extra group earnings, I still have my 

merit increase." 

There are several employees who are trying to convince the 

men that no increase will result. The management representatives 

are trying to spur the men on to more effort in order to increase their 

output. In the period of uncertainty and bewilderment until the monthly 
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take home 1B totaled it seems that most of the men are particularly 

susceptible to being swayed in their opinions as to the ultimate 

outcome. It seems that the mental attitude of the men at this time 

might be influential in determining the month's output. If it is low, 

it would nullify the extra /ounces that have been thrown into the 

piece rates. 

From the attitudes expressed by the men interviewed in 

department 1546 it is becoming evident that the Industrial Research 

Department can be of service in promoting the stability and effective

ness of the work force. 

It is apparent first that we can be of service in helping 

employees, especially the young men to think through their personal 

a strong urge to attain the glowing goal called success* For some of 

these boys the ironworks job is the first one that has really placed 

them in an adult, situation. They become bewildered when their old 

status is changed, "they may become disillusioned or bitter. They 

may make impossible demands of their work situation. Or they may turn 

to the outside for their social satisfactions. The older unployees 

•nd the supervisors may condemn a young man because he is not properly 

integrating himself into the work group. 

The real test will come when the monthly balances are 

figured. 

BENEFITS OF PERSONNEL COUNSELING 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N M I L W A U K E E 
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If the young men can be made to think through their 

vague ideas and be guided where necessary it will be possible much 

sooner for them to effectively direct their energy and make changes 

td other work when it is advisable. It seems that there is a much 

better opportunity to develop a sense of loyalty toward the Company 

if this adjustment 

employee and the Company. 

Secondly frflwishw; Industrial Research Department os&tiiwtas 

should ultimately be able to make it possible to prevent 

these maladjustments before they occur. If the social -significance 

of jobs can be established and recognized it will be possloleAin 

work better suited to them. 

Thirdly after a series of interviews it becomes evident 

that the men are lacking in certain information or the informatic^that . 

they do have is confused. These attitudes -ess be discussedAWith the i/w 
department chief in order to clear up any confusion, 

ICJ5 'VS. SHOBT SERVICE EMPLOYEES 

t 
leold service employs es generally accept the young men and 1 /' if 

p ^SBume positions of authority over them. They are generally willing to 

^^p^^ 1 X 0 3 , 5 a n S W m a n i f t i l e y & T e P r o p e r l y respectful and give them credit 
V " - C — " ^ * O T

 t l i e a j B l l i s" f c a n e e* Several attitudes to the contrary were noted, 
however. An old service drill press operator said, "Those young fellows 

U N I V E R S I T Y O P W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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will never be drill press operators. They don't know how to sharpen 

drills or use the jigs. But they never get bairled out like we used 

to." Another old service employee said, "Nobody cares about the beginners 

since they put our whole department on one group pay." 



second mom^B mm®- m 

In a preliminary report of the progreae made ia the experi~ 
neat ia personnel counseling, issued oa April 8, it was tentatively 
concluded that the groundwork was being l*i& for a program that could 
fit into shop situations without disturbing the work these organise* 
tieas perform end which at tbe seme time could go a long way toward 
alleviating many of tbe problems confronted by these organizations. 
This statement seemed warranted, first, because of the cooperative 
attitudes toward tbe experiment wblob were shown by the supervisors, 
tbe employees end tbe employes representatives, and, secondly* because 
tie investigator was able to obtain data relevant to supsrvisory and 
smaagerial problems that had not previously been available. It was 
found that many employees were reluctant about talcing their problems 
to tbsir supervisors and tbat eeny snpenrlsor* were so occupied in 
runiiinf their jobs that tbey baft very little time te devote to suob 
problems anyway. Men tic a was also made of tbe fait tbmt many of tbe 
problems tbe employees disiuseel were modified considerably iuring 
the interview whereas e the re seemed to demand action of eeme eort. 
At tbat time tbe Investigator bed not formulated any plan for bandling 
the latter cases other tban encouraging eortein employees to take r . JL*>L 
metlem tbsmselves. Ly* A F \ 

mamxr of jmperioace siaca A$rU • ,lp 
Since tbe previous report wee issued tbe are* covered by 

tbe experiment bee been extended *us t* a change in tbe organization 
ef Departs*** t**i. tbe Ire* fork amd ?over learf Stepper tsmmte were 
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taken from this organization and the Jack Blnger and Key 3ub*Depart-
meat was added to it. It seemed advisable to continue in all of the 

sub-departments previously covered and to include the new sub-depart

ment as a part of the experiment. This would give the investigator 

the opportunity and experience of dtaliag with two dapartmsav chiefs /' 

instead of one as fctfott. With the seme thought in mind, it was felt 

that thers might ba values ©stained if t&s experiment were extended to 

include the Cross Bar Switch fcepar1»ettt» Inasmuch as this department 

was feting organised to manufacture an, entirely new product and a 
force was being built up almost exclusively of new employees, it was 
felt that the iaelution of tula gftmp would place a more typical 
variety of conditions within the scope of the experimaat. According

ly, m April 80 all of the supervise re in these new territories wars 
advised of the extension of the program at s meeting in |£?# Bash's 

of flee . title extension areugbt in aaou* 100 additional employees 

* * * * * O T , S O * « * * • » » « • • • « • » « « N O " * X 

deal. In addition to this forts, the iavtstigator is coatactla« 
tea tMrty~t»a supervisors who tsmprise the supervisory staff In 

tilt elf 1st e*s*depart*euta now included in the experiment. 
$* additloa tt tais expansion there has bees considerable 

progress wis la tat exptrimaat itatlf. fim invtotigator feels test 
tit values im tae txptrimtut art oatlng up to the axpaatatioas of it 
ss dsttrissd in tat previous report. 2a tiatr words, he fstls very 
straggly titat progress is atlas made toward treating a more aermonioua 
woifc rtlaHvuship aa\tug ettjilayeeft and eetwtta tmaiaytta aad tsair 
supervisors, la tdditioa. tale braaasr •xptritmoa Mas ratuittd lu 
a mars def Uite lias rs§erdisc tat type* of prosiest that may be 
expected aad tbs tetauicwes tatt may be employed la solving them. 
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Ordinarily these problems fall into one of three classes: (1) those 
which involve « personal adjustment of the employee, (S) those which 
require sons sort of supervisory training, and (9) those which. may ^ 
require alteration to the work situation itself* 1 

Gases, requiring.ytrsoaal adjustment 
Oases rê airias personal adjustment are those in which 

remedial action mast come primarily from a reorientation of 
tb» indifidual to M s surroundings* In these cases the diffi
culty is ordinarily not in tits external situation but in the 
individual* s personal situation, fhe symptoms ordinarily 
encountdrod comprise such things as exaggerated demands of 
the situation In which the individual is pieced, irrational 
ftars, feeliugs of frustraties, inferiority or futility, 
inability to attend to work, aat so on. In such eases little ^ 
&m be oecomplieaed apart from sustained, carelul traateaent 
of the Individual • 

So fat four of these easts have been tsieouutered among 
the $birty~four people interviewed* Tbese four are ralfcer extreme 
cases; there are may others where the same general type of diffi
culties are present, but taey are muea less serious end do not con
stitute e major hamdicftp to Hie isdividual*s performance. One 
of these more serious cases was mentieaed to tbe previous report, 
fas investigator has had several subsequent interviews with 
tbis employee end tbs progress to date is very encouraging, 
ffcis progress is no doubt due im part to tbe interviews, but 
it is also due in &e> snail measure to tbe interest end cooper-
fttieu snow* by bis sueervisers* iaoug the Ustree newer esses, 
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one of them he* been * Management problem for eome time. His 
general attitude la tha* *t&» company owee me a living", fait 
attitude la- Itself la a difficult on* for a euparviaor to beadle. 
It i« smda even moro- difficult in tula case beaausa the indi-
ridual doe a not aa»m to be appratlativa of tiie fast that tae 
Company on two different occasion* want to considerable trouble 
tu haip kirn, fha supervisors now fcaudla him with "eilk gloves* 
to avoid stirring up mora trouble. $f tha other tao oases* out 
datalops headachea or other phjraiaal ailments lawadiately he is 
put under pre*sure or told to da something ha doeas*t like. The 
other case is ©no in which the individual** family eituation has 
lad to exhorbitant demaade of and oorr«»poMiog dlaappol̂ tmeuta 
with the Oempaay. Although it ia sot aafa ta generalize from 
such a sample as this, the ladlaatioae ara that the as problems 
of personal maladjuatmsnt may as mora common then la frequently 
supposed aad oaa worthy of eeriaua attaatloa. 
Cases râ uirlaf. aome aort of supervise ry training 

Although the inrestigatloa has sot proatadtd far enough 
to provide a wall rounded picture of this problem, it la evident 
ts«t soma supervisors might epead mare time or give mora attention 
to certaia problems if they knew ef their exiatenoe. These 

problem* vary all the way from individual dlffiaulties aimllsr 
to taoaa described to tuca grow* probleme aa reatrictiom af output. ^ 
It looks as though coaalderabla traiaiag value will ba derived 
Iferaw**. diaouaelag auaa problem* with iadtrldual supervisor*. 
|m addiliam to auea ladlviawel traiaiag! tae Iavtstigator feela 



that problem* will arlea fro® time to tlais which em best he 
handled tbreugb group conferences, fhers* snob problems are 
confined to a department or are peculiar to eertaia eojfe 
situation* these conference* will bo oondaoted by tbe 
p«r«0au*l counselor himself.. If, oa tbe other band, the 
problem ie fairly* general it will be referred to tbe 
Supervisory fraiaiag Section for disposal* Que suck 
problem at the present time i* tbst of training new em-, 
ploysee and inducting them into the organisation. Thl» 
probles* is being wotfced out by tbe supervisory training ^ 
group at the present time. 
Oases Bofluiring Alterutions ia tbe teste Situation 

from the tuts gathered free tbe interviews taken so 
far, it looks as though the ebief problems under this beading 
are related to job pleeemeat. for example, one employee who 
Is thoroughly dissatisfisd with bis work net, formerly spent 
meet of bit time on the same type of work but it wee in 
another organization and was mere complex* 8» did not mention 
a transfer te the investigator but eueb action is indicated 
as at least a partial solution to bis dissatisfaction. Aaotber 
instance, is that of 42p^pj]SB^eperviser wbese outside 
interests are in soeial work end community activities, film / 
permen might be mueb more valuable to Hie Gompaay if be were 
offered work mere im line witb his interests and experience.. 
At tbe present time these oases rcauire mere study, faey ere 
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ttt&tlo&ad bare as a possible activity which will require con-
alderable attention in the near future, 

Xu addition to making: these aotgh discriminations among 
the various kiuda of problem he hat encountered, tha investigator 
baa afeaamd -a gtaaral ehift oa tat part af tha eupsrvl tore 
toward mora interest in their personnel problems. $Ms ia moat 
noticeable ia locations where they ara not burdaned with an 
exceaeivs amount of detail work. Thie Changs togathtr with 
tha spirit of cooperation shown by the supervisera throughout 
tha axperSment ia worthy of noting. This change in nttitud* 
toward personnel problems is probably du* largely to tha investi
gator's general activities aa a pereanael counselor rather 
than to any specific advice or training he ha* given them. 

Prealema in Coaaaotlon with the ixparlmant 

alowly proving itself in as a worthwhile under**king. During this 
ti*a> However, certain problama hata ariaan which should be dieaussaa 
at tale time* 

ia turn give employaea an appertuaity to talk to tha aauuaelor mora T ,p' 
y 

frequently. Tae vsluca in tale area ara obvious • If the experiment 
waa being tarried out more latenaivaly, data would ba available at 
all time* aa aaestlaae of impartaaaa at tba momaat. for example. 
data would ba resdily available aa such a question aa tae attitude 

of the naw employee toward tba Gonpeny aad bis training needs. 
Similarly such a qe*sties aa tba tffaet af tba eoatiag rata revision 
on tba employees waa will have tkeir baurly ratee reduced eeuld ba 
readily answered if mere inveatigattr* ware in. tba fiaad. 
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3$ft activities daacribad snggaaf that tat txparlmaat ia 

First, there ia a need ts- gatfcer data mora rapidly and 9 f \ J 



Incidentally, the investigator is now working on the latter problem and ^ 
la iatorriawing tba people who will ba thus aff acted, but progress to data 
la unsatisfactory due to $m#uffiaient time. 

k second and quits different areblem is that of handling tha 
matarial gatherad by tba counselor, tinder tba old intarviewing program 
tbia problem did not arise because tha matarial waa divorced from 
particular peraonalltl&a and waa uaad only in a general way. The 
aomnaslor, however, must learn to una this matarial so aa to gat tba 
moat good out of it* yet at the earns time be faithful to tha truat 
placed in him by employees and supervisor*, fftia requires good 
judgment, oaraful analysis of each step taken, and experience In 
bandllng a wide variety of probleme. At praaaat it ia tali that 
tba surest safeguard la ta prooead carefully and to refrain from 
any action the consequences of wbiab aaaaot ba pretty wall thought 
through, in attempt ia being made to write up tba moat interesting 
af thesa problens together with tba atep* taken in bandllng them 
witb tba bapa that they aan later ba elmesiflad and uaad aa ease 
matarial is training naw aouasalara. 

finally there la tba prablam of developing new counselors 
ao tmat tbay aan carry aa tale wsxk In other iooationa. It ia hoped 
that taa man aaalgaad ta tbia work will eventually devalop to a 
point where tbay aaa carry em by virtue of yltalr own initiative 
and resoureefulneaa. Tea muab smperrlaian would ba likely tc anoll 
a program af tbia sort. Tba paraaanal aoianaalor abould ba abla to 
atand am bis sua feat and swat prableme aa tbay arise. The tiffi-
aultr nt present ia that tba re are nat many taenia with taa neces
sary training aad experience available. Jk training pragrtn baa baan 
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derised to meet this problem, bowevor, which ehouad work satisfactorily. 
Undor this plan tha beginner will he giTon. as much training aw he can 
aaaimilate ia tba relevant branches of peyahology and eooiology. $ hie 
will be done informally aad ao far as poeslhie it will be shaped with 
reference to concrete problems which the beginner confronts ia hia 
work* Tba beginner will work ia coajtmctî a with m axporience d 
investigator* At first be will be limited to taking interviews 
with eaployaes, leaving tha problem of dealing with tbl* material 
to the senior conaoalor. He will, nowayer, be ia close touch with 
tba senior couasalor who will oyer a period of time gradually 
delegate more and more responsibility to aim. In this way tba 
necessary control over tba n*w couaeeiere will ba ensured all 
during tba training period* 
Proposed Satenaian of tha 3?laa 

la order to work toward a solution of tba probleme out**' 
lined above, it is proposed to assiga two mora peopla to tba territory 
maw Included .in tha experiment, Cue #f these .aaople would assist the 
present iuveetigator by taking interviews with employeee. 1% la 
mmeeaasery for lit to have bad muab trslnlng aa oaa of the reasons 
for adding title parson ia ta test out tba training program outlined 
ebav* sad to aaa whatber or not tae present investigator aan ua* 
effectively material gathered by tea* aaa «lae. fbs aimer person, 
boweve*. abewld baira a wall TvmM baakgrouad of experieaaa aad 
training as it is feaped test after a abort time ba aan ba aeelgacd 
a territery af M a own. 
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Xn amlMon TO m$m imt*aa»IT« work I S &* or~ 
G T T A T M T I O * * now I»EIU<3«-L I N i&a • S P A R K * * * * , it |# ««egt**oi % M tht 

*xt«ad*I TO INELTT^# tb* telion / .-̂ r*tu» <JMp«. »?&• *a*»cm 
tm tMtJi L A til tfesva, b#tWr thatt »AYTRHFTR< alaa, tfe# SWAP 

W M # % b m B A A S &a&* SAI A A I F A «*8Pi&GM&HG ASM 

BA obs«*Yt4 © A * a*u&M« ft3*» 1* LA b*H**t$ THAT T B A P S S J T O T typa 
TITGAFT&vati&ft aiay PRWAEA-t M A $ ? AAA «uaa*wia©*y Garwomal wtsfyloBM 

wblah WAS* act A ^ A A M T A T I UTVIAR tba FUNATIOWRL O G G B I T I T F L T T E * ? * O 

Y I E P & T * OAT W T » I I O S * wooca, wo«l« bo r«qt/i r*J' to B T F LIS WORK F A 

tbla t«rritorr. :»T;t of fbaaa pwwpXo ba *xporion««̂  «nd , 1 * -

PAWSABLO A A thwy vm£& lasm to sawy «» tbwir WORX SA&ra ©* lata FEY 
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tommtal tsta.t^ent of the .flan 

. On Jfeffiuary X? tentative plane were wafle f o r the devolotnaent 

of a mm kiwi of perssnaol work, tttder taia plan a "personnel ran" 

from the Industrial aoXrttla&e Branch would he &esi&ied to e group of 

approximately iSOO oaployoss. flbis ciaa wou!4 devote h i s en t i r e time 

to i&torviewiag those people , contacting t h e i r ouperrieora sad 

fauili?. r i s ing hinoelf with the work being performed* It was f e l t 

that swoh a fipeololist could perfexm a very rea l function bath f o r 

the organisations to which he WR» assigned and f o r wmazmont* By 

.having i?iraet porooaoX contact witfo e&oa end svery employee, ho 

eoulfi givo the i f problems iaues more a t t e s t ion than they ars* now 

receiving; he could br ing their T>robl«nm t o the attention of proper 

au thor i t i es and thus servo oa ft coordinator o f existing agencies; 

he eould counsel the supervisors about problems in thoir a r g « n i : ' « ~ 

tlon ant'! thus aid* them i a solving tb«nj he could, by in te r r i ee lng 

the employees, dissipate rany of their npnrehenalome cad enotlonnlly 

reinforce! ideas o».i, f m-iliy, ho eoul# keep aenagmaont informed of 

the actual titration a t the work level. 

It was felt that tale plan was in line with and followed 

LOGICHLLY from the interviewing program and related studies which 

were mate from 19£7 to lsra. It wee alio felt that such « pl*n 

would plae* the personnel oouttaellor in the sene relative position 

that san^ement hnm already found successful in the tendliag of 

materiel* and equipment, r*rom time to time tbe Coiapany has found 
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I t b ene f i c i a l to develop s p e c i a l i s t s in cer ta in aspects, o f ruanufacturo. 

•Ihls plan w u i d siraply add a s p e c i a l i s t in personnel problems who could 

g i v e the l i n e organisat ion the b e n e f i t o f hio fcaowleu'go ©ad f i n d i n g s . 

In outlining this plen considerable a t ten t ion « a e civen to 

the Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S of the 'Torsonnel fan" and hi a r e la t ions with the ' 

departments in which h& would work. I t «ae f e l t that be ghoula' be 

w e l l ©rounclad in Goropany organisa t ion and proaetfur$ and that U© be 

well trained in the technique o f the personal in te rv iew, -ua to h i a 

re la t ionsh ip wi th the group to which he would be assigned, i t v;as 

felt that he should report t o an outside o rganisa t ion , the indust r ia l 

iterations Branch* and that ha should function i n the group without 

any d e f i n i t e l y recognized authority except the r i g h t t o in te rv iew 

employees and study the general work s i tua t ion including ralevant 

depRrbasatftl records* I t would, be important fo r hi&t to use the in* 

formation obtained froft ind iv iduals in a way that ?,ould catjae no 

eabarxessaent to anyone; otherwise as pould not be able to function. 

Procedure in latroaueiag the Eatneriiaent 

It was decided to try this plan out experimentally in 

Uepirfcient 0584, an organisation of about 160 employees, so as to 

loam f ron actual experience what its possible r o r i t c ana demerits 

night be. A rmn was selected from Department 6 0 6 6 to conduct the 

exyeriJaeat. \ detailed outline of the procedures to be followed in 

sett ins ap the experiment *es then prepared and the division chief 

discussed i t with a l l the supervisors concerned at two meetings 

held on ̂ ebrmry 0 and 7. i\% these nestings the plan we* presented 

clearly and in detail. The supervisors bad few questions after the 

talk* end the plan sceaed to be acceptable to then, TOllowins this 
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intK>faction tbo ̂ eraoanol Iran* started interdicting employees ondi 

catting aco.i^lated with tha a^porvinara in the dopartsent* 

.TjUEanary off ..ypsrierioo to -late 

I t i s impossible a t tbia ©arly date to Sits?; any :f isal « o n * 

oluolone fwaa th i s ejepariment. fhs i n v e s t i g a t o r has apont about ai£ 

weeks ia thes department e© fajy curing t h i s t i a o bo has intsrviawad 

88 aiBployeea sad has ©peat « good deal o f tlrao contact ing the yefiouu 

e^a*vie©*a* It oas thought important ta dsvolon satisfactory r e l a 

t i ons «ttla tba supervisors a t tba outaet ana ( 1 ) to g e t e picture* o f 

the general work problems aa they appear to them, { £ ) to gat a 

tbexougb, knowledge of the work done by the operator's ani tho rocmire-

xianta tha t ars msda of them, aad (3> to l o a m na much poss ib le 

about en«jb supervisor's attitude toward h i s personnel probloaa. This 

general background i s ra^rded as essential t o an adequate under* 

standing of ataployeo complaints. 

H% tha present time tha major problems in t h i s department 

from the supervisors* standpoint arc, in the order o f thoir im

portance, ( 1 ) Group earnings and piece ret tea, ( 2 ) Gehsdules and 

work difficulties, ( 6 ) Difficulties involving tha supervision of 

iniiviaual employees. On the whole, the supervisory time is so 

occupied with thd first two of these problems that he has little 

time for the third. 

(1) group tjm.raiaga and. Plsae mtss 

•Phis is the nnjor problem in all aib-departmente in G3S4. 

It ia partly due to tho fact that low activity does not uomit 

employees to work full time on one job. Portly it is duo to a 

lack of low grade operatora who are efficient on several jobs. 
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Another d i f f i c u l t y i s that the now p iece rates seemingly do not 

permit e&snlitijsm that n.m atiupaxable with past caxnin^G fo r 

CQRAPR*mhls work. *Bm supervisors arc spending moot o f t h e i r 

tlaa t ry ing to ovaraaiaa these d i f f i c u l t i e s because they b a l i e v s 

that 9$:i of employee dissatisfaction i s the r e su l t o f earnings 

that a r « considftred low, 

^S) sahsdules and woyfc| difficulties 

balanca o f the supervisors* tima ia nostly oecupiod 

uritk a va r io tv o f probisete i nvo lv ing « o r k AASIJPFUAATS, d i f f i c u l 

ties* wiin na&iaas, -in te rials and bade schedules* ittasrsuob ng 

these are only of indirect importance in thin experiment, they 

neect not ba com wen ted eh, 

{%} Supervision of Individual sfcployess 

With the exception of the problem case, which i s studied 

carefully by a w ? supervisor i n the line %efov& a decision is 

reached, the supervision of tba individual doss not appear to 

be e major problem from the auparvi so re* point of viow# -this 

ssems to be duo to the following reasons4, (a) ..ihployoes do not 

take all of their complaints to supervisors for they say, "He 

won't rto anything about it"? «be will think j*m a kicker" J or 

*it wouldn't fio tm any «ood aa ha wold ba rtowa on ma*» ( b ) 

'fbe lower level supervisor*a time is tt&m up with running the 

job ami there ia a general r«si stance to bothorlns him or t o 

taking things over hia head* (a) supervisor* in nenea»l era 

apt to diaaouxmge the employee from t*«kin,; complaints up tha 

line aa it may reflect on them personally. 

The emaloyeee eastseted have been selected fron a l l of 
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the aub-depart&eaats Involved in the study. Corns of them 

vror<? classed as problems or "chronic kickers" by tbe 

supervisors but, for the aost part, they wore considered 

«rmm$$ employees, faair piobleias,, neith the exception o f 

tec who appear to be rather serious canee of personal 

salad jus-feaont, are largely personal. /!any of those problems 

are dissipated during ifc© interview, that is, the employee 

Miteelf comes to feal that no d e f i n i t e action can bo taken 

and that the pmbl«sa is comparatively uufc^pertant* some 

of the employees, howevor, raise questions tha t can end 

should be answered. *fany of these involve new piece rotes 

and earnings, aiiase questions are app&rsntly assuming 

ttore importance each day as employees aro becoming con

vinced that rates are being cut* Ho definite action has 

yet boon taken to obtain anewara for tho employees on 

any of these questions. If the tfisaand is strong, they 

are urged to see their superviaor. i n a few instances, 

the investigator has infoaaed Hie supervisor of the cout* 

plaint, but In no case has iratneSiate action boon requested. 

One employee * s prosiest was called to the investigator** 

attention by a aiapervtsor. Tho eeployee felt that he had 
V 

a grievance because of several transfers, each of which , V 

involved e out in rate, in the interview, it developed y ^ 

that he had several physical disabilities end that after VJ 
job 

a prolonged illness, he wan given an eaey/tb&t paid over 

a dollar an hour. At ihe beginning of the depression, 

he lost this Job end sines has been riove1 around because 
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he" m a not particularly effiolsnt on any assignment, 

this mm ana diaeuaaad w i % tha s%ai?Ti»or« ana they 

daoldad that the employee should ha advised of the re&soa 
for tha traaefer, ana of t*>> possibilities of future &a-
vuncement on the ;Job. f&ey were' evidently very successful 

as the investigator talked to tha eiaployoa during the next 

woe& and be appeared to ba mora satisfies. It $&« also 

noticed that his sfficieaoy -bad inoraasad daeidedly, 

3&a investigator ia also- aaep crimen ting «ith another 
problem that appears to ba entirely a personal- difficulty* 

|n this eaasj the oooperation of tho hospital, tha 

Payehologisal Seating Seation, and the supervisors has 

bean assured in an effort 'to help tha employee sales a 

personal adjustment with tba aid of a serlea of inter
views, there is oonsidsxabla doubt in the investigator*» 

mind and in the minds of the supervisors as to whether this 

amn aan ba returned ta uaafulaeia* but they feel that m 

effort should bo made as be formerly was a aup^rviaor 

and* at preaoat, could not ba satisfactorily placed on 

any job. The other alternatives, a disability peaaion 
or dropping tha m m from tba roll, need further oaaaidera-
tioa. 'Btay will be ooaeidered only if all other efforts 
fail. 

Tha invaati«fttor< a eontaata with employee a include 
ta» employee repreaeatfttivaa. Dhay botb expreeeed interest 
in Ute plaa aad aaemed to fe«l taet it aouXd help tbem in 
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their relationship v?ith their constituents an«? with the 

supervisors. They mum. to heed somo holp as they feol 

preesuxe fm& the employees urging action that is 

oppose- ay tao angNMfti eefte* Ibey olao feel that a good 

part of this defend for action is emotional, hut as 

representatives they een not oppose it openly as they 

will Xm& tltair jobs as representatives, inasmuch ao 

tM» situation is sot vary satisfactory to % o employe© 

represents, t iv*e or the supervisors, the invostlcator 

plans to wo along *ith the former to relieve as such 

of this sort of pressure as possible. 

One other itest of interest m y be mentions'!. ;iMs 

is the faot that the employees have spontaneously 

associated this experiment with the old interviewing 

program. 'Chis has helped a great deal in getting iheir 

confidence and in establishing satisfactory relations 

with them. Alnost all of them, have expressed apprecia

tion of the interview and of the opportunity to talk 

things over. 

Suawasry 

Xn funeral, it nay ba sold that these first six weeks* 

work indicate that tho plan is besinainn to satisfy a neod that has 

been felt for aoae tine by supervisors, employees, and employee 

represcntetivee. ihe supervisors soon actively interested in the 

plan anl, in several instances, they have said that thoy would 

welcome the assistance that the "Personnel ran" mi-ht offer in 
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helping them to cS&im & complete understanding o f their human 

problems and la ge t t i ng i h « i r thou^ts ana their problems up the 

line* 

r,ith regard to tho employees, it is suf £t cieat to say 

that they are all as In tare* tea in the plan a* they wero in tho 

Iatsj*fiswiag' 'PvoQvm* "Slketgr $o out o f their %'ay to spealc to the 

Personnel whenever ho is in their section, VI'hey talis openly 

and freely of thair problems and this in itself ap<H$ars to be 

benefloial to them. 

it ̂ f o l t that the grouna-
K ^ * * * * * * 

work is bsing laid for a prograai that fita into shop situations 

without disturbing -the ao& that th#ee organisations parfom an& 

which at tHa mm time oaa $* a long way toisard alleviating maay 

of the problems Industrial orgaaiaetionspresonts^ 

W^40aHlOB6-*:;;o 
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$a addition to the two people required for the orgsnizatioa* 
now included 'in the experiment, a reoueet hae been made for en exten
sion of the program to the Station Apperatue Shops. Two people, one 
mm and one woasu, are. required to befln work in this territory, 90th 

of these people should he experienced end dependable as they will hare 
to oarry on more or lees by themselves to a newly forms d and spatially 
restored orgsnlzatloa • 

6/M/S* 
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PRELIMINARY" REPORT ON  
THE EXPERIMENT IN PERSONNEL COUNSELLING-

General Statement of the Plan 

On January 17 tentative plans were made for the development 

of a new kind of personnel work. Under this plan a "personnel Man" 

from the Industrial Relations Branch would he assigned to a group of 

approximately 300 employees. This man would devote his entire time 

to interviewing these people, contacting their supervisors and 

familiarizing himself with the work being performed. It was felt 

that such a specialist could perform a very real function both for 

the organizations to which he was assigned and for management. By 

having direct personal contact with each and every employee, he 

could give their problems much more attention than they are now 

receiving; he could bring their problems to the attention of proper 

authorities and thus serve as a coordinator of existing agencies; 

he could counsel the supervisors about problems in their organiza

tion and thus aid them in solving them; he could, by interviewing 

the employees, dissipate many of their apprehensions and emotionally 

reinforced ideas and, finally, he could keep'management informed of 

the actual situation at the work level. 

It was felt that this plan was in line with and followed 

logically from the interviewing program and related studies which 

were made from 1927 to 1938. It was also felt that such a plan 

would place the personnel counsellor in the same relative position 

that management has already found successful in the handling of 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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materials and equipment. From time to time the Company has found 

it beneficial to develop specialists in certain aspects of manufacture. 

This plan would simply add a specialist in personnel problems who could 

give the line organization the benefit of his knowledge and findings. 

In outlining this plan considerable attention was given to 

the qualifications of the "personnel Man" and his relations with the 

departments in which he would work. It was felt that he should be 

well grounded in Company organization and procedure and that he be 

well trained in the technique of the personal interview, As to his 

relationship with the group to which he would be assigned, it was 

felt that he should report to an outside organization, the Industrial 

Relations Branch, and that he should function in the group without 

any definitely recognized authority except the right to interview 

employees and study the general work situation including relevant 

departmental records. It would be important for him to use the in

formation obtained from individuals in a way that would cause no 

embarrassment to anyone; otherwise he would not be able to function. 

procedure in Introducing the Experiment 

It was decided to try this plan out experimentally in 

Department 6364, an organization of about 150 employees, so as to 

learn from actual experience what its possible merits and demerits 

might be. A man was selected from Department 6086 to conduct the 

experiment. A detailed outline of the procedures to be followed in 

setting up the experiment was then prepared and the division chief 

discussed it with all the supervisors concerned at two meetings 
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held on February 6 and 7. At these meetings the plan was presented . 

clearly and in detail. The supervisors had few questions after the 

talks and the plan seemed to be acceptable to them. Following this 

introduction the "Personnel Man" started interviewing employees and 

getting acquainted with the supervisors in the department. 

Summary of Experience to Date 

It is impossible at this early date to draw any final con

clusions from this experiment. The investigator has spent about six 

weeks in the department so far. During this time he has interviewed 

22 employees and has spent a good deal of time contacting the various 

supervisors. It was thought important to develop satisfactory rela

tions with the supervisors at the outset and (1) to get a picture of 

the general work problems as they appear to them, (2) to get a 

thorough knowledge of the work done by the operators and the require

ments that are made of them, and (3) to learn as much as possible 

about each supervisor's attitude toward his personnel problems. This 

general background is regarded as essential to an adequate under

standing of employee complaints. 

At the present time the major problems in this department 

from the supervisors * standpoint are, in the order of their im

portance, (1) Group earnings and piece rates, (2) Schedules and 

work difficulties, (3) Difficulties involving the supervision of 

individual employees. On the whole, the supervisor^ time is so 

occupied with the first two of these problems that he has little 

time for the third. 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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(1) Group Earnings aid Piece Bates 

This is the major problem in all sub-departments in 6364. 

It is partly due to the fact that low activity does not permit 

employees to work full time on one job. Partly it is due to a 

lack of low grade operators who are efficient on several jobs. 

Another difficulty is that the new piece rates seemingly do not 

permit earnings that are comparable with past earnings for 

comparable work. The supervisors are spending most of their 

time trying to overcome these difficulties because they believe 

that 90$ of employee dissatisfaction is the result of earnings 

that are considered low. 

(2) Schedules and Work Difficulties 

The balance of the supervisors* time is mostly occupied 

with a variety of problems involving work assignments, difficul

ties with machines, materials and back schedules. Inasmuch as 

these are only of indirect importance in this experiment, they 

need not be commented on. 

(3) Supervision of Individual Employees 

With the exception of the problem case, which is studied 

carefully by every supervisor in the line before a decision is 

reached, the supervision of the individual does not appear to 

be a major problem from the supervisors* point of view. This 

seems to be due to the following reasons: (a) Employees do not 

take all of their complaints to supervisors for they say, wHe 

won't do anything about it"; "he will think I'm a kicker"; or 

"it wouldn't do me any good as he would be donn on me**, (b) 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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The lower level supervisor's time is taken up with running the 

job and there is a general resistance to bothering him or to 

taking things over his head, (o) Supervisors in general are 

apt to discourage the employee from taking complaints up the 

line as it may reflect on them personally. 

The employees contacted have been selected from all of 

the sub-departments involved in the study. Some of them were 

classed as problems or "chronic kickers" by the supervisors 

but, for the most part, they were considered average employees. 

Their problems, with the exception of two men who appear to be 

rather serious cases of personal maladjustment, are largely per

sonal. Many of these problems are dissipated during the interp 

view, that is, the employee himself comes to feel that no definite 

action can be taken and that the problem is comparatively unimportant. 

Some of the employees, however, raise questions that can and should 

be answered. Many of these involve new piece rates and earnings. 

These questions are apparently assuming more importance each day 

as employees are becoming convinced that rates are being cut. No 

definite action has yet been taken to obtain answers for the em

ployees on any of these questions. If the demand is strong, they 

are urged to see their supervisor. In a few instances, the in-

vestigator has informed the supervisor of the complaint, but in 

no case has immediate action been requested. 

One employee's problem was called to the investigator's 

attention by a supervisor. The employee felt that he had a 

grievance because of several transfers, each of which involved 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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a cut in rate. In the interview, it developed that he had 

several physical disabilities and that after a prolonged ill

ness, he was given an easy job that paid over a daelar an hour. 

At the beginning of the depression, he lost this job and since 

has been moved around because he was not particularly efficient 

on any assignment. This case was discussed with the supervisors 

and they decided that the employee should be advised of the 

reason for the transfer, and of the possibilities of future ad

vancement on the job. They were evidently very successful as 

the investigator talked to the employee during the next week and 

he appeared to be more satisfied. It was also noticed that his 

efficiency had increased decidedly. 

The investigator is also experimenting with another 

problem that appears to be entirely a personal difficulty. In 

this case, the cooperation of the hospital, the Psychological 

Testing Section, and the supervisors has been secured in an 

effort to help the employee make a personal adjustment with the 

aid of a series of interviews. There is considerable doubt in 

the investigator's mind and in the minds of the supervisors as 

to whether this man can be returned to usefulness, but they feel 

that an effort should be made as he formerly was a supervisor 

and, at present, could not be satisfactorily placed on any job0 

The other alternatives, a disability pension or dropping the 

man from the roll, need further consideration. They will be 

considered only if all other efforts fail. 
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The investigator's contacts with employees include two 

employee representatives. They both expressed interest in the 

plan and seemed to feel that it would help them in their rela

tionship with their constituents and with the supervisors. 

They seem to need some help as they feel pressure from the 

employees urging action that is opposed by the supervisors. 

They also feel that a good part of this demand for action is 

emotional, but as representatives they can not oppose it openly 

as they will lose their jobs as representatives. Inasjaich as 

this situation is not very satisfactory to the employee repre

sentatives or the supervisors, the investigator plans to work 

along with the former to relieve as much of this sort of pressure 

as possible. 

One other item of interest may be mentioned. This is 

the fact that the employees have spontaneously associated this 

experiment with the old interviewing program. This has helped 

a great deal in getting their confidence and in establishing 

satisfactory relations with them. Almost all of them have 

expressed appreciation of the interview and of the opportunity 

to talk things over. 

Suamary 

In general, it may be said that these first six weeks' 

work indicate that the plan is beginning to satisfy a need that has 

been felt for some time by supervisors, employees, and employee repre

sentatives. The supervisors seem actively interested in the plan 
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and, in several instances, they have said that they would welcome 

the assistance that the "Personnel Man" might offer in helping 

them to gain a more complete understanding of their human problems 

and in getting their thoughts and their problems up the line. 

With regard to the employees, it is sufficient to say 

that they are all as interested in the plan as they were in the 

Interviewing program. They go out of their way to spaak to the 

"Personnel Man" whenever he is in their section. They talk openly 

and freely of their problems and this in itself appears to be 

beneficial to them. 

In view of this experience, it is felt that the ground

work is being laid for a grogram that fits into shop situations 

without disturbing the work that these organizations perform and 

which at the same time can go a long way toward alleviating many 

of the problems industrial organization presents. 
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In the following report, we will attempt to outline 

briefly the thoughts which precede the introduction of the 

Personnel Counseling experiment and some of the more important 

observations in connection with the experiment itself. The out

line will be divided as follows: 

1. A summary of the discussions which took place 
before the experiment was introduced; 

2. Some observations in connection with the develop
ment of the experiment; 

3. Prssent day thoughts in connection with the 
experiment including the area now being serviced 
by Personnel Counselors and the method of handling 
the material gathered. 

1. Summary of Discussions Regarding the Introduction of the  
Experiment. 

In January, 1936, several conferences were held by the 

executive staff at Hawthorne for the purpose of discussing the 

employee relations activities at Hawthorne. In these meetings, 

there was a decided division of opinion as to whether our employee 

relations activities were or were not functioning satisfactorily. 

Some felt that many employees were not using the help that they 

mihht obtain from, for instance, the thrift counselors, the Service 

Department, or the Hospital, and that there was too much red tape 

in connection with the records involved in contacting the Personnel 

Placement Department. Others felt that it might be advisable to 

set up a program which would taort cut some of this rsd tape and 

in effect, coordinate our Industrial Relations activities. It was 

elso agreed in these conferences that a program of this sort could 

not sanction unlsss the discussion of problems with employees and 
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srith supervisors were considered confidential. The group feel 

that this angle of the program might present difficulties and 

after some discussion it was decided that some progress might 

be possible if the experiences gathered in connection with the 

interviewing program regarding the safe-guards necessary in handling 

confidential material were used as a starting point. It was, 

therefore, decided to assign an interviewer to a shop department 

to determine first, if there was a need for this kind of personnel 

work ; second, to determine if material gathered in confidential 

interviews with employees and supervisors could be used, and, 

third, what kind of safe-guards were necessary to insure that 

employee confidences would never be violated. 

In general, it was felt that the counselors should avoid 

taking an authoritative position. It was felt that he should act 

as a representative from an outside organization and that any 

problem which would come to his attention should be studied 

thoroughly to determine if action could be taken which would not 

embarrass anyone. 

2. Experiences in Introducing the Experiment. 

A short time after the counselor began working in depart

ment 6364, it became evident that he was spending more time with 

problems which involved the supervisor's relationship with the 

employee and supervision than he was spending in interviewing 

employees. He also found employees rather reluctant to take their 

problems to supervisors. It seemed to the counselor that this 

difficulty was due in some cases to the supervisor's attitude 

toward the employee and in other cases to the fact that supervisors 

were busy keeping the job going and, for that reason, did not have 
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time to devote to complaints. It seemed also as though a good 

many employees appreciated being able to talk over their problems 

with someone besides their supervisor. Because of these observa

tions, it was felt that the experiment was developing into a worth 

while project, but at the same time, a program of this sort could 

not be judged by the experiences of one counselor. Therefore, in 

May of 1936, one man and one woman was added to the staff to work 

in the Hand Telephone Set Division and one man added to work in 

the Central Office Division. Their experiences confirmed the 

observations made by the original counselor which meant that the 

kind of problems which he found here typical of the Hawthorne 

shops as a whole. During this experiment considerable thought 

was given to the problem of recording interviews taken with 

employees. At first, the counselor felt that he could carry on 

the work without any written records of the subjects discussed 

with employees. It was soon found, however, that'the counselors 

contacted more and more people that he could not recall the details 

of some of the discussions which had taken place several months 

previously. It became important that he have some kind of a record 

to refresh his memory because employees ojiite often asked questions 

about things that had been discussed previously. It was therefore 

decided that each counselor would make a brief record of the sub

jects discussed in the interview. This record would be kept in 

a confidential file. While the experiment was in the experimental 

stage, considerable thought was given to the counselors* relation

ship to the employee representatives. It was felt that a program 

of this sort might be used to make the representation plan less 

effective if our records were not kept confidential and, briefly, 

our sttitude toward the representation plan is similar to our 
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attituae of the activities of the Hawthorne Club, the Service 

Department and the Personnel Placement Department. They are 

necessary parts of a well-rounded Industrial Relations program. 

The Personnel Counselors* function is simply that of a coordinator. 

It seems as though it is important that employees have an organiza

tion that has a representation plan and that organization have 

considerable authority to bring pressure to bear toward settle

ment of problems which are of a controversial nature. Also at 

the same time, there is a need for a personnel program which 

can straighten out minor irritations which occur between the em

ployee and his supervisor and between the employee and other Indus

trial R ela t ions organi zat ions. 

3. Present Status of the Experiment. 

In view of the fact that the experiment seemed to be 

feeling a need that was felt by many employees and some of the 

supervisors. It was decided to extend the program as rapidly 

as we could find and train interviewers who were capable of deal

ing intelligently with shop problems which are of confidential 

nature. We now have five men and one woman working in the Station 

Apparatus and the Central Office shops. They have interviewed be

tween five hundred and six hundred employees and supervisors, and 

apparently from the comments which we can gather from employees and 

from supervisors, some headway is being made toward fulfilling the 

objectives of the program. Many employees have said that their 

supervisors are more considerate, and first and second line super

visors feel that their superiors are jiving more attention to 

Personnel problems. The program is still in the developmental 
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stage and for that reason an adequate filing system has not yet 

been put into operation. We plan ultimately to have each counselor 

go over the records of his interviews carefully before they are 

filed, to be sure that there is no identifying information in the 

record. When that is done, there will be the counselors' files, 

which will be kept in a separate cabinet assigned to the counselor, 

and the other file sill be used as all old interviews were used, 

for training supervisors, identifying problems of a general nature 

and for research purposes. 
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The above outlines in general terms about what the "Per

sonnel Man" would do and what hie broad objectives would be, we 

expect that he will introduce a new relationship into the work 

situation as first he will be set up outside the present super

visory hierarchy and therefore will probably represent upper 

management to the employees; and second, hia background, that is, 

his training and his personal attitude toward the job will introduce 

a new approach to and a more complete study of human relations 

problems. 

In the beginning employees will undoubtedly make many 

demands which will be difficult to satisfy. Some of them which are 

of a personal,nature will be dissipated through the understanding 

that developes in several interviews but others which are indicative 

of fundamental disturbances will present problems as the employees 

will probably expect some sort of action. In these cases the 

"Personnel Man" will attempt to develop an appreciation of the 

complexity of the total problem} but when he has gathered the 

facts, he will either have to secure action Indirectly by sug

gesting a remedy to the line organization or he will, when the 

problem Is of a general nature, present the analysis to upper 

management for approval. We feel that all employee complaints 

will be satisfied by this approach* We also believe that ulti

mately the "Personnel tJan" will became aware of disturbing elements 

before a crisis occurs which will cause employees to demand immediate 

action and therefore the needed change will be made on what appears 

to employees to be Company initiative. 
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We also expect to find considerable antagonism directed 

toward tho •'personnel Man" by the department supervisor. This, 

Of course, will hnve to be dissipated as the success of the 

experiment depends largely upon their working in harmony. 

We will at first spend considerable time allowing super

visors to exprssa their feeling. This,experience has shown, 

will dissipate the attitude to a certain extent, V/e then hope 

that they will gradually realize by working with the "Personnel 

Man" that they are free to function as before as it is important 

that nothing happen which will smbarraso them in assy way. Epr 

this reason it may occasionally be necessary for some personal 

information to bo withheld until it can be presented as a general 

problem. These problems and tho "Personnel Man's"judgment will 

be discussed in conference with the "Personnel Man's" supervisor 

as it is important that the decision be the result of an 

intelligent understanding of tha various factors involved and 

not the result of the "Personnel Man" being emotionally in

volved or as one taking sides in a controversy. 

AOM-6086-LT 

1-23-36 
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February 12, 1936 
J.P* 111007 

Observations Remarks 

J.P* appeared to be very glad to see me. 
He eaad that he bad several questions that he 
wanted to ask about the problems in the depart
ment. He began by asking for my analysis of the 
two men who I talked to. I pointed out that I had 
only spent a little time with them, adding that 
he probably knew them much better than I did. 
J*P» thinks that the representation plan gives 
him the right to question any decision that is made 
by his supervisors, if an employee brings a 
complaint to him about them. He has lost patience 
with K,M. because he claims that the man doss a lot 
of kicking to Mm, but when he takes the case to 
the supervisor, 1*M* is very apt to change his story. 
He thinks that l.M.'s big trouble is from a bad home 
situation. His present wife will not allow his own 
son to live with thsm. He thinks that B.P. is being 
given a "dirty dsal* with the proposed rate reduction. 
The thing that is bothering J.P. now is that these 
employees are pressing him for action and he person
ally believes that management reasoning in the problem 
is sufficiently sound so that he hasn't a chance of 
knocking them off. J.P. admitted that he has a lot of 
confidence in himself and hie ability. He believes 
that he could handle Mr* L'»» job, much better than he 
doee. J .P. is looking toward and thinking about 
a promotion in everything that he does. He therefore 
is not going to m k e himself look bad in arguing a 
losing case for his constituents. He would like to be 
able to do one of two things - either convince the 
employsss that they have not got a case or find some
thing air-tight that he can tske upstairs. At the 
present time he is trying to knock off the employee* 
J.P. has done a lot of reading and studying during his 
spare time. He thinks that he Is now in a position to 

QfiJ^Uu^^ this work. He has rated each individual in 
^the department in his own thinking according to their 
ability on the job and personality In general. He 
thinks that the supervisors ere asking a mistake in 
placing too much emphasis on the contribution to the 
job* 
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February 24, 1932 
Employee's No. EK-9512 

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW 

Observations Remarks 

After I explained the experiment to E.K., 
he began by telling me that all of hie mis
fortunes have come about since Mr. P came into 
the department. E.K. was a supervisor at that 
time, but Mr. P took a strange dislike to him 
and since that time he has been doing everything 
that he can to make life miserable. Mr. P cut 
his rate when he was made an adjuster and then 
began picking at him to increase his efficiency. 
After a time he transferred him to 42, and then 
before he had had an opportunity to get into the 
swing of this job they brought him back to Mr. P's 

rate three or four times. E.K. aaye that he sees 
Mr.|P watching him a lot, and everytime he notices 
tha^ Mr. P 1B watching him he gets so nervous that 
he cannot work. E.K. said that he is very seldom 
late, but not long ago after being late only once, 
Mr. p« came over and bawled him out for it and 
accused him of being drunk. This was foolish be
cause he does not drink. The only thing Mr. p 
could have smelled was the medicine that he is 
taking for his nervousness. His doctor has given 
him medicine that he has to take four times a day, 
Mr. P sent him to the hospital not long ago. 
While he was there he talked to Herb Edwards, who 
promised to see if he could get him into the Edwards 
Hines Hospital, but nothing happened so E.K. thinks 
that they forgot about him. I expressed consider
able interest in the job E.K. is doing. He was 
running the machine that puts the wires through the 
brush rods. It is a clumsy looking affair* E.K. 
was anxious to show me the job, but my watching him 
apparently made him very nervous. It took him about 
five mlnutss bsfore he could get steadied down enough 
to show me the work. E.K. is single, he lives in a 
room in a house located across from the plant. He 
goes to bed early but occasionally he plays cards with 
some of the other fellows* Be does not have much 
money to spend because he claims to be helping support 
his sister. His nervous condition started in the World 
War when he was shell-shocked, but it has not bothered 
him very much until Mr. P stsrted to pick on bim. 
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February 25, 1936 
Employee's No. JB-152790 

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW  

Observations Remark* 

J.B. began by saying tbat he had a kick to make 
but he did not believe tbat we could do anything 
about it* It seems that he has worked as a lathe 
operator since starting with the Company, His rate 
was gradually increased,until he reached #,74 per 
hour, and on this rate his average earnings were 
about $1,02. Then, in 1932, the work in the depart
ment got slack so that he spent part of his time on 
a low-graded bench hand operation. He had a day rate 
on this job which was much less than his former average 
earnings. Finally, work slowed down so that he was 
transferred to 13, while there, he was given an hourly 
rate of #.60 on a bench hand job. He worked on this 
job for about six months and then was transferred to his 
old department and to his old job. During this time, 
the department has been,put on a group piece work basis 
and so when he came back his hourly rate was adjusted 
to |,58 per hour. This permits him to earn about $,72 
or |,73 per hour. In making this adjustment, they 
considered his average earnings during the last three 
months that he was in the department. This included 
his earnings on the low-graded bench job. Now, J.B. 
is spending all of his time on grade 10 lathe work, 
but his hourly rate {#.58) which was at one time higher 
than the other lathe operators in the department is 
now lower because they based it in part on the bench 
hand job. The other operators are now being paid between 
#,62 and $.65 per hour. His cass has received consider
able attention recently because he is now working for 
his nephew, Mr. D. Mr. D asked the personnel depart
ment for another place for him. They tried to place him 
in Department 6717-2 - Mr. Keller interviewed him, but 
he would not accept him because he needed someone who 
could step in and do their work without any instructions. 
J.B, said that the work up there includes a lot of layout 
work on which he has had no experience, as the layout work 
in the Operating Branch is done by someone else. He 
therefore admitted that he would need some training on the 
job. He was also recommended for a job in the Specialty 
Products Branch, He believes that he could handle their 
work but they did not have an opening for him, J,B. would 
like to have a transfer because he believes that it will 
be a long time before his earnings increase very much in 
this department. He may get a raise of #.02 or #.03 before 
long, but he will still be behind the other lathe opera
tor? = J-B, is married and they have one child in high 
school. The boy wants to study Journalism after he finishes 
school. He is taking a course in high school. 
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February 26, 1936 
Employee's No, AL-14914Q 

SUMMARY o? immnm 

Observations Remarks 

Before tbe Section Chief W Introduced me 
to A,L. be told me that he was one of his beet 
adjusters, He added that I ought to be able to 
get a pretty good idea of their problems as 
far as adjusting was concerned from him, A.L. 
began his conversation by stating very 
emphatically that he believes that the group 
will never make satisfactory earnings with the 
present piece rates. He pointed out that there 
had been no change in the method of doing the 
adjusting job but the rate on that work has been 
cut so that they have been asked to increase 
their output from 90 brushes a day to 240 
brushes a day. He has already found one or two 
short-cuts that save some time and so has been 
able to increase his output to 140 brushes. He 
thinks that he has done about all that he can 
and that someone else will have to show him any 
new short cuts. He has talked with Mr. P about 
the rate, Mr. P told him that they would have 
to give the rates a fair trial. He also talked 
to Mr. R about the problem when he was given his 
service button. In this conversation he WOB 
conscious of the fact that he had to be very 
careful of what he said, but he told him that he 
had done everything that he could do to increase 
his output, A.L. wae made a supervisor a short 
time after he started with the Company, he 
enjoys his work and believes that his job was 
satisfactory. He wis acting as a section Chief 
in 1938 when the crash came. At that time, the 
department was running back schedules on almost 
everything. These were wiped out overnight and 
all of the short service people were laid off. 
He was placed on adjusting work. He spent some 
time adjusting in Mr. K's department, and when 
he went out there 1hey told him that it would take 
several months for him to learn the job, but he 
hadn't been there a week until he was turning out 
as much work as the rest ef them* fae thee, im a 
fir** ti»tfwe«- eble to turn out twice as many seme 
as any of the more expsrienced operators He 
apparently doesn't have much sympathy for the rest 
of the group as he thinks that they should have been 
willing to turn in a reasonable emount of work, 
A.L. is married end he has two sons. The oldest boy 
apparently is not much of a student es he refuse* to 
finish high school. Tbe boy wents to go to work sad 
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February 27, 1936 
Employee's No, 1M-151208 

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW 

Observations Remarks 

£•!!•'• principal complaint is that he 
believes that he is qualified to do higher 
graded work than he is now handling. He has 
been told that they plan to cut his rate |,02 
an hour to keep him within the rate range of 
grade 6 jobs. This reaction does not appear 
to be based on any particular logic. It is 
simply that he has done higher graded work 
and he is now capable of doing higher graded 
work; therefore, the Company should not con
sider him as a grade 6 operator. E .M. be
lieves that he did good work as a supervisor 

| before, but he does not think that he will get 
a chance at this work again, because of the 
tendency to put younger men on these jobs. 
He thinks that his former supervisors thought 
well of him but he is in bad with the present 
administration. He thinks that they have gone 
out of their way to find fault with his work, 
E .M. has spent most of his working days super
vising a variety of jobs. He believes that 
he has the ability to gain the respect of those 
under him and to him this is three-fourths of 
the supervisory technique. He did not openly 
criticize his present supervisors, but he 
pointed out the group chief as an example of 
a poor supervisor. He does not think that this 
is the group chief*s fault, but he has had no 
experience on the work that they are handling 
and therefore does not know what can and cannot 
be done. The group chief came from ths box 
shop. E .M. lost considerable money during the 
depression - several thousand dollars worth of 
insursncs bonds were wiped out and about four 
thousand dollars which hs had on deposit in s 
bank which failed was lost. He hss recovered 
about #500. of this money. He doss not sssm to 
be particularly upset about losing this money, 
but he wants a job that will allow him to 
earn a fair living. He is earning less today 
than he was when he was hired ss s layout man* 
My thoughts on this oase are rather vague st the 
present time. There is something wrong with 
his relstlonshlp with his supervisors. The man 
evidently has ability which is being wssted at 
the present time. 
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Kerch 8, 193® 

StTMMfvHY OF INTERVIEW 

Observations Bcmarks 
J.N. said that the piece rate problem and the 

methode that the supervisors are using to *tep*up 
output are the most serious problems in the depart
ment at the present time. He was a group chief in 
charge of this work for several years. During that 
time he made a special effort to learn all that he 
could about each operation, as he felt that a 
supervleor should know the work as well as any of 
the operators* From this knowledge he cannot see 
any change that has been made in either the adjust* 
ing or the assembling operations. The work is 
the same as it was before the conveyor was put in 
except that the conveyor saves the operator piling 
the work up on the end of the bench and it saxes 
them from moving it from one bench to another* The 
old piece rate for the job wes about $1*18* This 
price varied slightly with the types of switches* 
The preeent rate is about $*99* This includes, in 
addition to the work that was done before, the menu* 
faeture of all of the piece parts. JLt the present 
time there are as many men working on the machines 
as they have in the adjusting and assembling groups* 
J.M. therefore reasons that there is twice as much 
labor on the job at the present time, but the rate 
has been reduced on the overall product* It is im
possible for the conveyor to have made this saving 
on the job. J.N. is also wondering about management's 
attitude toward the quality of the work. He felt that 
la times pest they were more interested in turning out 
a perfect product then they ere at preeent. The 
inspection is now sampling the work In the department 
instead of giving it a detailed inspection, ss they used 
to do* Becauee of this, and beoause of the drive that 
is being pat oa the men by the eupervlBors they ere at 
the present time railroading a lot of work* This apparen
tly is necessary because in the beginning one operator, 
in order to make a showing, sterted sliding his work* 
Then the supervisor went to each man in the group and 
demanded that he step-ap his output to equal this new 
figure* The operators are being caught at this every 
once in awhile by the Inspection, but the attention of 
the department is directed toward output* Therefore, 
they would rather be bawled out for this than they 
would for a lowered output* 
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2. March 2, 1936 
JN-166327 

Observations (Gont«d«) Remarks 
J*K* apparently does not hare much trouble 

with bin own sfficienoy but still hi* average 
figure is leva than the man who works on that 
job occasionally. This man spends about one-
half day with him, and tha balance of bis time 
making inspection repairs, it is not possible 
for a supervisor to measure the time that this 
man spends making repairs. He therefore 
juggles it so that his efficiency on adjusting 
Is a little better than J , H . * » . does not 
believe that the present supervisor knows any
thing about the work. Ha also does not seem 
to be making an effort to learn the job. it 
looks to him as though tbay made a job for this 
man to carry him until he is eligible for a 
passion. The supervisor spparemtly is waiting 
for a pension* J a*, feels rather ooneerned ba-
eauss M a experience in tba lestera Xleetrio 
has been limited to supervision. Ha was mads a 
supervisor when he was eighteen or nineteen 
yaara old. From the stories that ba told, of 
his activities ss a supervisor, I gathered that 
ha has been given considerable authority in the 
past and that be sbowsd an unusual amount of 
initiative* Hs is not sura that hie present 
supervisor thinks as much of bin at bia prsvious 
supervisors did. He tblnks that because be has 
developed a habit of speaking .his mind ba has 
often taken up complaints of tba whole group as 
though they were bis own. as most of tbe operators 
are afraid to talk. He believes that Mr. X knows 
tba job la that department as wail as any one that 
tbay have bad, but be will not give bia group 
chiefs tba authority that tbay need to run tba job. 
Ha Insists on bsing in on every decision that is 
made. Ha alaa uses what .T.X. calls "underhanded 
methode" ia getting Information. has bean 
accused of doing several things that ba bad nothing 
to do with. One time Mr* E« accused him of imitat
ing the wbietie* Mr. C insisted that be bad informa
tion frem ether operators that did something 
to asks them think the whistle had blown, Mr. X. 
said that ha finally thought be should discipliae 
bin, but be waa going to overlook it this time. 
Tba next day J.M. found that Mr. X. went through the 
tame protess with another operator whom ha, for soma 
reason or otbsr, tbisks is a tre%blM.tk»r* 
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March 3, 1936 
Employee*a Ho. wX-11425 

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW 

Observations Remarks 

W . L . began his interview by insisting that \ 
everything that he was to tell me be kept in strict 
confidence. He spent the greater part of his time 
criticizing what he called, "unintelligent, two-
faced supervision." He said that the supervisors 
are continually pressing the operators for more 
output. They are giving them a bogey to reach and 
as soon as one operator finds a way of meeting this 
bogey, they are asking them to turn out more. 
These requests are not based on an intelligent under
standing of the job, W . L . thinks that a supervisor 
should know enough about the work so that he could 
show the operators how they could save time. He 
also ought to know what a good day's work is, and 
then insist that the operators do that each day. 
He pointed out several jobs on which tbe supervisors 
are asking for an output equal to the capacity of 
the machine. In these cases, the time that they 
spend for rest periods or for mechanical troubles. 
He also cited several instances in which he had 
taught other operators to increase their efficiency. 
He did this because he thought it made the work 
easier for them, but now that he has discovered that 
tha supervisors are pressing these people for more 
work, he finds that the other operators are peeved 
at him. He thinks that most operators in the depart
ment have decided to keep what they know about their \ 
jobs to themselves, because if they let the super
visors know what they can do they will be pressed 
for more and the bogey will soon become impossible, 
W . L . was born and raised in Hew York State. He 
eloped with M B wife, and came West because her 
fiance and her family had threatensd to shoot him. 
When he left Hew York he was managing a factory of 
his own which employed about sixty-seven people. 
He took a job here shortly after he eeme to Chicago, 
While working here he has had several small busiaesses 
which he took care of during his spare time. One was 
s dry goods store, in Oak Park; another time he 
manufactured notions, end claims he made money on all 
of these, but in one way or another the money slipped 
through his fingers. I gathered that his home life 
is not entirely satisfactory. He paid #£,000, for a 
summer cottage that his wife wanted end then found 
that she could not live in it because the location 
was bad for her hey fever. He and his wife went back 
tosew York two ysars sgo. They wers quite relieved 
to find that both sides of the family had forgiven 
them, he also was surprised to find that all of his 
brothers had very good positions. He asked for a 
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2. March 3, 1936 
Employee's No. wX-11425 

Observations Remarks 

transfer or rather some advice about a transfer 
to a clerical position. He said that he thinks 
he has done manual work long enough. He took 
a course not long ago in Business English. He 
claims that he completed four semesters' work 
in one. I pointed out that most clerical jobs 
in the plant paid much less than he wae getting. 
I suggested that he think some more about this 
and that we get together again and talk it over 
at a later date. There is something wrong with 
this whole story. It doesn't seem to fit 
together. In brief we have a man who owns a 
email factory leaving it, coming to Chicago, 
and take a job here, and apparently he ehowe 
considerable mechanical ability because he was 
hired to ran a very difficult machine, end on 
three occasions was often offered supervisory 
positions. He turned these down because he 
wanted to spend all his spare time thinking 
about his outside business, which he claims 
paidYhim good money. Now, at the present time, 
he is\ not happy with his position but instead 
of seeking a promotion that is in line with 
his experience he asks for a clerical job. I 
planned to talk to him again as soon as I can 
conveniently. 
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March 4, 1936 
EB-1571 

SUMMARY Of INTOVISff 
Observations Remarks 

B.B. was introduced to me by Mr. P ea being 
a men who had a grievance. He had talked to Mr. 
Denny and Mr. Prewes about this grievance some 
time ego. At that time he asked for an inter vie* 
with ifr. Landry. Recently, Mr. Dvorak talked to 
him end at that time he wanted to see Mr. Landry 
again. Mr. Dvorak was to write a summary of his 
interview with him. £.B. gave rather s complete 
history of his experiences since leaving the farm 
where he was raised. He worked as an ironworker 
on e construction gang when he was young. Then 
he came to Chicago end through the insistence of 
a friend who lived near his father's farm he 
started to work here. Bis experience evidently 
was divided between the key job end the brush end 
rod job. His average earnings increased from the 
time he started until the depression, when they were 
about $.9e per hour. At that time work was slack 
on "his regular job so they gave him a trial adjust
ing brushes, which was the highest grade work in 
the department. This was new work to him and as 
his efficiency was not very high they cut his rate 
from $.96 to | .T4 per hour. He did not think that 
this cut wee fair and so he raised the protest 
that Mr. p told us about. Mr. Brewes hid promised 
him that he would get beck at his old job end at 
his old rate as soon as possible. Now. that Mr. 
Drewes hes been moved, J&.B. does not believe that 
this promise means anything* After discussing this 
problem for some time, S.B. concluded that he was 
not as bad off as many others in the plant. Also, 
that he would not gain much by talking to Mr. Landry 
st the present time. He therefore said that he 
would act make an effort to see him. JC.B. baa ft* 
years of service and he ie looking forward to get
ting a pension. He would like a 40 aero farm; 
however, his wife refuses to go on e farm with him. 
He is also thinking of a small cottage besides 
some small lake. The family consists of the wife 
and two sons, ages SI end £4. The 21 veer old eon 
was married some time ago. X.B. tried to atop the 
marriage but the son would not listen to him. 
Shortly after the merriege the boy wee leid off 
end X*B. aad the fether-ln-lew had to take care of 
them. The other bey plane to be married shortly. 
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March 4 # 1936 
S.B. 1571 

Obaorvatloaa (Cont'd*} Rsmarka 
X«B* eppenra to hare a vary satisfactory home 
life* He has ao serious financial worries, hie 
homa le paid for end they hare a email car. He 
ssantioned that his home was not as nice as he 
would like to hare hut when he bought it he did 
not want to burden himself with hoary paymanta* 
He preferred to have a car and spend money for 
other enjoyments. His difficulty regarding his 
rate was caused largely by Mr* p's failure to 
convince him that the reduction was justified 
because 2*B. was not as capable as he used to 
be* This approach hurt worse than the actual 
loss of money* He also was somewhat disturbed 
because he failed to progress as far as several 
others who started with him but be hae rationalised 
this failure in terms of contentment and not having 
so far to fall during the last few yeers. Over all, 
l.B. has made a very satisfactory adjustment. He 
apparently likes his present job and is working hard 
at it. If he is able to continue this work the 
department should have no trouble with him. 
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March 12, 1936 
LoH. 152883 

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW 

Observations Remarks 

L»R. seemed quite curious about the 
experiment, I gave him quite an elaborate 
explanation - connecting it with the interview
ing program, but pointing out that we were 
going to use the information that we obtained* 
He began talking about problems that his con
stituents have brought to him. These problems 
all involve hourly rates and piece rates. He 
thinks that J . W s hourly rate should be increased 
as he is an excellent mechanic. He also thinks 
that we did a poor personnel job when Jailer was 
allowed to turn him down for work in his depart
ment. He does not believe that Miller has very 
many mechanics that could make the gear that he 
showed J,V. as one of the requirements on the job, 
L.R. is apparently an aggressive individual. He 
learned the machinist's trade at the foote Gear 
Company in the city. He was well liked on that 
job. The boss tried to get him back several times 
after he quit. After leaving there, he and 
another fellow went bumming around the Country, 
They apparently covered about three-fourths of it. 
Their program was to work a few days and then 
travel until the money was spent and then work 
again. He thinks its a lot of experience doing 
this, and he can recount the details of hla 
adventure by the hour if he ia allowed to. These 
apparently mean a lot to him. He then came home 
and, in a short time, took a job here, L.R. 
enjoyed his work in the department and felt that 
Mr, Miller appreciated hia ability. He had an 
opportunity to go into the office, but he was 
told that the department did not want to let hia 
go aa they planned to make a supervisor of him. 
They did this in 1929 and L.R. fsala that he was 
sucoeaeful at thla work. He doea not, however, 
think that Mr. M thinks much of him. He la rated aa 
a grinder, but he is used on almost every machine 
in the depertment. Our converaation did mot cover 
hia home life and his family. He only mentioned it 
casually - saving that ha is not es wild as he uaad 
to be. He has settled down. 
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March 19. 1936 
J,E. 116S7S 

SUMMARY Off INTERVIEW  

Observation*1 Remarks 

Over all, y*B* i» glad to be working here. He 
is irritated a bit by supervisors driving for more 
work but he figures that that is their job. He feels 
that the piece rates have all been reduced, but things 
here are so much better than they are outside, that he 
does not wish to complain. He was laid off in 1933 
from a Grade 7 adjuster's job. He was rehired in May, 
1934 at f .70 an hour and he was sgain laid off in 
March of 1935. He was rehired again in November of 
1935 at $.44 per hour piece work. He found work during 
both of these lay-off periode, but he didn't make much 
on either job, and he had to work much harder than he does 
here. He believea that many people who are now unemployed 
could find work if they wsre aggressive enough. HO took 
his boy's bicycle the day after he was laid off and con
tacted about thirty Companies. He did. this each day until 
he found work. y,H, owns his home. It was originally 
valued at about $11,000. but now it is not worth more than 
#4,600, It is encumbered with a $3,000. mortgage, but 
will have to be refinanced in the spring of next year. He 
is thinking about trying to get the Building and Loan Asso
ciation to take over the mortgage. I encouraged this* 
There is a ten year difference between his third and fourth 
child. He said that the baby was born shortly after he was 
laid off the seooad time. He thought that his job was going 
to be permanent when he was rehired and so they decided to 
have a baby. His oldest boy is 15 - just entering high 
sohool. 

J.H. expressed sympathy for the older laid off 
employaea. He feels that most of them will never be called 
back, and he knows that it is practically impossible for 
older people to get work outside. He had to lie about his 
age to get a job. He gave his age as 40 instead of 45. I 
explained the management's attitude toward hiring and up
grading* 
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37-5119 

SUMMARY OF INTKRVIgW 

Observations Remarks 

thought that he did not hare anything to 
complain about at the present time. He has had to 
take a out because there is not work enough to keep 
him busy as a layout man. He complained about this 
cut when they gave it to him but he now appears to 
be convinced that further complaints would be use
less. He felt that a good part of the difficulties 
in the department at the present time are due to the 
former department chiefs. He kept each man on a job; 
in other words, made a special*** a ^ T 
of him, and he would hot give him the training that 
en all-around mechanic needs. Now, when Mr. L has 
to use men on a variety of jobs, their efficiency is 
so low that they are rated ae poor operators. He 
said that Mr. L is not personally responsible for the 
present problems in the department. He thinks the 
group chief has a very difficult job because be has 
so much territory to cover. This employee did not 
talk freely at any time during the interview. This 
was probably because X spent some time talking to 
Mr. L near the employee's bench. X am not recording 
much of our conversation as I do not think that X 
got tbe true expression of his attitude. X intend to 
talk to blm again in the near future. 

\ 

/ 
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March 25, 1936 
AJ-30586 

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW 
Observations Remarks 

There is long and very involved story behind this 
employee who is definitely recognised as a problem, 
Hs puts on an appearance of being illiterate and very 
dumb, but I have a feeling that his mind is very alert, 
A.J, was born in Czecho-Slovakla, He worked there as 
a shoemaker apprentice for four years before coming to 
this country, when he came here he could not find work 
at his trade and so took several jobs, the beet one 
being a pressor in a clothing factory. After coming 
here be was used on a variety of low grade jobs. Ho 
seemed to get along on these jobs all right until some 
time after he was hit on the head with a bolt from a 
motor. Several months after this accident he complained 
of dizfcy spells and headaches. He also grew very 
temperamental, demanding easy jobs and very considerate 
supervision. His case was officially decided to be an 
M.C.e.̂ responsibility and on August 20, 1933, he was 
dropped from the roll. 

There was considerable agitation with his lawyers 
and the family shortly after this and tbe daughter finally 
came in to see Mr, Rice, who decided that A,J. should be 
rehired. A.J. apparently likes his present work. He 
says that it is sasy for him. except when they ask him 
to do any jobs that require thinking. He runs a drill 
press occasionally, but he is only good at this when he 
has a jig to work from. He seams to be worried for fear 
be would be laid off again. His wife is sick at the 
present time. She has had an operation and is in the 
County Hospital. A.J. says that she has bean crabby for 
a long time so that he could not get along with her. 
All be knows is that she got to screaming and hollering 
because something hurt her. He triad to take eare of 
her, but he finally left the daughter in charge and went 
down in the basement where ha couldn't hear her. Then 
they took her to the County Hospital. He goea to see 
her every week and now he knows she Is better bteauee 
she smiles and is glad to sea him. Tha daughter who came 
in to sse Mr. Hies is now married. Her husbsad works for 
Crane Company. He has another daughter who la married 
to a man who works for the Qas Company. I noticed during 
my conversation that A.J. expresses himself very well 
and gives intelligent opinions on tilings that be wants to 
talk about; for instance, his yard, garden at home, and 
ba is very wall informed on tbe European situstiom. 
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March 23, 1936 
EV-18835 

3XmsmY Of ICTRvTM 

Observations Remarks 

jB.V. went into considerable detail regard* 
lag the details of his job* Ee thinks that it 
requires a skill that some people acquire and 
others don*t. The work has been made much easier 
during the last few years, fie used to hare to 
depead upon his eyesight to know when the spring 
was straight, but now they have a jig with a 
light behind it. Ee mentioned the difference 
between the adjusting job that he is doing and 
the adjusting; that is, adjusting on the commutators. 
The other adjusting requires more skill. He worked 
on this for some time. When he was taken off the 
job he was told that it was because of lack of work. 
He pointed out that hia efficiency was higher than 
one other operator in the group and he thought 
that he should be kept on the job. Mr. P told him 
that the other operator was an ex-eupervisor. He 
then pointed out that he had been a supervisor back 
in 1928 or 1923. Mr. P told him that he was not 
officially a auperviaor aa the records did not ahow 
it. He then was moved to the rod job. He thinks 
that he made a good showing on this job. They did 
not complain about his work when they took him off, 
but they told him that they had to make room for a 
men who had more service than he did. l.V. is 
wondering why if service was the thing to consider 
in the second move, it wasn't conaidered Important 
when he was moved from the flret adjusting job. Hia 
attitude in explaining theee things indicated a 
favorable adjustment. HO seems Interested in his 
present work and he ie trying to create a favorable 
impreaaioa ao that he will be moved back to the higher 
graded work when the schedules pick up. He expacte 
that earnings on the job will be reduced considerably 
in the near future. He does not have a clear under
standing of the allowance which is being mode or the 
actual earninga of the department. He only knows that 
they are going to go down S£ a month. He does not 
believe that the department can earn much more than 
they are now. He feala that he is very lucky to have 
his home paid for. He doaa not know how he la going 
to pay his texes thie year. Has decided to cancel an 
insurance policy which will return them about $50. 
but the taxes will be #100. It takea every cent of 
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his present $26. ealary to keep the home going, 
so he is not able to put anything aside. He owns 
a 1929 ford. He wants another one badly but does 
not see how be will .ever be able to get one. He 
has a complete camping equipment, including a 
trailer for the ear. These camping experiences 
mean a lot to the family. These demands in the 
home are going to be important with regard to his 
adjustment to a decided drop in earnings, or a 
failure to be assigned to the higher graded adjust
ing jobs. 



March. 27, 1936 
E.K. 9512 

SUMMARY m ismcrm 

Observations Remarks 

This is my second interview with E.K. I talked 
to him because w, the section chief, told me that the 
man is not satisfactory on the job, and they're got to 
do something with him. I have not been able to establish 
a relationship that is entirely satisfactory in this 
case. He talks very freely about the things that he 
wants to talk about but he appears to be covering; up 
the more intimate things that are effecting him. He 
else does not seem to realize the seriousness of his 
position in the department. He has not taken any 
personal responsibility for his failure on the job. He 
thinks that Mr* P has developed a dislike for him and 
that he is persecuting him. In thie interview we talked 
some more about his job and X made an effort to get him 
to compare his work with others who have been on the 
same job. His statements in this area were very vague. 
He also attributes his nervousness to shell-shock while 
in the army. I encouraged him to talk about the War. 
He said that hie Company spent most of its time digging 
front line trenches - that they were always out ahead 
of the rest of the army* He also indicated that they 
spent unusually long periods at the front with no relief. 
One time they acre sent back for a rest but they were 
returned to the front before they reached their deetina-
tion behind the lines. E.K. was in the hospital when 
the Armistice was signed. He said that he had rheumatism. 
His account of these activltlee were very vague. I alao 
encouraged him to talk about the treatment which he is 
receiving from his dentiet and doctor. The dentist now 
tells him that his teeth are O.K.; his doctor is still 
giving him medicine to quiet hie nervee. E.K* thinks that 
this ia helping him. He is figuring oa getting more 
exercise as seen as the weather warms up. He may take a 
walk over to the Athletic yield* He also thinks that he 
might join the Veterans of foreign fare organisation. HO 
dees not think much of the American Legion because any
body can belong to that. There ere a let of pussllng 
sngles to this case. His resetloas in meay areas are not 
what one would expect* He dees mot indicate eager or 
disgust or diseoiiragcsteat in any degree* He seems to 
realise that things ere happealag around him but they do 
mot concern him personally. 
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March 27, 1936 
K.L. S47QE? 

SUMMARY 0? INT8RVISW 

Observations Semarks 

K.L. fait that the experiment would he a good 
thing because none of the employees talk to the 
supervisors the way they talk among themselves. Ho 
has uoticed that especially with some of tbe other 
employees. He said that he takes things up with his 
supervisor because he can talk to him. For instance, 
he has complained about the bogey on his job. This 
job is grinding the surface of the discs on the sequence 
switches, The bogey is 148 per hour and K.L. says that 
he can go at that rate of speed for* a short time but he 
cannot keep it up because things Interfere with the job; 
for example, the wheel needs dressing occasionally, and 
svery once in a while the parts run bad so that they 
take more grinding. The group chief tells him that all 
these things are figured in the bogey, K.L. doesn't 
believe that this is possible. He has asked the group 
chief to show him how to do more work* He has also 
asked him to bring someone in to run the job who can do 
more. K.L. would b» willing to take a day off on his 
own time if be could sit down and watch someone work who 
could turn out the bogey. He nates to go borne at night 
when his bogey has been low. Ha says he doesn*t feel 
right. He also knows that tbe next morning ha will get 
bawled out* Tba group chief doesn't really bawl him out 
any more for this job but he always asks why he didn't 
da more, and then he marks tbe low percentage figure on 
tbe bogey sheet with a red pencil. K.L. works on several 
low-grade jobs. He can make the bogey on some of them 
so that bio average bogey figure Is not bad. He said that 
a lot of fellows are railroading work in order to n?ake a 
showing. 

K.L. was laid off twice. Tba first time he had 
nine shsres of stock and n small savings. This was all 
spent before he was able to find work. Ho appreciates 
the effort that wns mads by a formsr supervisor to got 
him to subscribe to A.T.Jc T. stock. This money kept 
his family off relief during tbe depression, K.L. is 
single and be lives at home with bis mother and sister. 
Hia younger brother is married now but he was boms out 
of work during most of the depression. K.L. seems to 
be very aggressive. He likes bis present work beeansa 
ha doesn't have ta stay on one jab all tba time. This 
gives blm variety and keeps him interested. 
He was ussd aa am unofficial.supervisor la bis old 
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2. March 27, 1936 
K«L« 247027 

Observations Remarks 

department• He didn't think that he would have 
any trouble finding work after he waa laid off the 
first time, but it took him over a year. He finally 
found a job aa layout man in a machine shop. He had never 
handled any layout work before but he had taken a course 
in mechanical drawing and so he told tbe employment man 
that he had no other experience. He was very slow at 
firet but the foreman on the job liked him and gave him a 
chance to lesra. The job only paid 116.00 a week but 
K,L, was glad to get it. He showed the letter he got from 
the Western to the foreman when he was called back here. 
The foreman advised him to take the job and he promiaed 
that he would rehire him if he had any work in case K.L. 
was ever laid off a^ain. K.L.*s sister is now working but 
she does not contribute very much to the family as she 
only earns yl2.0Q per week. K.L. has always been used to 
having a new outfit for Saster but he will not be able to 
get one this year because they are still paying off some 
old bills. K.l. is looking forward to the opening of the 
aeighborhood soft ball league. He enjoys these games 
very much and they get good crowds out to watch them. He 
plays any position, but he likes to either catch or pitch. 
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February 14, 1936 

RECORD OF OBSERVATION - PERSONNEL EXPERIMENT 

Introduction Remarks 

Since the conference in Mr. Bice*a 
office regarding the general outline of the 
Personnel experiment, there has been con
siderable progress made toward getting the 
plan into actual operation. Mr. Landry has 
taken the matter up with Mr. Raab and 
Mr. Dvorak*s department, 6364, will be used 
for the trial. Mr. Baab then discussed the 
proposal with Mr. Rutherford, and he sug
gested that we prepare an outline of the . 
procedures to be followed In setting up the 
experiment. This outline was prepared and 
a conference was arranged for Friday, 
January 25. At this meeting, Mr. Raab ap
peared to be very much in favor of the 
experiment but he seemed to feel he would 
have to put on a pretty good show in order 
to sell It to his supervisors. Tbe outline 
which we have prepared was then read and dis
cussed. Mr. Raab felt that it covered all of 
the essential points which were needed to 
put the plan over but the explanation which 
is to be given to the group and section chiefs 
seemed to be too theoretical. He wanted some
thing they could put their teeth into. 
Mr. Wright pointed out that we had spent con
siderable time thinking about this as we wanted 
the plan to appear practical to tbe first and 
second lins supervisors, but when we tried to 
put our thoughts on paper it seemed as though 
there was danger of stepping on someone'8 toes, 
that is, there was danger that the supervisors 
would think that we were going to take over a 
part of their job. ,We told Mr. Raab that we 
did not want the experiment to change any 
supervisor's attitude toward his job. we also 
did not want tbe experiment to look as though 
it were a criticism of the work that the super
visors had been doing. In other words, we did 
not want a hard-boiled eupervisor to feel that 
he had to softsn up for we realized that in 
many cases supervisory techniques that ap
peared to be hard-boiled actually produced 
very satisfactory results. Ws also pointed 
out that we were expecting some antagonism 
but we thought that we would have to work with 
this. Eventually this feeling would wash it
self out if nothing happened that would embar
rass anyone in the situatioa. Mr. Baab 
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Introduction Remarks 

thought that he still wanted something 
more than that to give his supervisors 
and so we all decided to think about the 
item over the week-end. 

Mr. Wright, Mr. Putnam and I dis
cussed the experiment in general and the 
problem of giving Mr. Raab something 
definite to point to, in Mr. Wright's of
fice on Monday, February 3. Mr* Wright and 
I had considerable difficulty stating any
thing that sounded practical. Mr* Putnam 
said that he thought he had something that 
could be stated in a way that supervisors 
could appreciate. He thought that most 
supervisors realized that there were a good 
many things going on in their departments 
that they did not know about. He felt that 
the experiment could be explained in terms 
of tbe difference in the relationship between 
a worker and his supervisors and the worker 
and the rest of his associates. We have found 
from experience that these lateral relation
ships were important, that ia, they were some
thing that management must take into account 
if they are going to deal with a work situation. 
Mr. Putnam also said that ws could tell super
visors that the experiment was in effect 
establishing a shunt around the present super
visory hisraroy, between the employees snd 
upper management, To explain this we have, 
roughly Bpeaking, the Works divided as follows: 
Man power plus material plus equipment equals 
plant. Years ago the supsrvisory hierarchy 
took care of all of the duties in connection 
with each of these divisions. In recent years 
as tbe plant grew the supervisory hierarchy be
came so complex that management found it 
practical to take part of the job of running 
the plant out of the regular hlerarohy. For 
instance, tbe planning and scheduling of the 
work was given to a special group, the develop
ment and maintenance of equipment was given 
special groups. This left the regular hierarchy 
only tbe management of the men* We now propose 
to take a part of this function away from the 
supervisors; that is, we are going to Install 
a personnel man who is cspable of understanding 
these lateral relationships so that tha line 
organisation can have tba benefit of tbis added 
knowledge whenever they are forced to ssks 
decision* affecting tbe operators. 

» I 
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february 14, 1956 
Introduction 

This puts the personnel man in the same 
relative position that management has already 
found successful in handling of materials and 
equipment. Mr. Wright and 1 thought that this 
analysis of the job bad expressed our thoughts 
very nicely but ee felt that it was still too 
theoretical to be explained to the first and 
second level eupervlsors. 

1 This problem was also discussed with 
Mr. Raab. He had prepared a restatement of 
Par. 1.8 which seemed satisfactory to all of 
us. fe agreed to rewrite the outline to In
clude his statement as paragraph 1.2. On 
Tuesday, February 4, X met with the sub-
foreman and foreman of the departments in-
rolved in the study in Mr. Beab's office. 
They appeared to accept the announcement but 
they had several questions regarding the 
details of the job. first, they wanted to 
know what we would do if a man wanted to go 
to the eervice department. 1 told them that 
we intended to handle this through the 
supervisors, either by sending the man to 
him or him to the man. They then pointed 
but that there was a difference in the way 
employeea wara paid when they have business 
out of the department. It seems that if the 
supervisor originates a requeet they pay 
averege earnings but if the employee asks to 
be ellowed to go to theae organizations he le 
paid day work. Mr. Raab thought that I had 
better check in on that to see if there wasn't 
something that needed to be clsrifled in the 
instruction. 

X attended Mr. Raab*a conferences with hia 
supervisors on februery 6 and 7. In each of 
these masting a Mr. Raab explained the experi
ment ia detail. He followed the outline that 
we had prepared but he supplemented aim talk 
oeceeiemally with cases that made the points 
iavolved clear to everyone. I felt that his 
presentation was accepted by most of the group* 
They had very few questions to ask after the 
talk. 
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Wednesday, February 10, 1936 

U IM I V E R S IT Y O P W I S C O N S I N M I L W A U K E E 

I stopped in to see Mr R this 
morning to get any thoughts that he might 
have since his introduction of the plan 
to the supervisors. 1 told him that I 
talked with two of his supervisors - i 
felt that they both were very much inter
ested in the experiment. One told me 
that this new kind of a personnel man 
would be able to accomplioh a lot in his 
department, Mr. Raab said that he did 
not have anything in particular to offer 
regarding the aetting up of the plan. 
He didn't think that we should not rush 
into the ironworks department. He sug
gested starting on the fifth floor and 
then working down towards the ironworks 
department. He also said that he has been 
worried about Mr. P ,s attitude toward the 
new rates that have been set In his depart
ment. Mr. P haa told him that he thinks 
that the new rates are t oo low and that 
the operators will never be able to make 
money working with them, Mr. R wonders 
whether he is keeping his thoughts to him
self or if he is passing them along to the 
operators. I spent a good part of the after
noon with Mr. D. We went into considerable 
detail regarding the problems in Mr. L's 
department, Mr, D thinks that the depart
ment is overloaded with long service 
employees and ex-supervisors. These people 
are all earning a lot less than they used 
to earn and therefore are not very satis
fied with their jobs. Also they have brought 
some supervisors into the department that do 
not have as much service aa these men do -
this fact causes considerable irritation. 
Mr, D believes that they are justified In 
adjusting rates and he thinks that the problem 
has been overemphasised because of their low 
activity. In other words, they can't move thsae 
people around and there la nothing that they can 
do except leave them on jobs that they don't 
like. He also talked for some time about the 
employee representatiYO. This man thought that 
he should be allowed to coma and go as he saw 
fit without explaining to anyone where he was 
going, Mr, D fslt that they could not permit 
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this and requested that he notify his 
supervisor whenever it was necessary to 
leave the job. He also insisted that he 
explain where he was going and why, Mr, 
D realised that this irritated the 
representative, but he could not see how 
they could control hie activities with
out this information, Mr, D also realizes 
that the other representatives are allowed 
to come and go as they please; he thinks 
that this is the biggest factor in his 
representative's dissatisfaction. Mr, D 
then talked about the new rates in Mr, K's 
and Mr. P's department. He also is a bit 
worried about Mr, P's attitude toward the 
rates, but in spite of this the depart
ment is apparently making a very good 
showing, Mr. D has told him that it won't 
do him a bit of harm to make a good show
ing with poor rates and that it is going 
to take time for them to know whether the 
rates are fair or not, Mr. D showed me a 
chart of the expected increase In earnings 
as compared with the actual and the allow
ance that the Company is making the em
ployees during this learning period. The 
department's actual earnings are about a 
month ahead of the expected. He also had 
the same kind of a chart for Mr. K's depart
ment, Mr. K's people have been working on 
the piece rates for about six months and 
if the department dontinues as it is, they 
will have no problem when their present 
agreement with employees expires as their 
earnings will be more than the guaranteed 
amount, Mr, D also outlined a problem that 
they are having with one of their older 
group chiefs, Hia attitude evidently hasn't 
been so very good and so they just moved him 
up to Mr, K's department. Mr, D is going to 
have a talk with him and try to show him that 
hia usefulness is being affected, but he hopes 
thet the new job end the new environment will 
also help him. Mr, D does not believe that 
Mr, M's department hae any very pressing problems -
laid that Mr, M has a lot of ground to cover and 
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he therefore cannot be around to watch his 
men all the time. The earnings from this 
department are fairly good and Mr, D has 
not heard of any difficulty. They plan to 
make a change in the supervision of the 
dash job. They now have what they call a 
working supervisor* but this arrangement 
is not particularly satisfactory because 
the supervisor's rote is high and he spends 
most of his time working on a low grade job, 
Mr, D believes that they have worked enough 
there now so that they can take this small 
allowance for supervision out of the rate 
and make him an actual supervisor. He does 
not believe that this change will cause any 
trouble as his experience has been that the 
employees will benefit from the change; that 
is, their earnings will increase. Ws then 
talked to some length about the experiment, 
Mr, D did not seem to be at all worried about 
it. He thinks that the management has much 
to gain and that the employee! will be much 
more satisfied if they have someone that they 
can talk to. He pointed out that there is 
too much red taps involved in our present 
personnel setup. He knows that there are many 
employees who would like to talk to the person
nel man but they don't go to him now because 
it is necessary for them to tell their story 
to everyone in tbe department and then make 
an appointment with the personnel man, Mr, 
D would like to see us cut out ell of this red 
tape. He said tbe slmpller we make It tbe 
better, X told him that we planned to limit 
the red tape to either the employee or myself 
getting permission from tbe group chief to 
allow the man to leave the job, Mr, D thought 
that this would work out nicely. We also talked 
some about supervisors worrying about my getting 
information that might be used against them. I 
told him that I hoped we could work with this 
condition informally; that is, I would give all 
of ths supervisors plenty of opportunity to know 
what I was doing and If the problem involved 
only them and their people. I hope to be able 
to work out some kind of a change itft*& tha 
individuals. I also told him that I did not 
plan to take anything up the line for discussion 
without first talking it over with him, Mr. 8 
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pointed out that this night not always be 
possible, but he seemed to appreciate 
tbe thought at any rate, Mr* p also thought 
that our big job might be to build up con
fidence in tbe program among tbe employees. 
He thought that some of them might be 
skeptical and he thought that they might 
worry more if I spent too much time with the 
supervisors, I told him that J thought this 
was a very touchy detail that would have to 
be worked out gradually, I also told him that 
we wanted harmony on both sides - there might 
be a real problem there in certain locations, 
Mr, P thought that it might be well, if this 
kind of a situation becomes noticeable to 
concentrate on the employees. 
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Wednesdayt February 20, 1956 
I will attempt to Summarize my 

experiences in introducing tbe plan to 
supervisors, which report will cover 
all activities from February 10 to 
February 20* To date i nave been intro
duced in ail of Mr. D*s sub»departmsnt* 
axoept tba Power Board Sub-Department. 
In each of these organizations, I told 
the Assistant Foremen that we wanted 
tbe plan introduced casually to bis 
people and I left tbe details of this 
introduction to them. I mentioned that 
X would like to get a general idea of 
tbe work bandied by their people. In 
Mr* K»s department we decided to have 
the Slue Print Section Chief take me 
around to look ever their work. The 
group chief who has charge of adjusting 
was transferred to the group on February 
10, and so be does not know bis people 
very wall. He is now beginning to get 
a general idea of tbe work-that is 
bandlsd by each operator, but as yet 
be is basy regarding the details of tbe 
job. Tbe group chief handling tha 
alutches also knows vsry little about 
tbe operators on that job, as tba work 
was recently takea over from 16. Tbe a& 

ebine group has been in the department 
since lest June. Ha has bad considerable 
machine experience before his transfer 
and thereforsknpws tba details of the 
job and tbe "p^W-ups involved, but I do 
not believe from hia conversation that 
he is tha type that would become intimately 
acquainted with bis operators. 

Tha supervisors in this organisation 
all seem to feal that they have no very 
aarloas employee problem. They have been 
working piece work since June of 1955 end 
their earnings still seem to be gradually 
increasing. In Mr. F's sub-department ba 
decided to take me around and show ma tba 
work that Is being bandied himself. Ha 
apparently has given the persaanel side of 
his jab a good deal of thought,Ĝ s ba 
pointed out aseb operator, ha gave ma 
his mama, and a short outllas of his imaree-
aioaa of the men as a worker aad some of 
the tkings that are bothering him at the 
present time* Is appears to be overloaded 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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.Wednesday. February £0. 19S6,(Cont'd,) 
with older employees, who normally had 
high rates. These, in both oases, have 
been reduced, and he thinks that a good 
many of them are dissatisfied. He also 
thinks that they will be more dis
satisfied when the department earnings 
begin to level off. At the present time 
they are being paid 50$ and they will 
receive 50$ aa long as they are able to 
keep their efficiency above the expected 
efficiency that has been laid out for them, 
but Mr, P expects trouble ee he doee not 
believe that they cam keep up:their present 
rate of improvement. Mr. p introduced me 
to hie section and group chiefs. The group 
chief appears to be very aggressive., Be 
le definitely trying to make a showieett on 
these new rates. Mr, P pointed out one men 
that he thought X should talk to as soon 
as possible, This man has been complaining 
to the line organization and aa they don't 
seem to be able to satisfy him, he now wants 
to talk to Mr. Landry. Mr. P said that he 
has been forced to down-rate him twice end 
cut his rate and he will hate to do some
thing as yet in the near future! as the men 
is not hitting the bell, 

Mr, M took me around his department, 
and explained the work that each operator 
handles in some detail. He has a working 
supervisor for the group on the fifth floor 
but we did not spend much time with him aa 
he was very busy. His people on the second 
floor are supervised by a section chief 
end a working group chief. They plan to make 
this working group chief a real supervisor 
la the aoar future. Mr. M did not telk 
much about the individual opera tore. He 
apparently did aot feel that he had eny 
problems in that erea, 

I spent quits a bit of time with Mr. L 
in hie sub-department. I have a feeling that 
he believes that this experiment is another 
brain trust idea and that it won't last long. 
He does mot see how it oea accomplish any
thing unless we are lucky enough to find an 
operator who meeds some help, such as a job 
for his boy or flnaaeial advice. He feels 

U N I V E R S I T Y O P W I S C O N S I N M I L W A U K E E 
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WSdnssday. February £0, 1036 (ContM.) 
that ha knows tbs problems of bis operators 
about as wsll as anyone and that there ia 
not much that we can do to help them. After 
looking at tbe work handled by all of bia 
operators we decided that ba might introduce 
me to one or two of them end work around tbe 
employee representative* One of these em
ployees expressed an Interest in the plan 
be thought that there were a lot of people 
who would appreciate a personnel man who 
took an active interest In their problems. 
The employee representative also said that 
be thought the plan would work. He feels 
that be spends a good part of bis time listen
ing to employees' troubles* but ba is handi
capped because he cannot spend much time 
with them. He expressed the willingness to 
cooperate with us in any way that be could. 
Mr. L believes that the representative talks • 
a good job; in other words, he Is not much 
of a worksr. He also was not much of a worker 
whan be waa a supervisor, but be can talk for 
hours on amy subject. Mr. L said that ."when
ever ha has to give foCmy information ba 
does it either at 11:45 A.M. or 4:30 P.M. so 
that be can get away from j£tr*r Many times 
tba representative starts with a very simple 
employee problem but1 before he has discusssd 
it long ha attempts 'to connect his problem 
with New Deal Legislation; such as, tbs 
Wagner Labor Bill and the Old Age Pension Law. 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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Monday, February Mt 1956 

I spent some time in Mr. P»s department today, 
Tbe section chief showed me their efficiency and 
quality records. These are apparently a much more 
reliable index of output and quality than we have 
found in other departments. He allows each opera
tor to tell him what they have produced, but he 
checks thia by picking up the output himself a 
little later in the day, At this time, he insists 
that they turn in the amount of work that they have 
reported. His efficiency records show individual 
efficiency and the occupational group efficienclea 
aa well as an overall efficiency for the depart
ment. He keeps his record of individual efficiency 
and quality on a card.JIs a quality chsck he informs 
each operator of their defects for the previous day 
when he picks up their work of the day before. The 
department is in a state of excitement today as the 
group and section chiefs are trying to find enough 
work that they can take credit for so that their 
earnings will continue to show progress, Mr. P then 
introduced me to E.K. 951£. In suggesting this man, 
he told me that he formerly was a group chief. 
Since his demotion, Mr. P has tried him on almost 
every job in the department and he doea not make a 
satisfactory efficiency on any of them. He ia now 
working on one of the lowest graded jobs in the depart
ment, Mr, P thinks that they will have to reduce him 
again if his efficiency, does not improve. He thought 
that I might be able to help him with this problem 
as he does not know what to do. I spent about three-
quarters of an hour talking to E.K, in the department; 
he is apparently in very bad shape mentally. He is 
taking medicine four times a day for his nervous condi
tion. Be believes that P has taken a dislike to him 
and thst he is continually watching him in an effort 
to get something on him so that he can cut hia rate 
again. 1 believe that thla man can be helped but It 
will take time and aeveral interviews. I do not want 
to rueh these interviews aa the effect of my inter-
viewa with the rest of the employees might not be so 
good. 

Tuesday, February 28, 1956 

1 talked to I.H., the Section Chief in Mr, M*s 
department today. He spent most of his time talking 
about place rates and his trouble with piece rate 
setters. He believes that they are not potting paid 
for a good many thinge that they have to do. He 
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Tuesday, February 25, 1936 (Cont'd.) 

also thinks that the rate setters have insisted 
on running the jobs too faet and that because of 
this many of the rates are impossible. He pointed 
out several jobs that he is running slower than 
the speed Called for on the rate card because the 
quantity of the work turned out at the high speed 
is not satisfactory. Defective work on these opera
tions would cost the Company considerable money. He 
also said that the set-up price allowed for his ma
chines is ridiculous. He pointed out one job on 
which the set-up rate is $.26, and said that it takes some 
three-quarters of an hour to an hour and one-half to 
do the work. On short running jobs such as are going 
through the department at the present time, it is im
possible for an operator to make up this time. There
fore, the efficiency figures of some of his operators 
look very bad. He believes that they need more help in 
*nhis organization. A good part of the work is now run
ning on back schedule. These back schedules occasionally 
are advantageous, as he can run two months' work at one 
time. This saves setting the machine up for each week 
or each month's work. He apparently is through kicking 
about the piece rates. He also doea not believe that he 
haa enough clerical hand to run the job properly. The 
clerk from 13 ia supposed to divide the work with their 
clerk who spends a good part of his time on the fifth 
floor, but it often happens that there is no one down there 
with him. He introduced me to J.B. 152790. He aaid that 
thia man has a number of things to complain about; the 
rcan's problems have evidently been taken up the line, but 
E.H. does not know what they are doing about them. 

From my talk with J.B,, I gathered that he haa beea 
moved about considerably during the depression, and his 
earnings have been reduced from over $1.00 an hour to 
about #,70. He believes that the supervisors took advan
tage of his work on lower-graded jobs when they 
established his present rate. This does not seem fair 
to him end he would like to be transferred to highar-
graded work. He appears to have been very objective in 
his analysis of the situation. He can only see that he was 
formerly paid over $1,00 an hour for doing the same work 
that he now gets $,70 for. This reduced earnings has af
fected his home life, as his wife had to go to work. His 
supervisors could probably help him considerably; that is, 
if they can give him aatiafactory reasons for his present 
rate. I am going to try to stimulate some thinking on 
their pert in this area. 
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Tuesday, February 85, 1936 (Cont'd.) 

I spent the afternoon in Mr, P's depart
ment. The Section Chief has been spending a 
good deal of time lately watching the operators 
work. He ia going to have them increase their 
efficiency by showing them easier ways to do 
each job. He mentioned one operator whom he 
found holding all of his adjustments to the 
minimum requirement. This caused him to have 
a good many rejections. The Section Chief pointed 
out that he could keep the outside contacts to 
the maximum requirement and the inside contacts 
to the minimum requirement. In this way his 
overall adjustments would be easier. He intro-

\ duced me to A.L. 149140. I took him out into 
another section. He appears to he a very capable, 

* well-adjusted operator. He formerly was a group 
chief, his average earnings have been reduced from 
about #1,03 to $.90, A.L. does not believe that the 
work in his department has been fairly timed. He 

I ^ has made a decided effort to improve his output but 
\ he is certain that the adjusters will never be able 
\ to come up to the output expected of them unless 
\ they find an easier way of doing the job, 

Wednesday, February 27, 1936 

I spent some time talking to T,K. the Section 
Chief in Mr. L's department. He spent considerable 
time talking about tha problems that they have 
shifting operators from one grade of work to another. 
A food part of their jobs is small so that it does 
not pay to assign more than one operator to work on 
them. This means that a high graded man has to • 
spend a good part of his time working on low-graded 
work. They also have difficulty figuring the 
operator's efficiency as they can't set a bogey on 
most of these jobs. Most of their rates combine 
several operations. On their larger jobe, this 
means that one man will start the job and then pos
sibly they will assign two or three men to the second 
operation; then the first man along with three or four 
others may work from the third operation, etc With 
this condition, It is impossible for him to tell 
accurately how much each man contributed to the work. 
He said that their most serious problem is with the 
long service operators. They apparently are trying to 
get by and do as little as they can. He tries to 
msks these fellows do their job, but he is handicapped 
because it is difficult to get anything definite on 

He slso has to be very careful what be says be
cause they twist things around and take them to 
the employee representative. In an effort ta 
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get along ae well as possible, he gives all the 
hot jobs to operators that he can depend upon, 

F.K. introduced me to 

Be told me that this man formerly was a 
supervisor, but he now is one of the loafers in 

, the department. 

I,MU's principal worry is the proposed 
cutting rate. He does not believe that manage
ment should do this. This feeling is not based 
on anything logical, it is simply an emotional 
reaction. He can follow a management's logic 
in rate ranges and labor grades until it hits 
the older employes. He is now earning less 
money than he did when he started. This is not 
correct. He also believes that he was well 
liked and his work was appreciated by the former 
supervisors but the present supervisors haven't 
mucb use for him. 



Observations Remarks 

friday! February 38, 19S6 

I spent consider able time today with Mr. T 
tbe section chief In Mr. L's department. At the 
present time there are only nine operators in this 
group. He thinks he has a good gang wl$h two 

enough to these men to really know them. He has 
recently been notified tbat their schedules will 
increase and he has therefore put in a requisition 
for some new help. At the present time he is 
forced to use all of hie men on a variety of jobs 
and the department earnings have been affected 
because it has been necessary to use high rated men 
on low graded jobs. Mr. T spent quite a bit of time 
praising Mr. L as a supervisor. He said that he has 
learned more about running a department since he has 
been reported to Mr. L than he ever learned under 
other Assistant Foremen. Apparently, Mr. L is will
ing to explain everything tbat he does and he is 
willing to listen to an argument. 

exceptions. 
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Tuesday. March g, 1936 

I talked to W.L., 11435, this morning* He 
apparently has done a lot of thinking about his 
work and the management of the department. He 
is apparently above average in general all-around 
intelligence. He appears to have come from a 
good family and he has had an unusual amount of 
diversified outside experience. He asked for a 
transfer to clerical work. 1 don't know just 
what he means - X don't think he can express it 
himself, but he is probably asking for a change or 
an escape from an unsatisfactory working situation. 
I mint to talk to him again in the near future. 

U N I V E R S I T Y O P W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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Wednesday. March 4, 1936 

S .B. was introduced as a man who had a 
grievance. Mr. F told me that they were forced 
to out his rate as l.B. could not keep up his 
efficiency on the adjusting job. At that time 
SUB* thought that they were not doing the right 
thing and so has talked to Mr* Denny. Mr. Drawee, 
and Mr. D. Mr. Brewes had told him that he would 
make an appointment with Mr* Landry, hut this had 
not been done. Recently, Mr. Landry, ran across 
the correspondence and suggested that Mr. D talk 
to him again. Mr. P thought that Mr* D was writing 
a story on the case and that he was going to arrange 
an appointment with Mr. Landry. During the inter
view S.B. concluded that he could not gain anything 
by talking to Mr. Landry, he also concluded that 
tbe depression has not affected hie earnings as 
much as it bad many other people. He therefore 
appeared to be satisfied to be able to continue on 
at his present job until he is eligible for pension. 

Thursday, March 5, 1956 

I wandered through Mr. P's department - stopped 
to visit with each of tbe men that I had talked to. 
A.L. 149140 raised the Question about bis boy's 
chances for a job. He felt that special attention 
was being given to certain Individuals and be wanted 
that for bis boy. I told him that I would try to 
find out what the Employment Department is doing* 
JE.K. 9512 seemed to be working much batter than be | 
was tbe day I talked to him. I talked to Mr. Wilmott 
regarding A.L.'s attitude toward their work. He 
said that they were making an effort to select 
the best boys for tbe jobs as they opened up, but he 
didn't seem to be entirely satisfied with their 
methods for doing this. All of tbe applications are 
filed according to the class of work that tbe boy 
is qualified for* Mr. Wilmott thinks that this should 
be broken down further so that they esn cornsider sll 
candidates in e^ch classification* He also Is having 
a lot of trouble keeping supervisors from demanding 
special attention for their relatives end friends* He 
believes that be is making some headway In this up to 
tha Superintendent level, but from their on his bands 
are tied. His method is to place aa many obstructions 
in tha way whenever a supervisor re a oasts* ds a certain 
mem for bis job. He alaa ia tslklag with them whenever 
he cam and trying to «ive them a picture of tbe problem 
that they are creating for aim* Mr* Wllmett also told 
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me tbat they have now hired a large percentage 
of the desirable pensioners' sons and that they 
are beginning to work in earnest on the 
relatives of long service employees. He believes 
that everyone who has an application in file will 
be considered in the near future. He also expects 
that they will soon have a number of requisitions 
and that probably they will have difficulty in 
the sear future finding desirable candidates. 
I took this information back to A.L. He seemed to 
be satisfied. Mr* P told me that he has a number 
of employees who are pressing him to get special 
attention for their dependents. He ia not doing 
anything about these requests. 

Monday, March 9, 1936 

I stopped to see ilr. L regarding an inter
view with one of his people. He considered 
various individuals for some time and finally 
told me that he had just notified all of the em
ployees in his department regarding the reduction 
in rates. He said that he had noticed them getting 
together with the representative and therefore 
this would be a bad time for me to talk to them. 
I told him that I was willing to wait a week or two, 
but I also felt that it might help If they were given 
an opportunity to talk about it. Mr. L thought that 
they would believe that he was eendlng me over to 
find out what they were planning to do and that this 
would jeopardise my job in some way. I expressed the 
willingness to take a chance and he finally agreed 
to give me their worse! VhiOkar. He pointed cut that 
the man probably would not talk about the reduction 
in rate and that if he did, I would probably have to 
make a very definite promise that the information 
would be confidential. Be then introduced me to R.P. 
157*4. I eat down with him in the department, and 
he immediately began to complain about the rate reduc
tion without waiting for an introduction from me. Bis 
coaplalat began in the same general terms as I.M.'s did. 
He is graded as a Grade 9 operator. He pointed out 
that none of them had ever heard of a labor grade until 
management decided to cut rates. He believes that he 
is ee valuable today as he ever was and therefore hia 
rate should aot be reduced. He thinks that his earainge 
have been affected by the depression; that Is, they do 
mot aow have any work on which he can show satisfactory 
earnings because the jobs ere all smell* He did aot 
object particularly when they reeueed his rate at the 
time they took him off supervision, but wear he cannot 
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Monday, March 9, 1936 (Cont'd,) 

see that a farther cat is justified* Ee thinks 
that he still should be rated as a layout man 
and he graded accordingly• In discussing this, 
he realized that he was doing a lot of low-
graded work. He also seemed to understand that 
management was going to fix his rate at an 
average that is within the grade that he is handl
ing. After discussing this for some time, he began 
pointing out work that,was not graded properly. He 
thinks that the layout' work involved in these jobs 
should be considered in the grading* He said that 
these low grades are what makes hia record look bad, 

Mr, M called - said that they were having 
trouble with A.C. who was transferred to his depart
ment on Monday. He asked if I would talk to him 
as the man was very abusive and he threatened to 
stir up a lot of trouble, 

Tuesday, March 10, 1956 

I went up to talk to A*C. in Mr. M fs depart
ment. The group chief told me that A,C. did not 
mind the work that they had given him but he objected 
to a reduction in rate. The job Is grade 5 and they i^fr^^i 
are paying htm the maximum on that grade (f,42 per. nT- t$*A*r.-~-~--
hour). His earnings will probably bs #,65 or #,64 per 
hour if the present percentage is maintained. This 
means a reduction of about $.04 per hour or more in 
the man's rate, A.C. seemed very much discouraged 
at the beginning of the interview. He told of 
Company experiences, emphasizing all of hie bad luck. 
Tears ago, he was considered AA an expert in the finish
ing department.While the rest of the group were making 
good money at straight piece work he was assigned to 
special jobs at a day rate of #,70 per hour* finallyt 

the aoide in the room affected his lungs and he was out 
sick for almost two years. During this time, the Company 
took good care of him. They paid both his doctor bill and 
hospital bill and also helped him to refinance his home. 
After A.C. got well the Service Department talked to him 
ebout a disability pension. He suggested that he would 
rather work if they could find a good job for him. They 
said that they thought they could and arranged to have him 
placed on A bench hand job (28) that paid about $1,00 per 
hoar, A..C. thought that this was the best job that he had 
ever had, but along came the depression and swept it away. 
Since that that, he has been transferred from one 
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low graded job to another, and on each occasion 
bis rate is reduced. This new transfer is just 
another more so that they can reduce sis rate. 
The Department told him that they could only 
pay |.42 per hour on this job. A.C. pointed out 
that tbe man they took off the job was getting 
#•4$'par hour. A*0. worked on a drill prase 
job in Mr. £*s department. He thinks that this 
work would pay him more and wonders why he 
can't hays that job. A.C. said that be was so 
dissmssed yesterday that he told tbe group chief 
be wanted a disability pension. 1 talked to 
Mr. M about the problem * A.C.'s present assign
ment is the only thing in the department that he 
can do. He would much rather hare an abled body 
man in his place, but be said that ba was not 
going to argue with tbe boss. He also thinks that 
tbe man should hare been kept In Mr. K's depart
ment as be could hare handled several assignments 
there. X told him that 1 was going to talk to 
Mr. D about the case and that 1 intended to let 
him know that I thought they had done a "bum" 
job. 

Wednesday, March 11, 1936 
I talked to Mr. D and Mr. K in Mr. R's office. 

I outlined our interpretation of tbe problem, point
ing out that A.C bad been babied for several years 
while be was sick and tbsn plated on a job that paid 
much more than be should have earned. I then pointed 
out that there bad been too many transfers since the 
depression started - each one meant that a man who 
believe* himself partially disabled bad to learn a 
new job and adjust himself to work that is suited for 
a young boy or a girl.' laeh one of these adjustments 
was difficult .in. Itself and in addition to that they 
carried wlth'ifrll*sAsfcias* **y~o-*J reduction in rate. 
Tbe real basis for bis complaint Is a protest sgalnst 
being moved around. On tbe surface ha eannot accept 
tbe explanation that was given him regarding bis 
hourly rate as they bad been able to pay bis pre
decessor $.0§ more an hour than they could him, and 
-Oils other man told blm that be had never been able 
to make tbe bogey. I also pointed out that A.C. is 
emphasising this protest by asking for a disability 
pension, if he eennot be plaoed on a job that will 
pay more. He thinks that he could supplement bis 
pension by getting a watchman's job sad if he earn, be 
knows very wall that the Service Department will mot 
allow him to suffer. Mr. R suggested that he thought 
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Wednesday, March 11, 1936 (Cont'd,) 
that they had hatter get a little hardbolled 
in this case. Be told Mr. D and Mr. M to ex
plain the reasons for A.C's placement to him 
and to he Tory emphatic in pointing out that 
he would hare to show some results on the job 
if he were to avoid another reduction in his 
hourly rate. He advised against promising an 
increase as the job is grade 3 and A.C*a rate 
is within $.02 of the maximum on the grade. I 
later pointed out to Mr. D that it might be well 
to have the group chief encourage and help him 
whenever he could. X thought that A.C. needed 
thia other stimulant. I also told Mr* D that 
X would make a point of talking to A.C. again 
within the next few days, to see what they had 
accomplished. Mr. D pointed out that there was 
a danger of appearing to give him too much atten
tion. X also learned that S»B, had told Mr. D 
that he was not particularly anxious to see 
Mr, Landry. X did not get this impression from 
Mr. P. 

Thursday, March 12, 1936 
X talked to S.K., the section chief in Mr, 

L's department, about J.P, 111007. J,P, is apparently 
quite a problem. They have orders from upstairs to 
handle him with ailk gloves. Tor this reason, f ,K. 
cannot bawl him out or openly interfere with his 
activities, y.K, usee psychology em him. Recently, 
he haa noticed that J.P. spent more time on representa
tion work than he reports. y.I.'s method of handling 
this le to walk up and down and watch •?*?• whenever 
anyone la talking to him. By doing this, he believes 
that he cuts down the time that J.P. spends on repre
sentation work. Then, when J .P. turns in less time 
on the work than he should, J.I. points out that he 
is takiag bread out of the employees' mouths. J.P. 
then usually is willing to change his time ticket* 
f,K, thinks this is very clever. He then told of an 
experience he had with £.M. It seems that I.M. had 
been turning out 18 parts a day oa a certain job for 
eeveral months. T.K. thought that he could do more 
and- so he decided to keep I.M, away frost this job 
until 10:30 in the morning. About noon he got a tracer 
to go over and demand SO parts that day, T.i:. asked 
I.M. if he could make that for hia, I.M. told him 
that be would try aad at the end of the day he had the 
reeulret output. The next day went over and told 
I,M, that his output oa that job mow was to be 24 parts 
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Thursday, March 12 t 1956 (Cont«d.) 
par day, E.M. didn't like this but he finally 
agreed to do the work. J".P. 111007 appeared to 
be very anxious to talk to me about his problems. 
They are at tbe present time all in terms of the 
pressure that Is being put on him by operators in 
tbe group whose rates are being cut. They are 
demanding that he do something at the next ranking 
joint committee meeting. He personally seems to 
feel that management logic in adjusting rates is 
sound. He seems to have given each of his 
constituents a lot of personal attention. He gives 
the impression that he knows each of them intimately. 
J .P. has a tremendous amount of personal ambition. 
He is attempting in everything that he does to create 
a favorable impression toward himself; at the same 
time he believes that bis job as representative allows 
bim to criticize avarything that any of his super
visors may do that appears to injure any individual in 
tbe group, but in this connection be must build up a 
logic for bis criticism that will carry weight, if 
be has to carry it up the line. I believe that be 
feels that there should be a logic to support the com
plain ts that his constituents are now making. In other 
words| there is something wrong with the policy to 
cut the hourly rate of longer service employees. He 
thinks of hourly rates as something that should be 
permanent - something that tbe employee can depend upon 
for bis minimum earnings, but in actual practice hourly 
rates can be adjusted anytime a supervisor feels that 
It is the thing to do. He also thinks that too much 
emphasis is being placed on the individuals' contri
bution to tbe group earnings. He cited several cases 
in which individuals' efficiency looks good, but he 
pointed out that they were working on jobs on which any
one could make a satisfactory efficiency. He also 
cited cases of good mechanics whose efficiency looks 
bad because they were used on all-around work, where 
their skill was needed. He does not believe that there 
is any comparison in tbe all-around ability of these 
two people but the poor mechanic is able to earn more 
money under the present sst-up than the good one. 

I talked to L.R. 152889, the representative in 
Mr. X*s department. Ha also spent most of his time talk
ing about tbe problems of other operators in tbe group. 
He thinks that tba employee representative is in a tough 
spat, as individual employees are after them to do scsje-
thing about their problems and the supervisors srs putting 
pressmrs on them to keep them from taking any action. Ha 
said that a representative has to be able to "take it" 
from bom sides. Is believes that tba Ccasjeny is losing 
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a lot by their present effort to cut rates. He 
notices that it affects an employee's attitude 
and loyalty toward the Company. He also thinks 
that the plant will have the reputation as being 
a "sweat shop* outside of the Company if it 
continues. He believes that good mechanics 
can now earn more outside than they can here, 
and therefore tbe Company will have to do some
thing about increasing their earnings. Mr. M 
apparently looks upon L.R. as a problem* 
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Thursday, March 19, 1936 

I talked to J.H. 116273. Sis attitude toward 
management and the work is not nearly as critical as 
any of the other employees whom I have talked to. He 
doesn't like the supervisory methods that are being 
used but he realises that they have a job to do. fie 
realizes that management is cutting earnings but he 
sees that earnings and working conditions are much 
better here than tbe$>*re outside. He also realizes 
that it is more difficult for him to work now than 
it was a few years ago. He realizes that a young man 
could do more than he does on the job. He talked at 
some length about the supervisors' methods of getting 
out more work and about employees' attitude in general, 
toward supervisors. He felt that employees do not talk 
to supervisors unless they have to. This would.indi
cate that this group of adjusters is organizing very 
rapidly to exclude management. Of course it is very 
sasy for them to do this at the present time as they 
have a new supervisor who is not familiar with the 
details of the job and he probably never will be. 

Friday, March 80, 1936 

I happened into Mr. Raab's office to see Mr. 
Torland. Mr, Raab inquired about the progress we were 
making in the experiment, I told him that over all 
ws were going along very nicely, but I was beginning 
to get a little concerned because employees were asking 
questions of me regarding bourly^^rates and piece rates 
that X felt would be very wmmt^'it they were 
thrown at the supervisors. I> felt that these questions 
should be answered, but I didn't beliece that anyone 
was at liberty at the present time to give the answers. 
I told him that we did not want to antagonize the 
supervisors needlessly, X also pointed out that an 
individual employee has to be very much upset before he 
takes a problem to his supervisor. Mr. Raab thought 
that it was a good thing to give tbe employees a chance 
to talk over these problems. He felt that it wouldn't 
do any harm to encourage employees to contact the super
visors and get an explanation. Mr. D stopped me to 
inquire about our progress. I told him that X was get
ting a lot of stuff about piece rates and hourly rates. 
X also pointed out that X believed that they would have 
to get a much better statsment ready for employees 
regarding the new piece rates than they have at tbe pre
sent time. Smployees know that management is making an 
effort to reduce earnings and there is no sense to s 
supervisor trying to sxplain a way plsco rates in which 
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frlday. March 20, 1956 (Cont • d .) 

tbere is only a sligbt change In method with the 
old logics that were good back in 1929. Mr. D 
did not believe that you could satisfy any employee 
with an explanation as they are all thinking in 
terms of their 19B9 and 1930 "take home* wages. 
He agreed that a frank expression coming probably 
from Mr. Rice would make their Job a lot easier. 
He said that he has stopped telling employees what 
rates are not being reduced. We talked about 
A.C. in Mr. M's department. Mr. 0 said that he 
believes they accomplished something in talking to 
him, but when A.C. left his desk he was still ask
ing if he couldn't get a little more money for 
his job.. He wanted ma to talk to A.C. again aa 
soon as X could to see If he is any more satisfied 
with their explanation than he was before. I also 

^^taUtg^to him about J.V. I told Mr. D that he 
f^asipacTMly 1m haSahapa real grievance. Mr, D feels 

that he has been a disadvantage in this case because 
of the relationship. He has been after the Person
nel Department to take J.V. out of his organization 
but they can't find a job for him. He also feels 
that he will hate to be very careful about recom
mending a raise for the man as it is sure to be 
interpreted as "favoritism,n Mr, D said that he 
could find a job for .T,T, in another organisation 
if he MM̂  asked for it himself, but he hesitates to 
do thie for fear that his actions will be mis
interpreted, X intend to find out more about why 
Mr, M does not take any action. He now says that the 
man is slow but he admits-.that he is a very good 
mechanic* X told Mr, D that we were going to begin 
some agitation upstairs to try to get a better state
ment of piece rates and a justification for the reduc
tion in "take home" wages. 
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Friday. Mareb 20. 1936 

X talked to Mr. X.. for some time before be 
introduced me toSP. He said tbat $,F. is a member 
of tbe Big fourj tbat la, be is one of bis chronic 
kickers. Recently, be baa become quite a problem, 
because be is not good at anything but his regular 
job. He is all right as long as they have work for 
him on that job. fe then talked for some time about 
the possibility of the new products shop line-up 
affecting the work In his department. Mr. X, does not 
think that they will be able to take much work away 
from him as he is operating as a job shop on most 
of the orders and it would not pay any other organi
zation to have the specialists that are needed for 
that work in their organisation as there would not 
be enough work to keep them going. X noticed S.F. 
watching us during this conversation. My interview 
with^.F. was not a success. He answered questions 
willingly but he did not volunteer much information, 
A S X was leaving the department the employee repre
sentative stopped me to again offer his cooperation 
in discussing the problems of the men in his organi
zation. He wondered If^.could find out what 
employeee. in general of collective bargain
ing, X told him that I did not make a practice of 
going out for the answers to questions of that sort, 
but X would be glad to discuss anything X got with 
him, X am going to avoid discussing the thing he 
calls "Sapleyee XJroblerasn if X con; that is, X do 
not intend to contribute very much, 

Monday, March 23, 1936 

X talked to W, the section chief in Mr. P»s-de
partment. He pointed out some of the mechanical 
difficulties that they have in essemllKlng and adjust
ing the brushes - they have to keep their eyes open 
continually for variations In their jigs and gagas. 
A very slight variation in the alignment of the 
original operetion makes more work for everybody along 
the line - tbat means that the efficiency of the 
entire department will suffer. He pointed out as an 
advantage of straight-line production one part that 
they were lining up oiawVoff the center of the gage. 
He said that the jig ceascrttty **nt on the "bum* but 
they were correcting for the condition themselves 
until they could get s new one delivered to them. He 
pointed out that this kind of efficiency would aot be 
possible if the ports were being assembled in another 
orgsaiaatioa. Many thousands of them would probably 
be on head before the trouble wee discovered. He 
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Thursday, March 26, 19S& 

K.I.. 247027 attained to be a very energetic 
tort of an individual. Ho is considerably dis
turbed because be cannot make what be considers 
a satisfactory sbowing on some of the bogey. 
He does well on most of the jobs - apparently 
turning out more work than others wbo work with 
him. His concern oyer the low bogey is probably 
caused by the fear that he might be laid off. He 
has taken particular pain to see that the super
visor knows that the bogey is low and be has stan 
aeke;l him to show him how to turn out more work. 
I.L. is acting as head of the family. He is 
apparently more aggressive than either his brother 
or sister. His savings of nearly v1,000. were 
used up during the times when he was laid off. 
His likes, dislikes and the demands that he is 
making from the work can all be understood in terms 
of an overall demand for continuous employment and 
security. 

W t section chief in Mr. i's department has 1 
mentioned several times recently that I.E. is a total 1 

failure on the job as far as he is concerned. Monday, 
they assigned him to work on a bench in front of 
tbe office. He spoiled over a half day*a work before 
be got so that he could turn out anything worthwhile. 
This is a simple job such as they would give to a 
new employee. W also thinks that E.K. spends his week 
ends getting drunk. Because of all this, a has written 
up the case and it will be errried up tbe line for 
decision. 

In this interview with £•£. the general indica
tion which 1 bad developed from my contacts with E.K. 
and bis supervisors that there was something serloualy 
wrong was confirmed* I believe that we got to the 
point where ha will ba willing to take personal 
responsibility far bis failure on the job. I am 
worried about making thia jump because of what might 
happen if tbe condition is caused by a physical 
disability* TR • wuvvsttK±±gm***mimmkM* 

yriday, March 1956 

Mr. R called saying that they were in conference 
considering tbe placement of £.K. on a job ia Mr. 
Loewc'a department. They had a requisition approved 
that was now la the Imploymeat Off lea, and tbay needed 
to decide immediately regarding filling it by tha 
transfer af X.X. 1 told tha greup that X.K. was la 
a serious seats! condition at the present time sad 
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that there were indications that it might bs 
caused by an organic disturbance of soma sort* 
tt this was the case. E,K. would not bs benefited 
by tha transfer and they would still have the 
problem to deal with in an aggravated state on 
the new job* X suggested that we have the hospital 
make a very careful physical examination before 
doing anything - I felt that they should bold on 
on the transfer until we got this information, as 
satisfactory placement would depend entirely upon 
their findings. Mr* B agreed to this immediately* 
Mr* Loewe said that he felt that JS,K* was being 
eent to him because he was a little ornery on his 
present job, Evidently, Mr, 33 had not given him 
all the facts, Mr* B then aeked me to also con-
aider a placement recommendation. Be said that he 
would try to arrange a transfer to any job in his 
organization that X thought was desirable. I 
agreed to do this, 

Monday, March 30, 1936 

X talked to Br. Smith regarding a physical 
examination for £»£•, pointing out the difficulties 
that the man is having on the job, his nervous 
condition sad the Indication of a need for a very 
thorough physical examination* Be agreed that E.K. 
should be examined but he had some questions as to 
how far the Company should go and what responsibility 
they should assume in rehabilitating a ease of this 
sort* Be agreed to call tits man over for an examina
tion such as they ordinarily give cases of this sort, 
and if from this examination further tests were 
indicated he promised to take the matter up with 
Mr* MeSwen, 

Tuesday,, March 31, 1936 

was exsmlaed late yesterday afternoon, X 
telked to Dr. alack about his findings lm the case. 
He said that there was nothing definitely wrong 
which showed up in his examination. Be was impresssd, 
however, by the feet that ths man seemed very nervous 
aad at the same time he seemed unconcerned. Dr. Black 
did aot think that this could be considered a normal 
reaction. Be also noticed that £,X*'s speech was very 
dietlast a t tines and then he euddenly slurred his 
words so that it was difficult to understand him. He 
iadieated that further tests were aeeded, but he wanted 
to talk it ever with Xh% 8«ith before eeewUtting him-
eelf, X have beea keeping Mr* P informed regarding 
our progress la the ease. He told me that they called 
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U.K. up to the office fridsy afternoon and gave 
him a good talking to* As a reeult of this, £«K« 
appeared to ha able to work Monday morning. 

X talked to W.K. 10822 this afternoon. He 
appeared to appreciate the opportunity to talk 
to somebody out aids of the department. Ha complained 
loud and long about bis Job and his rate of pay. Ha 
also thinks that tbe piece rates are ail unfair. Ha 
believes that Mr. H is responsible for this condi
tion as be does not know the job and therefore can
not supervise it properly. One of the factors 
contributing to this dissatisfaction is tha employee's 
wife. She is apparently very clever and she has 
acted In church and political circles. She also is 
a singer of some note. 



Observations Rtmart» 

m&a**&*jf April l, lggi 
1 spent sons time with. £ the section chief ia 

Mr. L's department hat era ha introduced ms ta J.S. 
17962. Work Is appsrsatly beginning ta pile-up on 
than over there. He had several days' work piled 
up around ansa puneh press, hut he has no one to put 
on tha job. He continued to tell me of tbe clever , 
trieka that be uses to gat employees to work, sad?^/W'1*^^ 
bow successful tbay can be, He saems wary nervous, 
but at tbe same time ba tries to appear aa tbougb 
be is vary nappy and that ba ia not serious about 
any thing, 3oth be and Mr. L have difficulty ia 
Introducing ma ta tba estpioyeee, la assXegiaed for 
giving ?«0. to ma, stating that ha woulsa't have 
anything to say* J .3. appeared to be en aggressive 
outspoken type of employee. He la apparently very 
capable, aa ba seems to bave assumed eeasiderabic 
responsibility with regard to tbe tools and patterns 
that are used in tbe department, whenever ha is 
given a job ba la told ta lay tha work eut himself 
and evereeme any difficulties whisk may be due to 
dlserepaaelee between the drawings and the racuirs-
mente of the job. Apparently, the engineers 
respect bis suggestions* At prasant, ha la used 
part time on welding work. This pays him more than 
bis regular jab and so be would ba wary glad to stay 
on it all tha time, but ha dees not object when ba 
ia working at bia day work rate. He has bad a variety 
of experi eneee outside of tho plant which have been 
very meaningful to blm. Ha was a prefaseional 
wreetler far several yeere, but ha had to giro tbia 
up because of a broken wrist. Ha saems to ba on 
friendly terms with all of the empleyees whom ba cornea 
in aantaet with - many of them suits openly respeat 
bia ability and bia opinloae, 

Thursday. April x, IMS 
X talked to J .P. af*e$ ia *r. JC'e department, 

•T.P. ia a timid eort of aa individual • Hia Inclination 
la ta accept the ether person's point af view rataar 
than to argue with blm. Ha has an unusual le^aT*"' 
respett far Mr. I. Ha believes that Mr, X will da tha 
rig at thing by him aad that ha would help him if ba 
got lata amy kind of traubla. He formerly was a super-
viser. He worked far Mr. X before ha ees*e ta this sub-
department, wkem xr. X. was transferred ha secured a 
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Thursday, April £. 1986 (Cont'd.) 
transfer for J.P» does not think that ha ia an 
outstanding adjuster - several other employees tarn 
in more work than he does. He ia married, they bave 
one adopted eniid, TKer adopted the child during 
the depression. He could not afford to take the child 
at thle tine ca hie earnings had been reduced but 
tbay bad bad en application in at tbe Cradle for more 
than about eighteen aonths and both be and hia wife 
wanted a baby so bad that they decided ta take this 
one when they could gat it. Ha would Ilka to pat in 
an application for another one* but be is hesitating 
because be Is afraid that they could not take care of 
it. 

We gave B.K. several tests today. I did not 
believe that we would learn mueh from them because of 
X.K«'a nervousness and bis indifferent attitude. 
Mr, Wright and Mr. pyon thought that they would give 

. us a ebeok eâ Jbe attitude of tha supervisors toward (A*~Jto*~mm abd £pie>tty opinion of J-truam^u decided 
to rlak an unfavorable reaction that might develop. 
friday. April &. 1956 

X talked to tbe Employment Department regarding 
tha tests that they gave £»&• sad their ep*aion of 
him. He appeared to them to ba very nervous when be 
same to them, Tbay spent considerable time trying ta 
quiet blm, but apparently had no sueeess. His gradings 
ia every test ware so far below tbe average that they 
completely confirmed our opinion, which is that £.K, 
Is not capable of turning in a aatiafactory performance 
OB any kind of an assignment, 

I talked to Mr, 2), about our experience with X.K. 
X told aim that everything we bad dene to date indicated 
that this was not a placement problem. I pointed out 
that amy plaecmemt ableh would be made at this time 
would turn out ta ba a failure aa S4C. has not tba In* 
csntive ta learn a new job or tha dexterity accessary 
to suseted am a low-grade assigameit. X suggested that 
they leeve X «£• aa bis present job aad that we try ta 
learn mere about tha problem through further interviews. 
He believes that this is tha logical action to take at 
tbia time aad secure Mr. Saab's approval ta the program. 
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Monday, April 6, 1936 
W ©ailed and asked If X could come up to the 

department. So said that Mr* X), was coming down and 
be wanted to talk about It aeoms that K.K, 
came in thia morning three-quarters of aa hour lata 
aad ha bad booa driakiag. j f aald tbat &«£•** eye* 
looked funny aad bo could small liquor on bis 
breath. He admitted that was able to work. 
After some discussion, X suggested taking the 
man downstairs for aa interview. Hr. B agreed to 
this as he esid he did aot want to get mixed up in 
the eace as long as there was not some disciplinary 
action indicated at the present time, 

Xn my talk with E.K. I noticed that he was 
extremely nervous, but he did not appear to be drunk. 
1 told hia that I had asked the Employment Department 
to give him the test as X wanted to get a general 
idea as te his ability. He seemed quite relieved at 
this. Re sold, that he realise* he did aot do well 
oa them. He thought that they were too difficult for 
him. During this interview we talked principally. 
about his present Job, but also about his work when 
he waa a supervisor and his experiences in the War, 
At every opportunity % indicated personal confidence 
in him sad the feeling that hie nenroue condition wae 
not serious enough for him to worry about. This 
approach seemed to have a desirable effect, 

Tuesday, Aorll 7. 1936 
X eaw li.K. again this afternoon. In this interview 

he seemed to take a more active interest in hie work. 
He apparently is trying hard. I pointed out that he may 
be trying too hard, X told him that planning the weifc, 
that is organising the job, sad developing a routlnlscaft 
rythmic motion em the job were of tea more important them 
undirected effort, X emphasised tela thought at every 
opportunity during the interview, I also kept his talk
ing mere about his experieaaes wham he waa a supervisor* 
At the end of the interview X aeked him if he was getting 
anything from my interviews and if he wanted te eeme back 
again* He said that he thought he waa aa hie job was 
going better* X hare aot recorded the subjects talked 
about im these interviews » l.K.'i coaversatiea was 
decidedly superficial, and far that reaaea did mot mean 
muca, 

Wednesday. April a . l too 

V, Hie aeetiem chief la nr* 7*a department, told me 
that aa had metieed that l.r. waa werxlag bettar* Be 
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Bemark* 

didaH know boa bio actual efficiency looked but 
aa thought tbat I.K. was trying to do a good Job. 
Ho then shewed m* -the machine that the Inspection 
uses to test the brashes. He ia toying* to sell 
the idea of emitting one of the operations that 
they now perform which takes quite a bit of time* 
So thinke that the Inspection would find very 
few parts defective with this operation omitted, 
and that tbejyeouldgdo t i i l s *ork on only those 
parts. #lM'~WHB&nm have difficult in selling 
the idea because of the emphasis that is placed 
on rejections. He then told me that B.a. 5739 
had been complaining a lot recently. Hesaid that 
thia morning he asked to see ifr* R. w fe*r tbat 
it would be a good idea if X talked to him. 

B.a. appeared to be aa unusually intelligent 
Italian. He has anslyaed the department situation 
and his personal problems very carefully and the 
outlook is discouraging. B.a. believes that the 
Company has decided to reduce earaiags on that job* 
It is obvtaua to him that the piece rate that has 
been •urged will aot return a percentage that will 
be comparable to prevloua earnings. He ia making 
a very high efficiency on hia job* about 110$, bat 
in order to do thia he is slighting work that used 
to he done on the job. Ee thinks that even though 
the brushes that are being turned out pass the 
inspection they will not stead mp la service as 
long as they used to. His earalng* have been reduced 
about #10.00 a week, and it looks as though they will 
be further reduced because the allowance is going down 
f$ a month aad he dees aot believe that the group 
will iaerease their earning* la proportion to the 
reduction. B.ft< i* el*o unable to meet the paymeate 
that are past due oa hi* two-flat building, this 1* 
apparently m- very mice piece of property, but hi* only 
.îBUmiĤ  Ĉ̂iL̂̂^̂ê̂ P̂ THfĉpŝĤ  JUĴJf̂fc 4Kt&̂& ^̂̂ âŜ  *J JIMHJ' 3BŜ8*̂̂ IFEL *̂3m̂(ê& 
receive* for the upper flat, Thi* i* mot enough te 
make paymeat* oa the Company loam aad the federal 
Heme XtOaa that we* arranged by ear Thrift Counselor, 
ha aa* beea trying for aeme time te get eomeeme to 
help aim get a job for his bey. He has talked to tbe 
Thrift couaaeler aad te the Personnel Department. They 
have given aim answers that are sufficient indefinite 
** mat he mow bellsves that the Cempeay haa tamed 
thumbs dewa em Itellaas. fte alao told me that hr. ? 
3̂ P̂Ŷ  ̂ n̂ M̂L *̂Î̂j*>3fĉp̂  f̂ĉfc*̂̂  IBÎĴ *̂̂  ̂̂ f̂ctĴBM̂FCR̂̂fĉ  ̂ *̂ĵfe3fĉ̂cĉ  m̂̂ ĵ  ̂B̂Ĉ  ^̂JĴB 3M̂J*̂  
ampleyees. He has a habit of standi** cm erne aide of 
the room starring at a group of operator*. Ha of tern 
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iredacsday, April 8, 1986 (Conttd.) 
stand* la one »pot for aa hour or more, then ho will 
mora over to the ether- *id* of the room and do tho 
same thing, Q . g . says that seteral of the new girl* 
had told him that he make* them so nervou* that they 
eould hardly work* 

I tried to see Sir. D today* X wanted to go oyer 
the report that we sent up to Mr* Butherford this noon. 
ftouHHtar. April %ifrLim$ut 

I saw again today* X kept him talking about 
his job in aa effort to stimulate some eons true tlve 
thinking with regard to planning and organizing the work. 
X believe that 1 hare accomplished something, but X did 
not get the results that X hoped to* Bis tendency is 
to |amp from one eubjeet to another, xt is often very 
hard to follow him* Be seems very anxious to cooperate 
but he eaaaot hold his mind oa one subject long enough to 
do any thinking. 

1 took a copy of our report to Mr. 2. Be read it 
through and then said that there were a few statements 
ia there that he did aot agree with, but on the whole 
he thought that it was a fair statement, 1 apologised 

s for aot showing It to him before it went upstairs* Be 
did aot seem to worry about that very moan. Be did think 
that there were eome things la there that would hate a 
bad effect upon his supervisors* 
friday, April 10, 1986 

1 west beak to see Mr* D because X wanted to clear 
up the doubts that he had la his miad about the report 
and to fiad eat definitely what he thought there was in 
there that would hart his supervisor*. Be reread the 
report and finally objected only t* the statement that 
supervisor a are apt to discourage employees from taking 
their problems up the line. Be did aot believe that thia 
was a fair statement a* he has always encouraged em* 
pleyess to see the beta if he eould aot satisfy them* X 
tried to explain this statement ia terms of it being the 
natural result of a very careful logical explanation* X 
pointed oat that Mr* R, ia his conversation with, the em* 
pioyee* ia the Xroawerks Department had met satisfied 
them, bat he had discouraged them from takiag their problem 
up higher* % thought that every supervisor ia the lime 
who did feat kind of a job weald hate the same of feet, and 
pointed oat that Z did met meam teat any supervisor would 
refuse te allow aa employee te see his superior if he came 
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out and definitely aeked for it. fnat seamed to clear 
up hie principal objection to tbe statement* while 
we sere talking, Mr. R came out and Mr, J) told blm that 
B.0. wanted to see him about a job for his boy. X 
told him that X bad talked to B.O. and that X thought 
there was more to tbe problem than simply a job for tbe 
boy. Mr. R asked me to check the gaploymeat to see if 
X could get an idea regarding the boy»s qualifications 
for a job. 

X saw again today. He talked more in thia 
interview about hia relatives and bia early history• 
His mother died whan ha was very young, He does not 
remember her. His father and his older sister brought 
up tbe family, but bis father died while he was a till in 
school. Hia sister then kept tha family together. His 
sister now has tbe flu. He seems to be suite worried 
about that. Ha alao worried because he hsa a little cold. 
He is still taking the nerve medicine that tbe doctor 
prescribed aome time ago. He also bought a bottle of 
blood medicine. Ha wishes that bis landlord would keep 
bis room warmer. He also heard that tba bank is taking 
over tba building and that they are going to refuse to 
furnieh meat. Be will have to find another room if this 
occurs, it tbe end of tbe interview X again pointed out 
that ha did mot have to continue with them. Ha said that 
he believed be gat somathing out of each interview. Ha 
felt much better after talking to me. He has noticed 
lately that be often fait like singing while be worked. 
X think that this improvement in bit attitude can be 
attributed to my supplying a social outlet for him. I 
am, by my interest in blm and by the encouragement that 
X have been af far lag, giving aim an Incentive that bad 
been totaling lacking In his contaeta within the plant or 
outside. 
Monday, April 18* 1936 

X aaw X * £ . for a few mlaates this afternoon, we 
talked only about bis work. X talked with fright and 
Dlxem about tbs pressure that is coming from upstaira to 
extend the experiment, tbe new organisation charts for 
tbe Products Shop are out. Mr* D Is te be given Mr. Rfs 
sub-department. Mr, A ia going to take over a part of 
Mr. D*s work; that Is, Mr. X»*s aad Mr. T»a sub-departmsmts• 
This mesas that we have gat te explain tha experiment to 
Mr, A aad we agreed ta take am Mr* H's sub-department, 
Mr. Xrigkt else thought that it might ba a geed idea ta 
think about taking aft tha Cross Bar switch job as they will 
give as a maw kind of problem as they slam to build up with 
maw help, we agreed that X would talk these plans aver 
with htr* 1 wham X aaw aim this af terneea. 
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friaay. March 20, 1956 

I talked to Mr. X.. for some time before he 
introduced me toSF. He said that is a member 
of the Big ?our; tbat Is, he is one Of hia cbronic 
kickers. Recently, he has become quite a problem, 
because he is not good at anything but his regular 
job. He ia all right as long as they have work for 
him on that job. we then talked for some time about 
the possibility of the new products shop line-up 
affecting the work in bis department. Mr. L does not 
think that they will be able to take much work away 
from him as he is operating as a job shop on most 
of the orders and it would not pay any other organi
zation to ha TO the specialists that are needed for 
that work in their organization as there would not 
be enough work to keep them going. I noticed 
watching us during this conversation. My interview 
withj'.F. was not a success. He answered questions 
willingly but he did not volunteer much Information. 
As I was leaving the department the employee repre
sentative stopped me to again offer his cooperation 
in discussing the problems of the men in his organi
zation. He wondered if^.cpuld find out what 
employees, in general»^at«| of collective bargain
ing. 1 told him that X did not inake a practice of 
going out for the answers to questions of that sort, 
but 1 would be glad to discuss anything 1 got with 
him. I am going to avoid discussing the thing he 
calls "Sapleyec Problem** if X can; that is, X do 
not intend to contribute very much. 

Monday. March 23, 1936 

X talked to W, the section chief in Mr. P's- de
partment. He pointed out some of the mechanical 
difficulties that they have In assemwtlng and adjust
ing the brushes - they have to kesp their eyes open 
continually for variations in their jigs and gages. 
A very slight variation In the alignment of the 
original opsretion makes more work for everybody along 
the line - tbat means that the efficiency of the 
entire department will suffer. He pointed out as an 
advantage of straight-line production one part that 
they were lining up o*e>off the center of the gage. 
He said that the jig oej^eMELy went on the "bum" but 
they were correcting for the condition themselves 
until they could get a new one delivered to them. He 
pointed out that thia kind of efficiency would not be 
possible if the parts were being assembled in enother 
organisation. Many thousands of them would probably 
be on hand before the trouble was discovered. He 
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Monday, March £3, 1936 (Cont'd.) 

then introduced me to 35. V,, one of the adjusters. 
B.y.'s earnings have been reduced considerably 
during the past two years and he recently was down
graded from Grade 7 work to Grade 6 work and then' 
a little later to Grade 4 work with corresponding 
reductions in his hourly rate. Be is not entirely 
satisfied with the explanation that was giten him 
as the supervisor's logic was not consistent. The 
reason given for the first reduction was lack of 
work and the presence of ex-supervisors who were 
entitled to consideration. The seoond time, the 
man who replaced him did so because he had more 
service than B.V*. did. JS.V. asked why M a service 
wasn't considered on the first move. He has boon 
able to adjust his home affairs so that they can 
get along on the reduced Income but he expects 
that the earnings will be reduced each month for 
some time. He is working her* at the present time, 
in the hope that he will create a favorable impres
sion and therefore will be returned to the Grade 7 
work. 

X talked to sir. 5? ia Mr. P»s department. He 
expressed interest in the experiment, hoping that 
we would be able to offer suggestions that would 
help him with one or two of his problams. They were 
quite busy on flood jobs and so they gave me a man 
who was considered a em* problem, They say he gets 
a headache and feels dizzy every time they talk to 
him. This men will only work on tbe easier jobs, 
and so they are trying to get rid of him. They then 
introduced me to A.J. He senses tbat something is 
in the air and so spent considerable time telling 
me how much be likes hia work and how he would like 
to do more work if he could. This case has received 
ao much attention that I believe the supervisors 
are afraid to do anything that will antagonize the 
man. I believe that they would get batter results 
if they took a definite stand; that is, if they insisted 
that he do a few jobs that were distasteful. 
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out and definitely askea for it. £hat seamed to clear 
up his principal objection to tbe statement, tthile 
we were talking, Mr. B came #ut aad Mr, » told blm that 
B.d. wanted to sec Mm about a job for his boy. I 
told kirn that I had talked to B.C. and that X thought 
there was more to tbe problem than simply a job for the 
boy. Mr. R asked me to check tbe Employment to see if 
I could get an idea regarding the boy's qualifications 
for a job. 

X saw E.K. again today. He talked more In this 
Interview about his relatives and bis early history. 
His mother died whan he was very young. He does not 
remember her. His father and his older sister brought 
up tba family, bat bis father died while be waa still in 
school. His sister then kept the family together. His 
sister now baa tba flu* Ha seems to be quite worried 
about that. He also worried because ba has a little cold. 
He is still taking the nerve medicine that tbe doctor 
prescribed some time ago. He also bought a bottle of 
blood medicine. He wishes that his landlord would keep 
his room warmer. Ha alao heard that tbs bank is taking 
over tha building end that thoy are going to refuse to 
furnish meat. Ha will bave to find aaotfee? room if this 
occurs. At tba and of tbe Interview X again pointed out 
that be did not have to continue with them. Ha said that 
he bslieved ba gat aomething out of each interview. He 
felt mush better after talking to me. He has noticed 
lately that ha often felt like singing while be worked. 
X think that this improvement in bis attitude can be 
attributed to my supplying a social outlet for blm. X 
am, by my latere at in him and by tbe encouragement that 
I have been offering, giving aim aa incentive that bad 
been totaling lacking in his contacts within the plant or 
outside. 
Monday, April 18, 1986 

X saw !•£* for a few aiautes this afternoon, we 
talked only about his work. X talked with Wright and 
Dixom about tha pressure that is coming from upstaira to 
extend tbe experiment. The new organisation charts for 
tba products Shop are out. Mr* D is to be givsa Mr. B*a 
•ub-department. Mr. A ia going to take over a part of 
Mr. D*a work} that is, Mr. L*s tad Mr. T's sab-departmamts. 
Tbia means that wa have gat to explain the experiment to 
Mr. A aad we agreed te take on Mr. R*a smb-dapsrtsiaat. 
Mr. Wright also tmeaght that it might be a gaed idea to 
think about taking am tha Cross Bar Switch job aa they will 
give ma a maw kind of problem as they plan to build up with 
maw help. *e agreed that X would talk these plans ever 
with Mr. R ahem X saw him this af temoex. 
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Mfraday, April IS. 1»38 (cont»d*) 
I told Mr. R that I had noticed a definite 

improvement in S«K**s attitude. 1 pointed out that 
he is not as nervous aa he was and he seems more 
interested and more anxious to do a good job, x 
did not know whether this attitude bad vet been 
reflected in bis output, but X thought the change 
in attitude was encouragement enough so that we 
should continue with the Interviews* He is quite 
anxious to do something about the case, as tbe earn
ings of that sub-department has got to improve more 
rapidly than they are at the present time. X told 
him that X bad hopes that we would find enough 
Improvement in him so that they could keep him on 
that job. He has some doubts about tbe possibilities 
of effecting such a change, but he is willing to go 
along with us for some time. We then talked about 
B.G.'s problem. 1 gave him as much of the background 
material as X could, pointing out that B.Gr. is unable 
to meet his obligations on the home and be is very 
much discouraged over the poesibility of the depart
ment maintaining their present percentages with tbe 
new piece rates. X told him that be seemed to be a 
very capable employee himself, X also gave Mr. R the 
application that B.ft.'e son bad filled out laat 
September. X told blm that tbe Employment Depart
ment had graded him very high from hie Intelligence 
and dexterity scores. They apparently are now in a 
position to do aemething for him, if Mr. B feels that 
tha ease warrants special attention. Mr. R said that 
he would cheek tbe supervisors on tbe job to see if 
there was a possibility of upgrading B.<*. in tbs near 
future. He also agreed to decide about the advisability 
of blriag his son after he bad talked to B.0-, X men
tioned our thought regarding the expansion of the person
nel experiment. Mr. R said that he had talked with 
Measrs. Landry, Clifford and Rutherford about our report, 
Tbay had also talked about expanding the experiment and 
all ssem to be wholeheardedly in favsr of it. He sgreed 
to our expansion program and made a data for Monday to 
introduce tba program to tbe new supervisors. 

Tuesday, April 14, 1936 
X spent some time today with J, the group aaief in 

Mr* K'e department, before he intredueed me to J.H. 
1X910. He is spending praetlcally all of his time 
trying to get his job organised so that the earnings 
will ba satisfactory by tha time the allowance is dis
continued. His principal problem is that there is mot 
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Tuesday. April 14, 1936 (Cont'd.) 
enough work to keep the operators busy on one job 
all the time. Ho ba* to watch M i work wary oloaaly 
because the work en tha conveyor will atop if the 
preliminary assembly operations do mot moire to the?, 
in an area flow. He thinka that he ia making progress 
in this direction, bat at tbe present tima it is not 
fast enough to suit him. He thinks that Mr. 8 will ex
pect better results. He finally decided to give me 
J .Jf», one of bis adjueters, as they are working on a 
day rata and their job doss not affect tbe conveyor. 

jr.ll. appeared to be a very wall-adjuatad employee. 
He understands that earnings are going to ba reduced 
all over tbe plant. He thinks that it la caused largely 
by outside agitation against tha high rates that are 
paid bare and tbe f .0.(3. invsstlgation. Ba baa not bad 
much of a reduction in earnings at ret, bat ba expects 
that bis "take home1* will be reduced when tbe job is 
placed on piece work. Tbay are now doing a lot of repair 
work, as many defective parts were uaad in tba assembly. 
3".M. ia wail fixed financially. He has 48 snares of 
stock and bis borne is paid for. Ha la an officer in a 

J^ndlmgLoan Association in bis neighborhood. He ia 
ftu£toyceMt*rft of tbe fact that tha association pulled 
hhreuga tha depression and tbay did mot bave to take 
ares tie actios against oany borne owners. J.M.'s par eats 
amd bia brothers rum a grocery store in tbe neighborhood. 
They also have been able to get through tbe depresslos 
without leas. He is very anxious to bave bis boy placed 
with the Company* He is mot insistent upon it because 
ba umdarstaads that there are many employeee who meed 
tba income that their aon would bring the* much more than 
ba doee. He has talked to Mr. C'Brien in tbe Jtmployment 
Department several times, but be ia enough of a politician 
to know that ha will get nothing by demanding immediate 
attention. He talked a good deal about hia bay who was 
killed while riding a bicycle on tha Cgdam Avenue highway. 
Ha said that ha waa ao upset at tbe time that aa took 
several waeka off from work while they ware trying to find 
tha mam whose car bit him. X notleed from tha psraomnel 
felder that he was a suparviaer im 191*. He was demoted 
due ta lack of judgment in placing mas. Shortly after that 
there are several reports lm the folder which Indicate 
friction between J.M. and Mr. K. Thes* reports da mot 
check st all with my impressions af bis present attitude. 
X would rate him aa a good supervisory prospect mow. 
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Wednesday. April IS. 1936 

Mr. R celled to tell me tbat fee Haa interviewed 
S.&. and tbat he had decided te hire his boy. He aleo 
said tbat they were able to place B . a . on a Orade 7 
job and tbat bis rate would be inereaeed #.08 per hour. 
I told him that X thought that this action would mean 
a great deal to gu$. and that It might have a decided 
effect upon the morale of the entire group. 

X aleo saw- £•£• again. He expressed decided 
interest in the ball games, fie is also more optomtstic 
about his job. He think* he has shown a decided im
provement. X attempted to keep him talking about his 
experience* a* a supervisor, as I felt that this would 
stimulate him to think more as he was thinking at that 
time. He is still thinking about Joining the Veterans 
of foreign Wars and the American legion. He believes 
that he would enjoy their meetings. 2 am puaeled 
about the degree of encouragement and the lift that he 
seeme to get from our talks because it i* *omething 
elee beside* personal interaction. He realizes that 
he has got to improve come more ia order to earn the 
rate that is being paid him. X hate been emphasising 
the fact that future progress will depend upon his 
ability te study the job and to fiad aa easy way to 
aceempliah reeults. Thi* doe* met seem to register with 
him. 

Thur*d*y. April Id. 19S6 

The Employment Department called thi* morning to 
tell me that B .a .** boy had reported to them and that 
he lacked the appearand* of a desirable employee. X 
pointed cut that Mr. r waa very aaxleu* to place the 
boy and that he would like to talk to him personally. 
Mr. H called me a little later to tell me that he agreed 
with the JLmploymeat Department - that the boy was aot 
the most deelrable proapeet available, but he felt that 
eircrm*t*ace* warranted doing semetaiag for him. X 
suggested that he should lasae a r* qui si tie* aad place 
him la hia extenlsatiea a* the Employment Department 
definitely felt that they were aot jastifled la reeom-
meadiag aim to someone els*. He agreed to do thi* within 
the aext few day*. X then called the Xmyleyaeit Bepert-
meat aad they agreed to hire the boy oa thi* basis. 

X talked to H.S. 11*0* la Mr* T»a sub-department. 
Mr* T told me that this men was one of their worse 
problem*. He wemdered if they were doing the right kiad 
of a *afervi*ery J O B . H.S. was at first uawilliag te 
talk te me. He said that he had talked to everybody ap 
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Thursday, April 16. 1956 (Cont*d.) 
the line about bis ease aad tbat there was no use 
talking to m about it. Ho began talking ia an effort 
to explain his reasons for not talking and finally for
got himself sufficiently so that he spent two hours 
outlining his problems in detail* His problem in brief 
is this; 

He has am unusually strong demand for proper 
advancement. Thia is induced largely by his wife who 
same from a fairly well-to-do family, she absolutely 
refuses to make any downward adjuetment in their living 
standards. H.S. was apparently happy and satisfied 
with his job until his foreman, in 1924, decided that 
he was not a capable supervisor and that he should be 
replaced. H.S. could not accept this demotion, so 
stayed away from work for about ten months. His wife 
and his relatives finally induced him to ecme back, but 
upon returning he found that he had been relieved and 
therefore had no Job. He apparently talked to everybody 
that he eould at Hawthorne about returning to work, and 
finally went to see Mr. Albright in Hew York. Mr. 
Albright agreed to reinstate him aad they gave him a job 
that was satisfactory. Things went along smoothly for 
awhile* Then he ran into trouble - financing both his 
home and a two-flat building which were heavily mortgaged. 
At this time, the Thrift counselor attempted to help him 
end la am effort to clear up all outstanding obligations 
for him, granted him a loan of about $£.000. After this 
loan waa granted. H.S.*s income was reduced several times, 
bat the family still- continued to live extravagantly. The 
Thrift Counselor set up several programs by which he could 
work out of hi* difficulties, but as eaeh one of them 
involved a reduction in his staadard of living, he refused 
to cooperate. la fact, hi* wife bought a grand piano for 
his boy at a time when the family had very little food in 
the house to eat. Thrift Counselor*, in en effort to 
protect their second mortgage, finally decided that H.S. 
would have to alga the property over to them aad they made 
srrengemeat* to tame over the first mortgage at about half 
of its face value. The Company then invested about |o,000. 
In improvements la the building and now feel that they have 
an investment that coet them about $8,000. H.S. *ay* that 
the Ceetpany stole a very desirable piece of property from 
him, aad he is new taking action te try to get it back. Hi* 
wife 1* aow willing to move Into the two-flat building and 
he believes that the Company should turn it over to him at 
much lee* than their total invettmtat. He has talked to 
the Thrift Couaselore about this aad to sir. R. He aow plans 
to have a lawyer write to Mr. Bloom. H .3 . is aleo very much 
interested la astrology, some very complicated eeoaomie 
theories, sad he has s serious jambled-up philosophy of life 
In geaeral. He goo* to church regularly but he believe* that 
the bible 1* eatlrely fictioa. He caa accept aa evolutionary 
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jfcuradsy. April 13. 1986 (Cont'd.) 
theory of creation hut he cannot give any kind of a 
Supreme Being credit for a Supernatural power. 

After my interview with H.3., X told Mr. T that 
they apparently were doing all that they could in 
thic caea. X told him that hie complaintc were all 
about thing* that had happened coma time hack and 
that tbay did not involve them personally. My sum
mary ia the above case, was obtained from the inter
view and from *em*e#sat£oas with Mr. Terdina and 
Mr. D. Tbs only action that is indicated bare is a 
continuation of tbe interview. X em not going to 
take any action toward this end at tbe present time 
as proper handling in tbe case will take up too much 
of my time* A flat refusal by tba Company to his 
requests for the return of bia property will probably 
precipitate a crisis of some sort and further considera
tion can be given to tbe cues at that time* 

gride*. April 17. 1956 
X spent some tima today with W in Mr. P's depart

ment, talking about s a t . He a till feels that 8«K. 
has shown improvement, but be dose not believe that it 
la sufficient to warrant keeping him on tbe job. He 
figured £•*:»*s efficiency for tha peat three weeks 
while x was there. Ha oaly baa an expected output 
figure on tba minor jobs. X.K. spent leas Hbm one-
third of his tima on this work during tbe three weeks. 
His efficiency on this job increased from to 89$. 
At S7J» ha is losing $.06 per hour for tbe department 
at bis present rate. W figures that tba affieleacy 
on this job should be about 70£. X do not feel that 
this is a hopeleas aituatioa. It is quite possible that 
£.K. will improve if we can keep up the interest that 
ba has aaw shewn. 

X talked to JJ.lt. in tha afternoon. X told him that 
X had noticed a difference in blm and in bia attitude* 
X tried ta get blm to think about this as a problem, but 
X didn't make amck headway. Ha said that ba felt nervous 
before and now ha faals mora like werkimg. Ha said that 
a lot of things bothered him before, bat mow me does not 
pay amy attention ta them. Ha mentioned that W aad 
Mr. A watched aim work a few weeks age. This made him 
so nervous that ha couldn't da amy thing, fortunately, 
tha rest period whistle blew abartly after tbay came over 
to him. W waa abowimg Mr. R eeme ehamge that be had made 
in tha fixture. This allowed him te gat away from them. 
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gylday, April 17, 1936 (Cont'd.) 
I told him that I was going to soma tip and look over 
his work soon. Ha said that ha would like to have me, 
hut he also said, "Oemtt let me sea you.** X told him 
that X would not watsh him when he did not know X was 
there. He then said that he did not think that X 
would bother blm. 
Monday, April, 80. 1936 

X spent some time in Mr. P's department today. 
X talked to B.G. le has been promoted to a Grade 7 
adjuster. He said that be had talked to Mr. R, who 
had also promised to make a place for his boy. The 
boy hadn't been placed yet, but be expected that be 
would be called in today or tomorrow. 

X also talked to JS.K. and I watohed him work 
for some time. He appears to be making a real effort 
to accomplish something, but it is obvious that be 
is losing time in making foolish motions* [Mr. B 
called to tall me that be was getting his supervisors 
together in tbe af teraoen to explain the experiment 
and announce that we were going to include their 
organisations in tbe plan. He passed ever the Intro* 
duction of the plan rather hastily with them emphasis
ing tba fact that be and bis supervisors in Mr. $*s 
department have not found any objections to the experi
ment as yet and that they intended to extend it over a 
wider area. He told Mr. A that his sub-departments 
were originally included in the plan, and that we 
wanted to continue with them. He also said that Mr. 
1's sub-department would be included as it was now in 
Mr. D*s organisation. He then emphasized tha problems 
with new empleyees as tbe reason for selecting the 
Cross lar Switch Croup. After this explanation, be 
opened the meeting for discussion. Mr. $ asked for a 
more samplete idea as to the reasons for this kind of 
a personnel experiment• I gave our interviewing program 
and our experiences la employee relation studiea as tba 
prime reason. X pointed out that from the interviews 
we gathered, many thousands of them locked as though they 
contained valuable material, but because of the nature of 
the program they were filed away sad not used, HOW, with 
this program, we hope to apply tbe material that we get. 



I 

Ob»ervations Remark* 
Monday. April 80, Xm {Gont'd.) 

Mr, A asked how we verified the statements that 
employees gave u*. He eited an Instance of an employee 
ah© worked for him who complained about her supervisor. 
This girl** story sounded very reasonable. He was 
inclined to believe her, but he could aot see why thle 
supervisor would pick on her cad not any one else. 
Upon investigation he found that there was very little 
truth ia it. I pointed out that our first hunch with a 
story like that would aot be with the facts in the case 
but with the reaeons for her interpretation of the facts, 
those are the thing* that ere causing her difficulty. 
In those kind Of cases *e usually found something in the 
employee's history to which the interpretation could be 
attributed. 1 also mentioned that most people can make 
a working adjustment to condition* that would be un
bearable in a case of this kind. Mr. H then added that 
we.would also talk this problem over with the supervisors 
end that our knowledge of the facts in the case would be 
increased. The meeting on the whole, seemed to be a 
success, lour or fife of the supervisors stopped me out
side of fir. H*» office• 
Tuc«d*y, April 21. 1936 

I *aw E.K. this afternoon for a short time. After 
scale preliminary conversation about his job, I told him 
that he showed an unusual interest in sickness. I asked 
if he were afraid of sickness, and what would happen if 
h* became sick. He said that his sisters would probably 
take care of him. In this interview he mentioned a 
brother in Seattle. He had wanted to go and see him when 
he had a car, but the brother advised against it. Thi* 
brother ha* several tii»*̂ **ltten to him for money. E.K. 
•aid that he is very much like himself. I pres*ed him 
oa thle point, but all X could get was that the brother 
didn't have very much money and he didn't have a stead job 
and he wasa't very well. These association* could be 
boiled down late a failure attitude. X.K. continually 
refer* to Mr. p aad his sickness. The hard feelings that 
I got ia my first interview have vanished completely. He 
now seems to be very sympethetic towerd him. He hope* he'll 
get well and return to work. His attitude towards the job 
seems to be Improving. My feelings about I.£, at present 
are as follows: 

It seem* a* though the ego or you might call it the 
personality ia enclosed by a solid wall of some sort through 
which aothlag peaetratcs. All of the event* which he thinks 
about, ia the past or the prescat, are spokea of without amy 
degree of emotion. He doe* aot make a persoaal interpretation. 
X believe that if he were to be downgraded again and receive 
another rate eat that it would aot affect aim particularly. 

U N I V E R S I T Y O P W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 



Observations. Remarks 

Tuesday, April 21, 1936 (Cont'd,) 

Xt would only confirm M a bailer that he la a failure. 
X plan to continue my effort* to break through this 
wall, but 1 do not anticipate any sueeeea aa long aa be 
will not make an effort to reason and think farther 
than he has to date. X also plan to try to get the 
supervisors to watch his work and help him to eliminate 
lost motion on that Job. I think if % can stimulate 
a real interest there in the problem X might get thorn 
to agree to place him on higher graded work* Xt would 
be Just as easy for him to learn a Grade 5 job as it 
is to learn tbe Crude 3 job that be is now on. 

Wednesday, April 22, 1936 

Mr. A came down to talk oyer the problems in his 
organisation* He believes that Mr. L is an excellent 
production man, but he does not think that he knows bow 
to handle help. He believes that all of their problems 
arise from this and from the low earnings. He expects 
that earnings will increase in the near future and he 
is going to concentrate on handling tbe personnel 
problems. He has been circulating around the depart
ment talking to all of the operators, showing an interest 
in tfeeir work, and getting them te explain tbe job diffi
culty to him* He is <gmtte concerned about tbe employee 
represemtativa. He believes that be is a pretty good 
man, but be is concentrating all of his attention on 
representation* K>3 thinks that it would be far better 
for him personally If ba showed tbe interest in his work 
that be is now showing In tbe representation plan, X 
felt that bis program would meet with considerable 
success. I pointed out that the big difficulty with 
that group was tbs fact that they had been taught, througb 
years of experience, that their jobs carried with them 
considerable skill and that they required an unusual amount 
of ability. How, the supervisors, in leaking at their 
work, do not feel that this skill should be recognised. 
In dealing with these employees, you have to recognise tba 
skill that they have in their minds as being a fact, because 
it is real to them. 
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